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The purpose of this study is to formulate a set of principles of
change consistent with educational and social science literature and to
utilize the principles as a framework for designing a comprehensive in-
service teacher education model. Furthermore, the implementation of the
model through ESEA, Title III project is described.
The first part of this study focuses on demonstrating the need for
an effective educational change model. A number of efforts to change or
innovate schools are explored and major shortcomings highlighted. In
addition several consortium in-service training models are discussed. The
reviewed change projects are assessed and training models are used to
establish a set of principles for change. These principles serve as
a
guide for specifying four major propositions of educational change. The
pertinent social science and educational literature relating
to the prop-
ositions are reviewed. The propositions and their
sub-components serve as
the theoretical framework for developing an
in-service model. The consort-
ium in-service model is described in detail. The
major characteristics in-
clude: Organizational autonomy, multiple entry
levels, utilization of
helping relationship skills, utilization of
systematic problem solving and
organization development concepts, linkage with human and material resour-
ces and provision for monitoring progress.
The in-service model presented in this study was implemented by Pro-
ject Pioneer, an ESEA Title III project serving five school systems. The
history, organization and major training programs of Project Pioneer are
described. The in-service programs include: comprehensive school train-
ing, curriculum leadership team training and curriculum development team
training. These programs are assessed in the evaluation chapter of this
study. In addition, the importance of formative evaluation is stressed
and the procedures utilized by Project Pioneer for such an evaluation de-
sign are described. An over-view of various Pioneer change projects
serve as a basis for identifying advantages of the consortium in-service
model. The concluding section of the study presents implications for
future research.
PREFACE
Personal Statement
My experiences in professional education began in 1965 in the Temple
City Unified School District, a school system with a history of education-
al innovations during the late nineteen sixties and early nineteen seven-
ties. As a teacher and administrator in Temple City, California, I had
the opportunity to experience the process of change from two different
perspectives. For two years I served as the first senior teacher of social
studies in the district's pilot school for flexible scheduling and differ-
entiated staffing. My experiences as a senior teacher placed me in the
middle of many innovations, including peer evaluation, conceptual-inquiry
oriented curricula, design and use of interest centers and resource cen-
ters, use of behavioral objectives and criterion referenced diagnostic
measures and a number of other classroom strategies that emerged in a
uniquely open educational environment. As the district's director of
teacher training for two years my role included working closely with the
superintendent and other central office staff members, as well as remain-
ing an advocate for teachers. My professional and staff development ac-
tivities included administrative training programs, teacher leadership
training programs, video/microteaching activities in classrooms and labs,
curriculum development assistance to teams of teachers, coordination of
pre-service intern programs and support for several "school within a
school" pilot programs.
During the last two years I have served as the Executive
Director of
Project Pioneer, an in-service training consortium funded by ESEA, Title
III. As director during the 1972-73 year, I designed
and implemented an
in-service program consisting of curriculum development
and leadership
training workshops offered throughout a five school system consortium.
During the last year of funding, Title III tripled the funding level of
the project. As a result, a more comprehensive approach to in-service
education was designed and implemented by August, 1973. Although the
basic framework for the Pioneer model was utilized, the administration
of the project provided for changes that were necessary to meet the needs
of participants. For example, many substantive changes were made be-
tween August and October of 1973 in order to adapt the training formats
to the reality of school life. By November 1973 the model presented in
this paper had emerged. It was the result of a feedback process that en-
couraged continuous data collection regarding the effectiveness of train-
ing interventions. Thus, the Pioneer model was not designed, implemented
and evaluated in isolation of the field. Rather, it was created through
frequent interaction with teachers and administrators and evolved from
action research.
Purpose of the Dissertation
The purpose of this dissertation is to formulate a set of principles
of change consistent with educational and social science literature and
to utilize the principles as a framework for designing a comprehensive in-
service teacher education model. Furthermore, the implementation of the
model through an E.S.E.A., Title III project will be described and poten-
tial strengths and weaknesses identified.
Goals of the Dissertation
1. To identify a set of principles regarding educational change that
can serve as a framework for constructing an effective in-service
model
.
2. To develop an educational change model which focuses on the crea-
tion of an in-service training consortium.
3. To describe the implementation of the consortium model in an ESEA
Title III collaborative known as Project Pioneer.
4. To conduct a preliminary assessment of the Project Pioneer model
by identifying the potential strengths and weaknesses as indica-
ted by the collection of qualitative data and the author's sub-
jective analysis.
5. To recommend modifications in the model based upon the collected
data and to identify implications for future research.
Description of the Dissertation
Chapter I Rationale
The first part of this chapter will focus on demonstrating the
need for an effective educational change model. A number of
efforts to change or innovate schools will be explored and ma-
jor shortcomings highlighted, in addition, several consortium
in-service training models will be discussed. The conclusions
drawn from the reviewed change projects and training models
will be transformed into a set of principles for change.
Chapter II Review of the Literature: A Framework for Planning
and Imple-
menting Educational Change
The pertinent social science and educational literature
relating
to the change process will be reviewed and organized
around four
major propositions. These propositions and their sub-components
will serve as the theoretical framework for
developing an in-
service model.
Chapter III A Model for Facilitating Educational Change: A Consortium for
Educational Renewal
A consortium in-service model will be described in detail. The
major characteristics include organizational autonomy, multiple
entry levels, utilization of helping relationship skills, utili-
zation of systematic problem solving and organization develop-
ment concepts, linkage with human and material resources and
provision for monitoring progress.
Chapter IV The Implementation of the Model: A Description of the Project
Pioneer Consortium for Educational Renewal
After providing a brief description of the history and organiza-
tion of Project Pioneer, the three major training programs of
the project will be presented in a scenario format. The scenario
X
will present an example of how each program may develop. Each
will be followed by a brief case report of a school's participa-
tion in the program. The three training programs are referred
to as comprehensive school training, curriculum leadership team
training and curriculum development team training.
Chapter V A Preliminary Assessment of the Project Pioneer In-Service Trajiv
inq Consortium: Anal'^es of Potential Strength s and Weaknesses
The importance of formative evaluation will be stressed and the
procedures utilized by Project Pioneer for such an evaluation
design will be described. An over-view of various school
change projects will serve as a basis for identifying potential
advantages of the consortium in-service model.
Chapter VI Summary of the Model and Recommendations
for Future Research
The six major features of the in-service model will be
summarized
In addition, implications for future research
will be presented.
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1CHAPTER I
RATIONALE
Only in recent years have educators and social scientists recognized
the importance of studying the process of educational change. Although a
need exists for more thorough and systematic studies of change, few of
the available case studies are worthy of examination. An analysis of
successful attempts to change schools can provide valuable data for de-
vel oping more effective models of change.
Five case studies of educational change will be examined. They will
include Barth's (1972) study of Lincoln-Attucks Schools, Gross' (1971)
analysis of Cambire School, Smith and Keith's (1971) study of Kensington
School, McMillan's (1973) analysis of JHS 57 and the author's analysis of
Temple City Schools. From these studies, major conclusions will be exam-
ined and a set of principles for change established.
In the case of Lincoln-Attucks Schools, Barth describes a university
clinic staff and two urban schools who received over $300,000 to demon-
strate hov; ghetto schools can be transformed into examples of humanistic,
individualized programs. To implement the new program, the school admin-
istration hired six young, progressive teachers and a principal from out-
side the system. The progressive educators were dedicated to creating
open classroom environments with a diversity of activities and choices to
be made by students. The team had a great deal Oi enthusiasm and ade-
quate financial support for classroom materials. The ingredients
for ed-
ucational change seemed to be at hand. However, three months after
school
began all of the six classrooms were converted back to
traditional environ-
ments with strong teacher control. What went wrong? Even
though in a v,cse
2Study such as this it is difficult to sort out cause and effect and deter-
mine why the innovation failed, a general analysis can provide useful data.
The most obvious error in the change attempt appeared to be the mismatch
between the cultural background of the new teachers and the culture of the
school and community. Attempts to violate the norms of students, parents
and other teachers is certain to create resistance and hostility. For
those instituting change to ignore the culture of the school is to invite
failure. In this case, the introduction of the progressive teachers into
the school created a badly polarized staff. Another apparent weakness in
the program was the confusion over leadership roles and decision making
power. Leaders were both indecisive and tended to contradict each other.
Because each decision was resolved in several different ways,
administrators, teachers, parents, and children quickly began
to ask a reasonable, pressing question: "Who's in charge here?"
Everyone was, and no one was. No one knew (Barth, p. 129-30),
Effectively implementing change requires a high degree of organiza-
tion. A school implementing innovations cannot afford muddled decision
making. Unlike the unfreezing process used in opening-up a staff to con-
sider new ideas, the actual implementation of substantive change requires
clear goals, roles and expectations among participants.
Another noticeable problem in the Lincoln-Attucks program was the
total absence of teacher involvement in decision making.
Teachers, wanting inclusion in decision making and respect for
their ideas, were rejected and excluded.
_
They became angry,
disappointed, and disrespectful. They withdrew from the admin-
istrators, not talking, not supporting, not attending meetings
(Barth, p. 130).
This may have been the gravest error of all. For
administrators to
ask teachers to implement programs and then to be unwilling
to receive
3feedback, listen to suggestions and allow teachers to explore alternatives
seems to be an abdication of leadership. In referring to the role of the
principal Sarason asserts "If he is not constantly confronting himself
and others, and if others cannot confront him with the world of competing
ideas and values shaping life in a school, he is an educational adminis-
trator and not an educational leader" (Sarason, 1971, p. 147). Effective
implementation of programs requires that teachers be supported, not blocked.
Finally, the total lack of planning for the changes at Lincoln-
Attucks contributed to the failure. As obvious as the need for planning
may be, it is often ignored or diminished in importance by many school
administrators who want to open the doors in September with new programs
in full swing. Careful, systematic planning requires a great deal of
staff time. Since most educators already have a full schedule without
participating in change, a gradual approach to change would seem to be
helpful. Sarason (1971) points out that very often administrators of
change make a gross underestimation of the time necessary to achieve in-
tended outcomes.
The lesson to be learned from Barth's study of LincOin-Attucks in-
cludes the following points:
1. Change agents should be cognizant of the culture of the
school
and make decisions on the basis of a thorough diagnosis.
2. Implementing change requires a high degree of
organization in
that norms, roles, goals, decision making and expectations
are
clear to all participants.
.
.
3. Leaders should involve those responsible for
implementing
changes in making related decisions. ,
4. Changes should be gradual to the extent that
time is allowed .
for in-depth, systematic planning.
McMillan's (1973) in-depth analysis of the New York
University Clinic
for learning and JHS 57 provides a striking
similarity to the Lincoln-
4Attucks change project. Much like the Lincoln Attucks School, the Univer-
sity Clinic at JHS 57 was a heavily funded attempt to change an impover-
ished ghetto school into an innovative environment that could serve as a
demonstration site for successful teaching of disadvantaged children.
Within five months of entry into the school the Clinic was a failure and
had over half of its staff resign. What went wrong? McMillan identified
numerous problems with the change attempt. But he asserts that the major
cause of failure was the overt attempt to challenge societal norms. The
teachers, parents and students had basic value orientations and philoso-
phies that were in direct contradiction to the change goals of the Clinic's
staff. An open assult on the norms of the school was met with fierce re-
sistence. This kind of situation presents a major dilemma for change
agents. If it is not advisable to challenge the norms and goals of a
school, should the change agent be resigned to helping educators do better
what they are already doing? This question does not lend itself to an
easy yes or no answer. Of course there will be instances where a helping
relationship should be terminated because the goals are blatantly contra-
dictory for the helper. On the other hand, one of the most useful roles
for a change agent is not that of an advocate but that of a facilitator
of problem solving. In such a role the aim is to help participants
clarify and reexamine values and explore the universe of alternatives.
Thus, the goals and values of a staff might be refined and even changed
through joint problem solving. The key is that the change agent needs to
have the sensitivity to determine when to advocate his own goals and
in-
novations and when to allow others to grow and develop at their own
rate.
5There were a number of other reasons for the failure at JHS 57. The
initial agreement with the teachers and the clinic staff included a com-
mitment to provide a vast support system including many of the professional
services of the New York University. The teachers expected support but
instead, when the school year started found a team of young, inexperienced
teachers trying to change them. In fact, most of the University Clinic
staff did not have the curricular or organizational skills necessary to
provide specific assistance to the teachers. They did, however, criti-
cize the traditional practices of the teachers and in many instances
violated the norms of the school by ignoring school rules they considered
too rigid. The Clinic failed to diagnose properly the school they had
hoped to change. And, as a result, the staff had very little understand-
ing of its culture. One Clinic staff member recalled.
We didn't very clearly analyze the classroom teachers in the
school - what makes up the system she's in, what her problems
are, her investments are, her vested interests, commitment to
the status quo, what indoctrination she has had, how she has
already had to conform to the system because she's been there
a couple of years (McMillan, p. 95).
Knowing that the leadership style of change agents is crucial to the
change process the Clinic staff espoused a non-directive, participative
approach. The only difficulty was that the most important decision of the
project, to adopt interdisciplinary clusters rather than departmentalized
classrooms, was mandated by the Clinic director and principal one week be-
fore school opened. As a result, most staff members lacked ownership for
the innovation and many never really understood what and how they were
to
innovate. In summary, the failure of the New York Clinic for
Learning was
primarily a result of the following three conditions:
61. The clinic staff had a poor understanding of the school's
culture and as a result cut across the grain of the school
and community's value orientation.
2. The clinic staff displayed contradictory leadership styles.
Most importantly the decision on "what" to innovate was man-
dated by the clinic without teacher participation.
3. Expectations of how the teachers were to benefit from the
clinic were totally miscommunicated. Linkage to outside
resources and technical assistance never became a reality
(McMillan).
The next case study of change to be considered is an analysis by
Smith and Keith (1971) of the Kensington School. Kensington represents
an attempt by well intentioned school administrators to implement an open,
non-graded program with a focus on diversity, activity, independence and
affective development. The superintendent's plan was to have Kensington
serve as a model so that eventually the entire school system could follow
in implementing the new, non-graded program. The most unique aspect of
this change attempt was the opportunity to implement changes with a rel-
atively new staff. Eighteen of the twenty-three teachers involved were
new to the school system. The superintendent and central office staff,
also new to the system, viewed this as an ideal situation in which
to
"build a new school." Their failure to complete the innovation
is worth
exploring in light of the common belief held by innovative
administrators
that if only they had a new, young staff, almost
anything could be accom-
plished. This notion may be vastly over simplified and
idealistic. Ken-
sington seemed to have many of the necessary ingredients
for change - new
7staff, administrative support, consultant help and materials. What went
wrong?
Smith and Keith offer an in-depth sociological analysis in which
they emphasize the role of temporary systems, decision making processes,
system linkages and organizational stability and formalization. In the
very beginning external pressure was applied to Kensington by the older
educators in the rest of the school system who were skeptical of the new
superintendent's plan to have the new, innovative school serve as the
pilot for the rest of the schools. Attempts to sabotage the efforts of
the "chosen ones" became commonplace. Kensington, a subculture protect-
ed by the ideals and ambitions of the superintendent, lacked the stabil-
ity of an established organization. A school without a history requires
a plethora of decisions to be made regarding roles, expectations, goals
and procedural matters. The need for making "nitty gritty" decisions
about the basic operation of the school created a time and energy "crunch"
that made it difficult to deal effectively with substantive issues rela-
ted to the innovation. As a result, instructional planning and decision
making suffered. In this respect, the expected advantage of a new staff
actually compounded the problem of innovation.
An important part of the administration's strategy for change was
the use of workshops and consultants. Functioning somewhat as temporary
systems, these mechanisms were supposed to establish a normative climate
supportive of innovation and a staff with the pre-requisite skills for
successful implementation of the program. Unfortunately, the
summer work-
shop and consultant assistance were ineffective. The workshop
held be-
fore the opening of school was designed as a T group to
build team co-
8hesiveness and effective communication skills. The teachers had a strong
need for organizational and curriculum planning not group dynamics and
conflict resolution. T group training is most effective when a group has
a history and feels a need to unclog communication channels and rebuild
team cohesiveness. The Kensington staff needed to work on concrete tasks.
The failure of the summer workshop to meet this need left the organiza-
tion ill prepared to implement the expected model of innovation. To com-
plicate matters the role of the major consultant raises serious ethical
questions about the use of power by a consultant. In the Kensington case,
the consultant was directly involved in the dismissal of a teacher whose
philosophy was not in line with the administration's plan. Consultants
need to avoid situations that create unhealthy polarizations between
teachers. Openly taking sides during heated debates may limit a consul-
tant's ability to facilitate group communication and problem solving. At
Kensington School many of the teachers expressed distrust and frustration
with the consultant. The consultant may have reduced his effectiveness
by becoming personally involved in the internal decision making process
of the school
.
Perhaps the major contributing factor to the Kensington failure was
what Smith and Keith referred to as the "alternative of grandeur." The
administration wanted to implement a comprehensive program that required
many alterations and changes to be made all at the same time. This
approach to change increased the uncertainty, instability and
risk. e.rad-
ualism, as espoused by Etzioni, (1966) would have been a
more appropriate
strategy. A gradual, small steps approach would reduce
unintended outcomes
and make the process of change more manageable.
Closely related to the
9"alternative of grandeur," was the decision making process utilized in
creating and implementing the change. First, there was a blatant contra-
diction between the directive given to the staff by the superintendent and
the "institutional plan" laid on the staff by the principal. The superin-
tendent told the new staff to "build a school." They were to have the
opportunity to design and implement the kind of school they believed would
best achieve the vaguely articulated goals of the administration. Shortly
after the superintendent's directive was received, the principal presented
the staff with his detailed plan for the staff to implement. During the
year much frustration was created because of the disparity between the
model of democratic decision making ascribed to the school and the actual
way decisions were made. When one discouraged teacher v;as asked whether
or not she had talked to the principal about her concern she replied, "No,
not directly; it's his baby, and you can't tell a person that his baby is
no good." Another teacher described the "fake democratic approach" the
principal used to foist his ideas on the staff.
In summary, the forces that seemed to inhibit the adoption of an in-
novative model at Kensington included the following:
1. Other administrators and teachers in the system were threatened
by the plan to disseminate the Kensington gospel to the entire
system and reacted by generating opposition.
2. The new staff had to spend a great deal of time and energy creat-
ing an organization with some measure of stability.
3. Poorly planned workshops and unclear consultant roles
proved more
dysfunctional than helpful.
4. The alternative of grandeur approach to change was
totally unreal-
10
is tic and created many unintended outcomes that proved too diffi-
cult to cope with.
5. Staff members were excluded from contributing to the development
of school goals and the innovative model to be implemented.
6. The facade of democratic decision making confused and frustrated
staff members.
In a study of Cambire School, Gross, Giacquinta and Bernstein (1971)
describe a change attempt that resembles the Kensington School effort.
Cambire was created as a demonstration school with which to disseminate
innovations to the larger system. The new staff was handed a model of in-
novation that had been created by administrators and were asked to imple-
ment the plan. At Cambire teachers were specially recruited and hired
and paid extra to serve as members of a demonstration laboratory school.
In November of the first year they were given a ten page document des-
cribing the general goals of the new model they would be expected to im-
plement in January. Although the teachers had committed themselves to try
new methods, materials and techniques, they were not involved in the plan
calling for implementation of a new catalytic teaching role. The adminis-
tration wanted the entire staff to leap from a traditional classroom format
into an open classroom environment modeled somewhat after the British prim-
ary schools. Although the staff was not resistant to making changes
in
their classrooms, a great deal of confusion was generated over the
vague-
ness of what and how they were to implement such a sweeping
reorganization
of their classrooms.
The director of Cambire believed that change occurs best
by bringing
good teachers together, providing funds, having leaders
express ideas and
11
then letting teachers evolve their own approach. The first problem with
his approach to change was that it was inconsistent with his behavior.
He admitted that teachers viewed him as the boss. The basic innovation
teachers were asked to implement was his own creation and because of that
a direct contradiction of his espoused philosophy of change. Professional
autonomy is not developed by telling teachers to implement the leader's
idea in any way they wish, just as long as they meet the leader's criteria.
Such an approach to change is disguised manipulation of the worst sort.
The director of Cambire then sat back without helping teachers deal with
the "nitty gritty" problems of implementation and watched them fail.
Gross sites the director's reluctance to provide support in terms of
materials, organizational flexibility, dialogue over issues and alterna-
tives and feedback mechanisms as major causes of the failure at Cambire.
The need for effective group cormiuni cation and problem solving was very
evident. Gross points out that,
development and effective operation of feedback are needed to
ensure that difficulties will be pinpointed, analyzed, and that
steps will be taken to resolve them. At Cambire the Tack of
feedback mechanisms, for example, largely accounted for the
failure to recognize and cope with the ambiguities teachers
had about the new role model. And even when limited opportun-
ities were provided for teachers to inform administrators about
their difficulties, such as at faculty meetings, management
failed to provide an atmosphere which invited and allowed teach-
ers to speak frankly (p. 210).
As the year at Cambire progressed it became more evident that the
director
was on an "ego trip" and was more concerned about showing the
school off
to visitors than in helping teachers work out problems. Many
of the staff
members felt that the director was implementing his model to
get recogni-
tion and professional advancement. In one instance
during a tour for visit-
ors the director, when finding the students all outside
for recess, commented
12
..."Why do the teachers need a break. ..The hell with the teachers!"
(Gross, et. al
.
,
p. 187).
Gross, Giacquinta and Bernstein point out that four primary condit-
ions were unfavorable for innovation to succeed at Cambire. First, there
was a lack of clarity about what the innovation was supposed to be like.
Neither the teachers nor the administrators were able to adequately des-
cribe the specifics of the catalytic role model that teachers were to em-
ulate. Secondly, teachers lacked the prerequisite skills and knowledge
and were not provided an opportunity to receive training. Thirdly, the
necessary materials and resources to carry out the innovation were not
available. Fourth, the leadership of the administration was contradictory,
unclear and generally unsupportive.
Gross' analysis of Cambire provides useful data with which to ques-
tion seriously the oversimplified theory of overcoming resistance to
change as the major obstacle to innovation. A strong case is made to
demonstrate that although reducing resistance to change may be an im-
portant first step there are many additional factors which largely de-
termine the implementation and survival of an innovation.
The final case study to be considered in this chapter involves the
Temple City School System. The author's own experiences in Temple City
will be used to examine the strengths and weaknesses of a system wide
innovation that is currently in its fifth year of operation. Unlike the
change programs described earlier, the Temple City program was
proceeded
by two years of planning and training for the pilot school.
The program
was based on a comprehensive differentiated staffing model
with differen-
tiated teaching roles, peer evaluation, shared decision
making, career
13
ladder and integrated pre-service/in-service. The Temple City model was
designed over a two year period by a teacher-administrator Steering Com-
mittee. The implementation of the program at the pilot school was at the
request of the majority of the staff and was accompanied by the implemen-
tation of a flexible schedule that provided for small group instruction,
open activity laboratories, independent study in resource centers and
tutorial arrangements. Adequate resource materials were provided and a
large variety of professional growth and training experiences were made
available before and during the implementation of the program. Also, the
year before implementation at the pilot school groups of teachers tried a
variety of innovations including small group instruction, learning packages,
behavioral objectives, team teaching and learning laboratories. The result
was a smooth transition into the new program. After the first successful
year at the pilot school various innovations, including variations and
modifications of the pilot program, began spreading to the other five
schools in the system. During this period there were stresses and strains.
Probably the more serious of which were inadequate resources for the re-
maining schools, community reaction to students wasting time while in inde-
pendent study areas, financial squeeze for differentiated roles and an un-
equal reward system. Even with these restraining forces most of the struct-
ural innovations of the pilot school spread, in various forms, to the
rest
of the system's schools. Within three years every school in the
system
had resource learning centers, some form of flexible scheduling,
academic
senates with teachers sharing in school decisions, curriculum
programs in
the process of revitalization and an integrated, on-site
pre-service train-
ing program. Was Temple City a success? If not,
what went wrong? Using
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the criteria that most innovative programs are judged by, Temple City
was (and still is) a tremendous success and one of the best examples
nationally of an educational innovation. However, using a more critical
eye many criticisms can be leveled at the Temple City change process and
outcomes. Caldwell (1973) and English (1972) have both contributed im-
portant analyses of the innovative programs developed in Temple City.
Even though much effort was made to represent all teachers on the
original planning committee that developed and guided the differentiated
staffing model, there was a significant communication gap between the
major decision making committee and the teachers at the grass roots level.
The implications and consequences of the model were not well understood
by many teachers or administrators. As a result, each school experienced
its own kind of growing pains in trying on the model. In some cases the
innovative programs were force fit by principals and resulted in some
apathy and active resistance. In other cases, creative modifications
resulted in satisfactory conflict resolution and program implementation.
Probably the most serious shortcoming in the Temple City process of
implementation was the inadequate development of leadership. There were
some very capable administrative and teacher leaders in the system. But
there were also many teacher/administrative leaders that demonstrated
mediocre leadership skills. The open, changing environment in Temple City
required leaders with effective group problem solving skills, flexible
leadership styles and appropriate helping relationships skills. To create
a structure for shared decision making does not guarantee that leader be-
haviors will be consistent with the goals of the proclaimed model.
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In considering the outcomes of the Temple City change project several
points can be made. Generally, the environment of most schools fostered
greater teacher creativity and freedom to try new approaches. However,
the change process in Temple City resulted in a confusion between the
means and ends of the innovative program. Unfortunately, many teachers
and administrators began to view the structural innovations such as differ-
entiated staffing and flexible scheduling as desirable ends by themselves
rather than as vehicles for facilitating student growth. An effective
self renewal system requires an open environment where inquiry and problem
solving is encouraged and a diversity of alternatives explored. Sarason
(1971) cites this inconsistency between existing regularities and intend-
ed outcomes as one of the more frequent reasons why educational innova-
tions fail. He points out that.... "the most important attempts to intro-
duce change into the school culture require changing existing teacher-
child regularities. When one examines the natural history of the change
process it is precisely these regularities that remain untouched" (Sarason,
p. 86).
An examination of Temple City's student goals and objectives reveals
a significant gap between goals and actual student outcomes. With the ex-
ception of some excellent teachers in the system, most teachers are still
emphasizing a traditional curriculum with the problem solving and affect-
ive areas as low priorities. Perhaps, in time, the mediocre teachers in
the system will develop more sophisticated curriculum skills and flexible
teaching behaviors.
The most negative outcome of the differentiated staffing model appears
to be the unequal distribution of rewards. The model created teacher
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leadership roles that were accompanied by financial remuneration, partici-
pation in decision making, peer evaluation and increased status. This
situation had two outcomes - one intended and the other unintended. The
intended outcome was that the ablest teachers were selected by their peers
to provide services and play a decision making role equal to administra-
tors. It also enabled creative teachers to earn a larger salary and great-
er status and still remain as classroom teachers. This aspect of the
Temple City m.odel certainly has been a major step toward professionalizing
teaching. However, some unintended outcomes also resulted. With the new
differentiated hierarchy of roles only a small percent of the teachers
gained a significant increase in power and status. In some instances
other teachers felt they had been unfairly reduced in status. For tnis
problem to be alleviated. Temple City is going to have to create alterna-
tive ways of providing an effective reward system for all teachers.
To summarize, the Temple City change programs generated an array of
impressive structural innovations. It also resulted in some deficiencies
in terms of substantive curricular and instructional change, including the
following:
1. Structural innovations tended to be accepted as ends rather than
means.
2. Many teacher and administrator leaders lacked the refined problem
solving and helping relationship skills necessary for effective
leadership.
3. The unequal distribution of rewards to the teaching staff helped
create jealousy and staff morale problems.
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4. For many teachers curriculum revitalization was a goal rather
than reality.
Even though the change attempts reported in this chapter have been
used for extensive analysis and criticism the contribution of educators
at Cambire, Kensington, JHS 57, Temple City and Lincoln-Attucks are to
be applauded. Only through the pioneering efforts of such educators will
more effective change strategies be developed.
Principles of Change
The case studies reviewed in this chapter have demonstrated many
strengths and weaknesses of various change programs in implementing in-
novations. The analyses by McMillan, Barth, Smith and Keith and Gross
have generated some remarkably similar findings. They key elements of
these findings have been incorporated into a set of principles which act
to support change. They will serve as the foundation for the review of
the literature in Chapter II and the design of the change model in Chapter
III of this dissertation. In brief, the six principles include the follow-
1 , The adoption of innovations will be facilitated if teachers are
involved in making decisions regarding the changes they are ex-
pected to implement . Four of the five case studies presented
were examples of gross violation of this principle.
2 .
3.
A gradualistic approach to change will have a greater chan ce of
success than the more radical, sweeping (al ternative of grage^)
aooroach to change” The immediate, radical changes expected at
LincoTn-Attucks, Kensington and Cambire resulted in many negative,
unintended outcomes that the staff did not have the time and en-
ergy to deal with.
dmi ni strati ve leaders play a pivotal role in the i
mplementation
f innovations. Leaders should be highly skilled in
group proD-
- five studies re-
*m solving and helping relationship skills. All j
iewed in this chapter demonstrate the need for
supportive leaders,
le leaders in these studies tended to restrict
dialogue with
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staff regarding problems, expected teachers to implement vague
goals with inadequate resources and failed to understand the
efficacy of gradualism.
4. Substantive changes in curriculum and teacher behaviors requi re
extensive professional growth and in-service training opportuni-
ties . The belief that major changes in teacher behavior can
occur as a result of massive financial expenditures and a one
year program of implementing structural change is contradictory
to the research findings on how people learn.
5. Schools, as part of a larger system, need to maintain effective
linkages and communication to counter external pressure that may
be dysfunctional for the change process . Kensington failed to
account for this and fell victim to sabatoge from other schools
and administrators.
6. The implementation phase of educational innovation should be
accompanied by a high degree of clarity in the norms and roles
of members of the organization . Goals and expectations should
be clear and organizational details understood so adequate time,
and energy can be spent by teachers on the tasks necessary to
complete effective implementation of the innovation.
In-Service Training Models
Developing an in-service structure capable of utilizing a thoroughly
formulated theory of change is a difficult task. The transformation of
theory into practice requires in-depth planning and a large variety of re-
sources. Needless to say, to date there are very few examples of success-
fully implemented in-service programs that adhere to the six basic princi-
ples of change described earlier in this chapter. Nonetheless an examina-
tion of a few of the more comprehensive in-service programs that have been
implemented during the last ten years may provide useful criteria for de-
signing a workable consortium in-service training model.
In recent years there has been a trend toward the development
of ed-
ucational consortiums as a way of bringing the resources of several
organ-
izations together to more effectively solve educational problems.
This
movement was highlighted in 1972 when the United States
Office of Education
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committed $363 million dollars to a national change program known as the
National Educational Renewal Center Plan. Because of financial difficul-
ties and staff changes in the Office of Education the NERC plan was aban-
doned. It would have provided for federal funding of large consortiums
of universities, school systems and educational laboratories to work
jointly on pre-service and in-service training programs (Caldwell, 1973).
Regardless of the difficulties in the Office of Education there are a few
consortium programs currently in operation.
One of the first consortiums to facilitate educational innovations
in the nation was the IDEA League of Cooperating Schools organized in 1966
to test and refine strategies for continuous school improvement. Accord-
ing to John Goodlad (1972) the League had the following goals:
What was sought by the League was that each school should become
self-improving - diagnosing its problems, formulating solutions,
taking action on recommended solutions, and then trying to get
evidence about the effects of such action. For research pur-
poses, a process termed DDAE (dialogue, decisions, actions and
evaluation) became the dependent variable, (p. 211)
The over-all impact of the League Model was that it provided a new
social system between twenty-two schools that legitimized and created a
press for change. Efforts were made to develop leadership skills, share
training resources and blend pre-service and in-service education. Con-
sidering this was one of the earliest attempts at consortium in-service
training it was moderately successful. Sharing of resources between the
schools and universities did occur. However, Goodlad points out that
many participating schools had labels for innovations but had actually.
implemented few substantive innovations (Goodlad, 1971). Goodlad' s (1972)
primary recommendation regarding the consortium idea is that
an effective
balance of power between schools and universities needs
to be worked out.
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He also raises the idea of exploring the need for an intermediate, third
party to facilitate the consortium operation.
Like Goodlad, Rubin (1968) is concerned about the need for an inter-
mediate agency and the distribution of power within a consortium. As
director of the Center for Coordinated Education in Santa Barbara, Cali-
fornia, Rubin acquired valuable experience developing and operating a
consortium approach to in-service training. He views the consortium as
an extra legal organization that is separate from the participating
schools and universities. The autonomy of the organization is crucial.
They must have their own funds, dictated by the requirements of
their purpose; they should be restricted only by their ability
to convince their clients of their value, and by their own in-
tegrity and creativeness. Each consortium should probably have
a small administrative staff, responsible to a board of governors
that includes the chief school officers of the school districts
involved and a reasonable number of outsiders (Rubin, p. 14).
Rubin views an effective consortium as one which fosters teacher
growth rather than change. .. "change is the substitution of one thing for
another; but growth, or improvement, assumes a fundamental reorganiza-
tion of thinking, and implies that any resulting change be a self-reason-
ed action - that follows upon intelligent analysis" (p. 5). This kind of
growth results from self directed effort. Giving teachers new curriculum
materials or preconceived teaching techniques is not likely to increase
the capacity for self-renewal. The consortium approach should allow
teachers to work on things they regard as important. To support
this
kind of independent teacher exploration faci liters need to be
provided
who can offer support in the way of diagnosing, problem
solving, organi-
zing and retrieving information and material resources.
Rubin's work
with the Center for Coordinated Education was one of
the more important
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efforts to develop an in-service consortium approach to teacher education.
Training coordinators and researchers should keep abreast of the progress
made by the various consortium models that have emerged in recent years.
On the East Coast, the Network of Innovative Schools (1973) is a
successful example of an in-service training collaborative. The Network,
originally funded by ESEA Title III, is an autonomous organization that
serves over fifteen member school systems and additional schools in
Massachusetts upon request. The most unique aspect of the collaborative
is a focus on problem solving processes and on-site implementation of in-
novations. A major goal for workshops is to prepare participants to diag-
nose successfully and solve classroom and school problems without necessar-
ily calling upon outside "experts." Other in-service consortiums are also
providing services on the East Coast. The Greater Boston Teachers Center,
Education Development Center and New England Program in Teachers Education
are prime examples. Each of these features a large variety of in-service .
workshop offerings and follow up field agent or advisor assistance. These
agencies are working in exciting areas of educational innovation and have
the capacity to provide excellent materials and workshops for individual
teachers or schools. However, it is not likely that they will have a
major impact on the school systems they serve. For one thing, they lack
the financial resources necessary to provide intensive, within the school
curriculum planning and implementing. Currently, teachers and administra-
tors must pay for their workshop and follow-up services. Inadequate fund-
ing and focus on specific types of innovations puts these organizations
in
the same category as most private educational consulting firms.
A more
comprehensive approach that includes problem solving processes,
organization
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development and better utilization of internal resources is needed.
School systems need to become self renewing and independent of outside
experts who solve problems for them.
Many other educational consortiums for in-service/pre-service train-
ing have emerged on the national scene in recent years. The Portal Schools
model has been utilized at Florida State University and the University of
Georgia to bridge the gap between in-service and pre-service education in
the surrounding school systems. The focus in the model is on sharing uni-
versity and school resources in providing more effective competency based
pre-service/in-service education (Council of the Great City Schools, 1971).
Although the Portal Schools model is an important movement toward closer
university-school system cooperation, the model has limitations. There
seems to be an emphasis on competency based teacher training at the ex-
pense of developing internal problem solving capacity. Hopefully, future
refinements in measuring teacher skills and behaviors will upgrade the
competency based approach. In addition, some of the Portal School prac-
tices, such as teaching graduate courses within the school setting, may
not necessarily represent qualitative changes in in-service education.
More data is needed before the potential of the nationally publicized
Portal Schools model can be properly assessed.
One of the most successful collaborative approaches to in-service/
pre-service education is the Staff Development Center/Integrated Day Pro-
gram at the University of Massachsuetts. Four school systems have been
working jointly with School of Education staff members in providing a
comprehensive support system for in-service/pre-service training. Using
open classroom education as an organizational framework, the
SDC/Integrat-
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ed Day Program has developed a program where supervising teachers in the
field work with interns from the university and receive a variety of sup-
port services in moving toward the implementation of open classrooms.
Most significantly, the program attends to administrative support and on-
site training, practical problem solving and curriculum development, link-
age with university resources and experiential training programs for both
interns and supervising teachers. Schumer's (1973) research on the effect-
iveness of the SDC/ Integrated Day Program indicated a significant movement
of participating teachers toward the implementation of open classroom
teaching behaviors. Thus, the SDC/ Integrated Day Program at the University
of Massachusetts represents one of the few collaborative in-service/pre-
service programs that has been comprehensive in nature and has demonstrated
significant impact as an educational change model.
Short Lived In-Service Models
A great deal can also be learned from an analysis of in-service pro-
jects that have been implemented and then discontinued. One of the most
comprehensive consortiums undertaken was known as the Cooperative Project
for Educational Development. COPED was the creation of a group of nation-
ally known social psychologists and organization development specialists
and was funded federally to link university resources with twenty-five
local school systems. The goals of the project emphasized organizational
growth, group problem solving, utilizing internal and external resources
and implementing organization improvement plans (Watson, 1967). COPED was
well planned and organized. But, after the first year of operation,
federal funds were discontinued. The success or failure of COPED
was un-
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clear. Staff consultants reported moderate success as well as a degree
of conflict and disruption. A model as complex as the one utilized cer-
tainly demands a longer period of time to be fairly tested. On the basis
of descriptions of the self renewal model utilized, several criticisms can
be made:
1. Only one method of entry was used in initiating relationships
with schools. The survey feedback approach was used to gather
data about the organizational climate and possible problem areas
in a school and then fed back to the staff to help them diagnose
their organizational problems and develop a strategy for resolv-
ing issues. The problem with this approach to entry is that a
school. that has severe organizational problems and needs help
would most likely be the most threatened.
2. The COPED model focused exclusively on organizational problems.
The model did not provide for curriculum and instructional re-
sources. Thus, schools that were eager to develop their instruc-
tional programs were not likely to be enthusiastic about working
on inter-personal relationships. Also, schools that were inter-
ested in organization development would have been left without
' the technical curriculum assistance necessary to complete the
process of educational change and renewal. The model should have
been more comprehensive and responsive to the needs of individual
schools.
3. The COPED approach was designed to begin with the
central office
staff of a school system. This was modeled after the training
interventions generally utilized in industry. There is
however.
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an important difference between the management of a business and
a school administration. A business has to solve problems that
jeopardize profit making. School administrations have to worry
about negative publicity and laymen school committees. Entering
at the top of a school system is very threatening and difficult
to accomplish.
Another interesting in-service change project known as the Consortium
of Schools was implemented in 1970 in twelve New York schools. The goals
of the project were similar to COPED - organization development, resource
utilization and systematic planning. However, the entry and intervention
processes used were different. Special training was provided for teams of
teachers and administrators to improve teamwork and to develop plans for
school change projects. After the initial training program each school
team received periodic workshops and on-site consultant assistance in im-
plementing action plans. In addition, a consortium council of teachers
and administrators met monthly to share ideas and resources and provide
over-all direction and support for the change projects that were initiated.
Although the evaluation of the Consortium's effectiveness was not rigorous,
positive indications of the project's impact were summarized. On an in-
strument measuring organizational processes eleven of the twelve schools
moved toward the participative group behavior end of the management con-
tinuum. Also, several open space/concept classroom approaches were init-
iated in previously traditional schools and a group of teachers developed
an affective curriculum component. Visitations and resource sharing be-
tween the schools were increased during the year (Feitler, 1972).
Over-
all the consortium of schools was a success. However, the few
vague de-
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scr1pt1ons of the effect the project had on schools leaves some doubt as
to the viability of Its Interventions. Since the project was only funded
for one year more conclusive data on the organizational development for-
mat that was used will not be forth coming.
This chapter has highlighted some of the major educational change
projects and has examined the Implications these have for affecting change.
From these a set of principles has been established to guide the change
process. In addition, various In-service training programs have been review-
ed to determine their consistency with the key element of the proposed
principles of change.
,
The In-service programs described were, for the most
part, piece meal approaches to change. Programs like the Network for Inno-
vative Schools and Greater Boston Teacher Center were not financially able
nor structurally designed to provide in-depth, on-site support for teachers
Implementing innovations. Likewise, the IDEA League of Schools and the
Portal Schools program lacked the resources and training capabilities to
provide a comprehensive, systematic approach to change. Although both
represent significant movements toward improved In-service teacher educa-
tion, much modification and refinement Is needed. The two projects that
emphasized organizational health and problem solving, COPED and the Con-
sortium of Schools, were unable to support schools with the more technical
aspects of curriculum development. Any model that relies soley on organ-
ization development will have great difficulty being accepted by schools.
All schools do not need the same kind of help. Unfortunately,
these In-
service programs provided a much too narrow focus and have had
difficulty
relating to traditional schools. If In-service programs only
attract
schools that are already predisposed to innovation or
already have suppor-
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tive administrators, those schools most in need of improvement will go
without help.
The only in-service programs reviewed that adequately met the cri-
teria outlined in the set of principles described in this chapter were
Rubin's Center for Coordinated Education and the Staff Development Co-
operative at the University of Massachusetts. Rubin's Center provided
for a high degree of autonomy and flexibility. Focus was on using facil-
itors who assisted school staffs in diagnosing needs, locating resources,
designing systematic plans and implementing programs. The emphasis was
on helping educators solve real problems within the school setting. Un-
fortunately, Rubin's Consortium program was only funded for two years and
very little information is available from which to draw conclusions. The
SDC/ Integrated Day Program at the University of Massachusetts provided a
similar support system. Fortunately, the SDC program is still in exist-
ence and has been well documented by Schumer (1973).
Significance of This Dissertation
The programs examined in this chapter illustrate the need for a more
comprehensive approach to in-service education; an approach that is flexi-
ble enough to meet the diverse growth needs of schools. Such an approach
should include participatory leadership, teacher involvement in goal set-
ting, problem diagnoses and implementation of normative changes in
the
school organization. In-service education should also include a
broad
based support system that allows teachers to work on real
school tasks,
provides for effective staff problem solving and emphasizes
the develop-
ment of helping relationship behaviors.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE: A FRAMEWORK FOR PLANNING
AND IMPLEMENTING EDUCATIONAL CHANGE
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This chapter is an attempt to select the major theories and research
findings from social psychology, organizational development and educational
literature and to build a framework to serve as a guide for designing an
in-service training model. The framework will be composed of four basic
propositions, extrapolated from the principles established in Chapter I,
regarding the process of implementing change programs in schools. Each
proposition will be followed by a discussion of the literature and research.
An attempt has been made to concentrate on input from behavioral scientists
as well as professional educators. Thus, the focus of this chapter is not
on the changes that should be made in schools, but rather on the processes
by which organizations and individuals change.
For clarity the four propositions and their sub-components have been
summarized below.
Proposition 1: Educational change will be facilitated by a collaborative
approach that involves teachers in making major decisions.
a. Efforts to change will be more successful if the
locus of responsibility and ownership for an in-
novation belongs to the participants rather than
the outside or internal change agents.
b. Educational innovations are more likely to be im-
plemented and sustained if participants are involved
in a clarification of goals, a diagnosis of the prob-
lem and the development of a plan of action.'
c. Mandated structural or environmental changes
within
a school organization, such as interdisciplinary
teams, flexible scheduling, etc., rarely change
teaching behavior in classrooms.
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Proposition 2: Changes that result in new behaviors by individuals
will have a better chance of surviving if they are
consistent with the norms of the school organization.
a. Since changes made in one part of an organization
will ultimately effect other sub systems within
the organization, strategies to gam support for
changes should be developed at multiple levels
within school systems.
b. This proposition asserts that there are special
circumstances wherein change and innovation can
occur in one part of an organization but net in
other parts. Under special conditions, enclaves
of innovation can be developed within an organi-
zation and survive.
Proposition 3: Successful implementation of innovations will increase
if participants see the changes as facilitating their
educational goals rather than adding new burdens.
Proposition 4: The most effective training experiences allow partici-
pants to work on real school tasks with members of
their own organization.
a. Training interventions should focus on the accom-
plishment of real school tasks. Working on inter-
personal communication and group dynamics should
be a means to solving problems and not an end in
itself.
b. Change agents can facilitate lasting change/growth
more effectively by utilizing "helping relation-
ship skills."
Proposition 1: Educational change will be facilitated by a cplj-^
laborative approach that involves teachers in making major de-
cisions.
Since the research conducted by Lippit and White (1952) on auto-
cratic and democratic leadership, the issue of participative
management
has been an important consideration in planning for change.
Can change
be facilitated more effectively by including participants
in decision
making?
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As Gross (1971) points out, the research findings to support the
collaborative approach to change are not conclusive. To limit the
issues of leadership to either top level control or participative de-
cision making may be too simplistic. Variables such as the complexity
of the innovation, maturity level of staff, capability of leadership
personnel and participant's level of technical expertise would all
seem to be important factors in determining the degree of desirable
participation of staff members. Mersey and Blanchard's (1972) Life
Cycle Theory of Leadership develops a case for varying the degree of
relationship and task leadership behavior to match the maturity level
of participants. Thus, the most effective leadership style for an im-
mature staff would be highly task oriented while the style for a mature
staff would be low relationships and low task. In other words, admin-
istrators should increase teacher autonomy and decision making if the
staff exhibits the necessary degree of self initiation, responsibility
and related technical skills. As desirable as the notion of flexible
leadership may be, effective implementation presents difficulties. Ad-
ministrators who disagree with their teachers' point of view may con-
sider their differences as a sign of staff immaturity and as a result,
limit shared decision making to instances when teachers are in agree-
ment with them. In addition, administrators who consider their teachers
too immature and uninformed to participate in decision making may ac-
tually contribute to their immaturity by eliminating growth opportuni-
ties in problem solving and decision making. Thus, principals who
keep teachers "in their place" may be completing a self fulfilling
prophecy.
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Reddin (1970) adds another element to the issue of leadership
styles. He includes an effectiveness dimension which allows the task
or situation to determine the most appropriate leadership style. In
a crisis situation a high task, low relationship style would be most
effective. When needed, such as during an emergency, leaders would be
negligent if they took the time necessary to check out everyone's feel-
ings to guarantee a healthy consensus before taking action. The nature
of the problem and the available alternatives are important determinants
of leadership style.
In dealing with educational innovations, a central question re-
volves around the type of change to be made. The expertise of the
staff in relation to the decision is most important. Public relations,
organizational matters and administrivia are generally best handled by
administrators who have competency in those areas. For example, de-
termining the most appropriate content and methodology for teaching
mathematics would certainly include teachers with curriculum expertise.
Another factor effecting leadership style would be the amount of be-
havior change required of followers. If an innovation is to have
teachers write behavioral objectives or to schedule classes around in-
terdisciplinary teams, then it may very well be effective to have
strong administrative leadership and low participation in decision
making by teachers. If hov/ever, the goal is to have teachers change
their instructional behavior and use behavioral objectives to individ-
ualize instruction, participation in decision making may be the differ-
ence between success and failure. A survey by Hare (1962) of over ten
studies found that task-centered and demanding leadership behavior
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elicited hostility, apathy and other signs of withdrawal, whereas
accepting, supporting behavior decreased anxiety and created greater
participant interaction. On the other hand, there was very little
difference between the t\^o leadership styles in the area of cognitive
learning. Thus, instructing teachers on the mechanics of behavioral
objectives may be effectively accomplished in a non-participatory set-
ting, while having teachers effectively use the objectives may well be
dependent on the more positive attitudes generated by a participatory
leadership style.
White and Lippi tt (1960) studied the effect of autocratic leader-
ship and democratic leadership on the climate of groups and found that
groups with autocratic leadership did not function as efficiently as
those with democratic leadership when the leader was not present. This
would indicate that participation in decision making is helpful if the
group is going to be expected to carry out responsibilities without the
direct supervision of the leader. This tends to substantiate the idea
that democratic leadership would facilitate the implementation of in-
novations behind classroom doors.
Likert (1967), a major contributor to organizational development
and leadership theory and research, offers a theory that classifies
organizations into four categories based on degree of openness and
participation in decision making. System Four represents the partici-
pative end of the spectrum and System One represents the autocratic
end. His research findings show that management styles closer to
the
participative approach result in greater productivity than the more
authoritarian styles.
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Shifts toward Systom Four aro accotnpaniGd by long rangG improvG-
niGnt in productivity, labor rolations, costs, and Gamings. ThG
long rangG consGquGncGS of shifts toward Systom Ono aro unfavor-
ablG (p. 46).
As convincing as Likert's research may appear, an important ques-
tion can be raised - which came first, the higher productivity or the
management style. The argument could be made that when things are
going well an administration is more likely to loosen up and use a
more collaborative leadership style.
Buchanan (19G7) believes that the importance of participation is
clearly established and he cites the research conducted by Guest (1962).
He admits, however, that some studies have shown that some people who are
accustomed to dependency-producing conditions do not react constructively
to a participative leadership style. This would seem to confirm Mersey
and Blanchard's Life Cycle Theory of Leadership and Reddin's emphasis on
situational leadership styles.
Given the research to date on participative management, the parti-
cipation and involvement of teachers in the change process would seem
to be helpful if the innovation is complex and requires teachers to
change behaviors within their classrooms. To take proposition one a step
further the role of change agents in participative change will be explored.
Proposition la: Efforts to change will be more successful if the
locus of responsibility and ownership for an innovation belongs
to the participants rather than outside or Internal change agents .
One of the most frequent mistakes made by change agents, either
internal or external, is the failure to allow participants to develop
responsibility and ownership for the change they are to implement.
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Ownership for a change requires participation in decision making and
goal setting and responsibility for implementation. If the change
agent seduces, manipulates or coerces the participant into adopting an
innovation, the agent may be developing a dependent relationship. This
kind of relationship could have negative consequences. First, the par-
ticipant will be likely to blame the change agent when a problem de-
velops. Secondly, when the agent is no longer around there is no
guarantee the participants will be any more capable of making decisions
to sustain the innovation than when the change agent was available.
Thirdly, when decisions are made by the change agent, they are likely
to reflect his perceptions of the situations rather than the percep-
tions of the participants who are expected to implement the new idea.
Under these conditions, it is unlikely that an adequate diagnosis of
the school's needs could be made.
Several examples of change projects which ignored the issue of
participant ownership can be cited. Gross (1971) discusses a case
study of a change effort in an elementary school where the principal
encouraged major changes in the roles and classroom behaviors of teach-
ers. In the early stages of the innovation, most of the staff favored
making changes. However, the implementation of the innovation did not
provide for teachers to diagnose the problem, clarify goals, partici-
pate in decision making and take responsibility for each step or im-
plementation. As a result, open discussion and staff problem solving
were not utilized to overcome the obstacles to the innovation. The
un-
resolved problems included the following: the staff had an unclear
im-
age of the role performance expected of them, they lacked some
of the
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necessary tools and equipment and the organizational conditions in the
school remained rigid and incompatible with the innovation. Obviously,
greater teacher participation may have brought these issues to the sur-
face where alternative solutions could have been explored.
More light can be shed on the importance of participant ownership
and responsibility by reviewing McMillan's (1973) analysis of why a
major change project, supported by the Ford Foundation and the New York
State University, was totally unsuccessful. McMillan points out that
the change agency neglected to involve the staff in the single most far
reaching decision they made - to adopt clusters. He also describes the
change agent's behavior as inappropriate, inconsistent, and contradic-
tory. He recommends that future educational reforms provide for the,
"...proper involvement of teachers and adaptive use of leadership
skills, as well as more careful planning and diagnosis..." (p. 159).
Regarding the role of outside change agents, Watson (1967) states
two principles which are relevant to the notion of participant owner-
ship.
1. Resistance will be less if administrators, teachers, board
members and community leadership feel that the project is
their own - not one devised and operated by outsiders.
2. Resistance will be less if participants feel that their aut-
onomy and their security is not threatened (p. 22).
Allowing participants to take ownership for their own change facil-
itates the development of internal commitment. When this occurs it is
likely that the decisions that are being made are closely related to
the personal needs of participants. Thus, creating greater teacher
in-
volvement and decision making may bridge the gap between personal
needs
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and organizational needs and provide for more active and effective data
gathering and problem solving. Regarding internal commitment, Argyris
(1970) asserts that internal commitment results in greater durability
and resilience. This ability to cope with stress and challenge can be
very important since most innovation is accompanied by disruptions and
anxiety during the process of normative and reeducative change. The
extent and type of involvement provided to participants could make
significant difference in efforts to introduce change.
Proposition lb: Educational innovations are more likely to be
implemented and sustained if participants are Involved in a
cTari fication of goals, a diagnosis of the problenTand the de-
velopment of a plan of action.
The issue of teacher participation in planning and decision making
is complex. It cannot be determined by resolving that teachers should
or should not be involved in making school decisions. Rather, the de-
gree and kind of participation will indicate the efficacy of shared de-
cision making. For example, having teachers help set program goals
and administrators formulate plans for implementation would be a pro-
ductive way of organizing for change. Unfortunately, administrators
too often set program goals and then ask teachers to participate in de-
veloping plans for implementation. Although this form of participation
would be better than none, it fails to capture the expertise and en-
thusiasm that people generate when their ov/n ideas are the basis for
a new program.
The case study of Cambire School reported by Gross (1971) is a
good example of the necessity of having teachers participate in the
clarification of goals and the diagnosis of school needs. Most of the
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teachers at Cambire were in favor of what they understood the change
project to be. But within a relatively short period of time it be-
came obvious that the teachers were confused about their new roles and
were frustrated by the lack of understanding and support offered by the
administration. Even the administration had difficulty articulating
precisely how teachers and classrooms were to be different. This prob-
lem could have been reduced by having teachers and administrators work
together on a diagnosis of needs and program goals. The change model
advocated by Havelock (1970) is very clear about the need for a joint
teacher - change agent diagnosis. "At best, you should provide guid-
ance while the client makes his own conclusions" (p. 71). Telling
teachers what their problems are can be very threatening and may re-
sult in defensiveness and inaction.
In using a survey feedback and consultation approach to organiza-
tion development, McElvaney and Miles (1971) stress the need for collab-
oration with the client. "Collaboration in the design of data collect-
ion procedures makes it more likely that the data will be bought by the
participants later on" (p. 119). Involvement by participants will also
increase their commitment in carrying out the action plans. If teach-
ers are not encouraged to participate fully in the process of solving
their own problems, they are less likely to acquire self renewal skills.
Problem identification, diagnosis, solution making and the like de-
velops a kind of master skill for the system, one which ensures that
future problems can be solved more effectively.
Administratively mandated changes in schools have not often re-
sulted in the intended outcomes. The authoritarian model of
change is
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particularly ineffective in producing substantive changes in individ-
ual behavior when the new behavior is closely related to personality
or personal philosophy and when external control is not always possible.
Proposition Ic: Mandated structural or environmental changes
within a school organization, such as interdisciplinary teams,
TTexible scheduling, etc., rarely change teaching behavior in
cTassroomsT
Many educational innovations have been introduced to schools by
administrative pressure. Most often, they have been physical or sched-
uling changes such as interdisciplinary teaching teams, flexible sched-
uling, open space classrooms, resource centers or progranmed materials.
Administrators have assumed that either these new structures v/ere
worthy, in and of themselves, or that they would motivate teachers and
students to learn to interact in new ways and would result in an en-
richment of the learning process. Unfortunately, such assumptions were
tenuous. For the most part, the millions of dollars spent on educa-
tional reform have resulted in new educational jargon and rearranged
facilities. Silberman (1970) points out that often, "team teaching is
simply a new label for old-fashioned departmentalization" (p. 162).
And after spending time observing many of the schools that had presum-
ably implemented non-graded programs, Goodlad confessed, "I should
have known better" (Silberman, p. 162). In most cases, schools that
call themselves non-graded are practicing the conventional homogeneous
grouping of students by ability within the same grade. The curriculum
and teaching methods of the schools have remained the same. Dean
Schaefer sheds light on the viability of administrative mandates
when
he asks, "How can youngsters be convinced of the vitality
of inquiry
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and discovery when the adults with whom they directly work are mere
automatons who shuffle papers, v/orkbooks, and filmstrips according to
externally arranged schedules?" (Silberman, p. 182). It would seem
that the practice of mandating educational innovations is a direct con-
tradiction to the purpose of many of the innovations which encourage
students to progress at individual rates and develop more self respon-
sibility and independence.
Perhaps, the most cogent argument against the mandating of educa-
tional innovations can be made by demonstrating that the most important
behavior changes required to implement most curriculum innovations are
not controllable by administrators. Consider the superintendent who
decides that team teaching should be adopted ty one of his schools.
He can use his power to re-schedule groups of children, alter the
facilities and change staffing patterns. But he cannot decree new ha-
bits, attitudes, interpersonal relationships and curricular skills.
Thus, the rationale for team teaching, an. improved curriculum and in-
structional program for students, may never become a reality. In fact,
the use of new terminology and public relations efforts to convince
outsiders that the school is innovative may result in complacency by
the staff and a total misunderstanding of what the innovation was
suppose to achieve in the first place.
Bidwell (1965) points out that the isolation and low visability
of teachers contributes to their invulnerability. With their tenure
of office and the large variety of, acceptable instructional methods,
teachers' instructional behaviors are not subject to administrative
coercion. For the most part, administrative power seems limited to
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such areas as professional conduct and subject matter content.
Gross, et al
, (1968) assert that the adoption of an innovation by ad-
ministrators does not mean that it will be followed by changes within the
classroom. They cite Carlson's research on school superintendents as
demonstrating that the mere adoption of programmed instruction by a
school system does not result in classroom curriculum change. Sarason's
(1971) observations of the lack of change in the teaching of mathematics
supports this. He points out that those who were suppose to change, the
math teachers, were neither clamoring for a change nor were they involved
in the decisions to adopt the new math.
Even though many examples can be found of the failure of non-
parti cipatory change attempts, there is still 'relatively little hard
data to substantiate the superiority of participatory/democratic lead-
ership. Hopefully, more educational research will be conducted in this
area in the near future.
Proposition 2: Changes that result in new- behaviors by teachers will
have a better chance of surviving if they are consistent with the norms
of the school orgariizatiofT]
This proposition is well based in social-psychological research.
The norms of a group, customary and expected ways of behaving, have a
powerful influence over an individual's behavior. Because norms are
shared by many participants, they cannot be easily broken. As a re-
sult of his research, Lewin (1958) has concluded, "as long as group
standards are unchanged, the individual will resist changes more strongly
the further he is expected to depart from group standards. If the
group standard itself is changed, the resistance which is due to the
relation between individual and group standard is eliminated' (p. 210).
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When an individual does attempt to go against the group's established
norms, he finds himself the recipient of negative, rejecting communica-
tions. If he persists, communication will be cut off and he will be
ignored or excluded. At that point, he no longer belongs to the group
(Festingar & Thibaut, 1951). A laboratory experiment by Merei (1949)
showed that even a child with leadership ability could be induced by
a group of kindergarten aged peers to conform to the play norms of the
group. Lowin' s research during the war indicates that changes in the
norms of eating are better made by group decision than by expecting in-
dividuals to pioneer practices not being used by their group members
(Watson, 1969). Endless research shows that people's opinions, attitudes,
and beliefs are a function of their reference group (Berelson & Steiner,
1964). Based on these research findings, it is apparent that organiza-
I tions contain tremendous forces for stability or change in the behavior
of individuals or sub groups. Any change project or training program
that fails to consider the effects of group norms on individuals who
f
receive training may be reducing the transfer of new behaviors into the
work environment. Since we are aware of the force of role expectations
and interpersonal norms on school staffs, we should take advantage of
j
I its power and use group processes as tools for planning change. If
' change in schools is to be viable, changes in interpersonal expectations
I must be shared so that each person knows that his colleagues have chang-
I
I
ed their expectations in the same way that he has changed his own
I
I (Schmuck & Miles, 1971).
I
Sarason's (1971) thesis is very much in agreement with the prop-
; osition presented here. He states that... "The agents of change
from
I
I
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outside the school culture are too frequently ignorant of the culture
in which the change is to be embedded, or if they are part of the culture,
they are themselves victims of that very fact" (p. 236). To ignore the
traditions, norms, roles and goals of the school when attempting to
facilitate change is to overlook the most potent forces in supporting
or rejecting newly acquired behaviors of teachers. Furthermore, Sara-
son states that... "any attempt to change a curriculum independent of
changing some characteristic institutional feature runs the risk of
partial or complete failure" (p. 36). Piecemeal curricular changes
most likely will be short lived if they conflict with existing organ-
ization norms.
Just as individuals are influenced by the -norms of the organiza-
tion, other systems or organizations that function within the same
larger organization influence each other. The norms and expectations
of one school within a system may play an important role in blocking
or supporting change in another school in the same system.
Proposition 2a: Since changes made in one part of an organiza-
tion will ultimately effect other sub-systems within the organ-
Tzation, strategies to gain sUpport for changes should be de-
veloped at multiple levels with school systems .
The interdependence of sub-systems and roles within a school dis-
trict play an important part in the progress of change. Positions such
as parent, board member, superintendent, principal, teacher, caretaker
and pupil require role performance in relation to what persons in other
roles expect and do. Goals and activities in other schools within the
system and at the central office level influence the goals and activi-
ties of any one school that may be working on a change project. Having
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the top of the power structure knowlegeable about changes undertaken
in the smaller sub-systems of the organization would be helpful. Al-
though the hierarchy may not be overtly supportive, it is crucial that
the top echelons of a system are not actively opposed to a change pro-
ject. Buchanan (1967) found that in a comparison of successful and un-
successful Organization development projects, the most conspicuous
difference was that of linkage between the target system and the larger
system. Out of ten case studies, those that were successful had made
more effective provisions for linkage with the total system.
Watson (1967) points out that, "When one part of a system changes,
it produces strain at the interfaces of interaction with other parts
until the other parts have adapted to the change" (p. 106). Parts of
the larger system interact and are modified so that a working equili-
brium is established. Since the higher levels of the hierarchy have
the power, it is safe to assume that failure to involve that hierarchy
in a change project at a lower level could result in conflict and
eventual rejection of the innovation.
Bennis (1969) supports this need for a systems approach to change.
He suggests that many changes that have been brought about have simply
faded out because no carefully worked out plans were made to coordinate
the change with other parts of the system. Likewise, Gouldner (1969)
calls for applied social scientists to use models of system analysis.
He states that, "system models forewarn the applied social scientist
of the possibility that a change in one part of the system may yield
unforeseen and undesirable consequences in another part of the system
due to the interdependence of its elements" (p. 93). In brief,
there
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is a noticeable trend toward system's theory in the designing of change
strategies. Those change attempts that plan for the potential influ-
ence of other schools and sub-systems will be in a stronger position
to survive. The external environment of the school organization can-
not be ignored. Its impact may very well determine the difference be-
tween success and failure. Although a convincing case can be made for
the power and influence an organization has on its individual member's
behavior and the effect of one sub-system on another, there are un-
usual conditions under which the influence of the organization can be
reduced.
Proposition 2b: This proposition asserts that there are special
circumstances wherein change and innovation can occur in one oTrt
of an organization but not in other parts. Under special condi-
tions, enclaves of innovation can be developed within an organiza-
tion and survive .
Very few islands of innovation within school systems functioning
in direct contradiction to the expected ways of behaving are able to
survive. The norms and sanctions against- "wildcats" or non-conformists
can be a potent force. However, under unusual circumstances enclaves
of innovation can survive within an organization. The issue of grass
roots movements and their effectiveness is related to many variables
existing within an organization. In her article on protest absorption,
Leeds (1969) discusses the importance of strong, charismatic leadership
of the enclave, viability of the technical aspects of the innovation,
strong support and loyalty by the enclave to the systems' goals, will-
ingness of the enclave to compromise, ability of the organization to
protect itself from total conversions by the non-conformist group,
and
the ability of the enclave to get access to the top leadership
of the
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organizdtion. According to Leed's thoory, a non-conforming onclavo
that meets these criteria has a good chance of survival. Rather than
risk the potential damage caused by conflict and upheaval, the top
management of an organization may be willing to allow an agreed upon
level of autonomy for an innovative enclave, as long as it is not
attempting to subvert the goals of the organization or change other
groups within the organization. A delicate balance between the needs
of the enclave and the needs of the organization must be maintained.
Change can be initiated from the ground up in an organization if
the conditions are right. Most importantly, the enclave members must
have access to the top of the power hierarchy so that compromises can
be satisfactorily worked out. An enclave that is minimally disruptive
and not attempting to change the rest of the organization may be allow-
ed to continue its non-conforming practices as long as it does not
threaten the power and control of management over the remainder of the
organization. If the administrator, who controls the sub-system that
includes the enclave, is overtly antagonistic to the innovation chances
are slim that the non-conforming group will survive. For example, a
district supervisor or assistant superintendent who is openly hostile
to the enclave's practices can block communication and access to the
superintendent. On the other hand, a supportive or neutral central
office administrator can make it possible for the enclave's leadership
to circumvent the principal and seek a compromise with the more politi-
cal superintendent who desires to minimize disruptions and negative
publicity. Thus, if the conditions are right the theory of protest
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absorption may account for the existence of non-conforming, enclaves
of innovation.
Proposition 3; Successful implementation of innovations will increase
if participants see the changes as facilitating their educational qoals
rather than adding new burdens
Teacher innovators, those teachers that pioneer new ideas, are
generally energetic, high risk takers. Many of them have overcome what
seemed to be insurmountable obstacles to implement classroom changes.
Spending many extra hours a day and their own money, these teachers are
living examples of what Postman and Weingartner (1969) meant by Teach-
ing as a Subversive Activity . In schools where other teachers have sur-
rendered to administrative control these teachers have managed to sur-
vive. Teacher innovators such as these have voluntarily increased
their own burdens. They are internally motivated by an intense need
to express their values and beliefs about education, even if they are
in direct contradiction to the accepted norms. Using Rogers' (1971)
research in rural sociology, innovators and early adopters of innova-
tions are not likely to make up more than sixteen percent of an organ-
ization. Thus, the large majority of members in an organization are
not likely to demonstrate the energy and risk that characterize the
innovators. Many teachers within a school may not have a strong need
to change the way things are - especially if the changes result in
tension producing situations. Innovations that are viewed as new bur-
dens and unrelated to the teacher's educational goals, will
tend to re-
sult in apathy and, in some cases, resistance.
Lewin's (1972) theory of quasi -stationary equilibria lends
support
to the idea of reducing psychological burdens and tensions
as a way of
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facilitating change. According to Lewin, every social condition is
balanced by facilitating forces and restraining forces. To bring a-
bout a change in the social condition, and upset the equilibria, one
can add forces in the desired direction or reduce opposing forces.
Adding new forces in the desired directions of the change would be
accompanied by a relatively high state of tension and would probably
result in higher aggression and emotionality. Reducing opposing for-
ces would however, not result in increased tensions. Thus, an effect-
ive method of social change is to reduce barriers or blocking forces
that are inhibiting the change. Examples of this in an educational
setting would be to help teachers implement new curricula by increas-
ing available planning time, providing necessary curriculum materials,
reducing administrative road blocks, providing needed facilities and
making expert consultant assistance available.
Reinforcement theory would also tend to support the idea that re-
ducing rather than increasing burdens will result in more receptive-
ness to change. A positive reinforcement would be available by en-
gaging in a new behavior that actually helps one decrease current bur-
dens while achieving desired goals. Hovland, Janis and Kelley (1953)
have found that attitudes can be changed by providing an incentive.
•Thus, a teacher's receptiveness to an educational innovation may be
in-
creased by a clear demonstration of its reward or payoff.
This notion of reducing burdens to facilitate change sounds
sim-
plistic and perhaps, over obvious. But, surprisingly enough,
educa-
tional reformers have consistently ignored it. McMillan (1973)
pro-
vides an illustrative example when he describes the
attempt by the
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University Clinic to change a New York City school. The teachers want-
ed to have smaller classes, more materials and expert consultant re-
sources but instead received pressure from the clinic staff to change
their teaching styles and make major reforms in their curriculum. The
teachers felt that the barriers to better teaching were mostly the lack
of resources and not necessarily their teaching behaviors. The clinic
staff drastically increased the pressure on the teachers by advocating
changes that the teachers did not perceive as necessary. Had the clinic
staff taken the more gradual approach of reducing perceived problems
rather than projecting new problems they would have generated more
support for innovation. Needless to say, the tension created by the
Clinic for Learning resulted in disaster.
Gross, Giacquinta and Bernstein (1968) point out that educational
change results from a complex set of conditions. They present a strong
case demonstrating the inadequacy of the often used theory that focuses
on overcoming members' initial resistance to change. Thus, merely
making changes palatable or attractive may not result in implementation.
For one thing, teachers can be initially receptive to an innovation and
because of insurmountable barriers never actually implement it. Gross,
et al, assert that conditions during the implementation of an innova-
tion play a pivotal role. They included such factors as clarity of the
innovation, skills and knowledge required, materials and resources re-
quired, compatibility of existing organizational arrangements and staff
willingness to expand time and effort.
Furthermore Sross, et al , (1968) offer strong support for the
notion that teachers will be eager to innovate if they
feel the changes
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win help them solve some of their problems rather than add new prob-
lems. They state:
That in many organizations the empirical reality is that their
members are exposed to difficult problems in their work situa-
tion and would welcome innovations that appeared to offer solu-
tions to their difficulties (p. 242).
Thus, teachers will tend to be more enthusiastic about changes
that are closely in line with their own goals and are viewed as re-
ducing problems and difficulties that they face. However, innovations
that are encouraged as solutions to lofty, vague goals, not related to
the teacher's everyday concerns, may be considered unnecessary burdens.
Depending on one's goals, a challenge for some may be viewed as a bur-
den for others. Planned changes that require new organizational be-
haviors or individual skills generally need to be supported by an in-
ternally or externally designed training program. The type of train-
ing program is crucial if it is to facilitate specific organizational
and individual behavior changes.
Proposition 4: The most effective training experiences allow partici-
pants to work on real school tasks with members" of their own organiza-
tion.
Although change is clearly an individual, personal process, groups
can play a major role in facilitating the process.
Beckard (1969) states that, "the basic building blocks of an or-
ganization are groups. Therefore, the basic units of change are groups,
not individuals" (p. 26). Using this rationale, change projects should
allow teams who work together to learn together. Training
individuals
creates the problem of linkage with the organization. According
to
Lippitt and Fox (1971), "the professional development problems
of
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"tsdchors dr6 not sololy msttors of individudl Q^^owth but must bo soon
in the context of a group process, of team relationships and of total
staff development" (p. 139). To work effectively as a unit, teachers
need to establish mutual goals, effective interpersonal skills, and
clear role relationships. This is best accomplished by working on
real school tasks as a group.
Personal growth approaches that focus on individual emotional de-
velopment are not effective interventions for changing organizations.
Such approaches would not necessarily enhance the working relationships
between members of the organization and result in greater teamwork and
productivity (Miles & Schmuck, 1971). Even if personal growth strate-
gies could contribute to the organization there are some very serious
ethical questions regarding the right of an organization to interfere
with or manipulate the personal and emotional growth of its members.
The best argument for working on real school tasks with peers is
that the survival of innovations, in part, is dependent upon supportive
organizational and group norms. This can be accomplished by having
staff members work together on issues of most concern to the group.
Teachers have to see other teachers accept new behaviors in the school
setting before group norms can be significantly altered.
Many of the training programs in industry in the last few years
have utilized T-Group training with groups outside of the context of
the organization. Harrison (1962) conducted an evaluation of Argyris
work and found that there was little, if any, transfer of interpersonal
skills learned in the laboratory to the work environment. In fact, new
tensions were created between those who were trained and those who
were
not.
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The idea of working on real school tasks is particularly import- .
ant. In assessing the weaknesses of an otherwise successful school
organization development training program, Schmuck, Runkel and Lan-
meyer (1971) suggest that the problem solving skills learned in a work-
shop setting should have been applied to real problems in the school.
There would seem to be greater transfer of skills learned, increased
feelings of relevance and greater organizational growth when training
experiences allow participants to work on real school tasks with mem-
bers of their own organization. Training interventions should focus
on the accomplishment of real school tasks.
Proposition 4a: Working on interpersonal communication and
group dynamics should be a means to solving school problems
and not an end in itself.' ^
In some training programs, work on interpersonal communication
and authenticity has become more important than the ability of the
staff to diagnose and solve school problems. One cannot argue the
fact that a warm, friendly human environmeat is helpful. However,
unless schools are able to effectively achieve their goals, close
interpersonal relationships between staff members is just extra trim-
ming. The point is that both openness and task accomplishment are im-
portant. To concentrate on one without the other could be disastrous
for a training program.
In reflecting back on a five school system organization
develop-
ment training program Goodson and Hagstrom (1971) realized
that the
non-directive, therapeutic model of training has its
limitations. They
suggest that a multitude of problem solving activities
within the school
environment are necessary. They include the following
skills.
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"describing and diagnosing reality, formulating problems, identifying
needs, deliberate selection of change targets, planning and carrying
out appropriate actions, evaluating outcomes so as to keep problem
solving in contact with reality..." (p. 180).
According to Hornstein, et al
,
(1971) laboratory training in
human relations has little impact on organizations. Planned changes
must occur within the context of the organization's culture. Likewise,
Shepard's (1965) evaluation of the Esso organization indicated that the
impact of laboratory training was primarily on personal and interperson-
al learnings and that it vas practically useless in changing the organ-
ization. Rogers (1969) reports that the use of encounter groups in the
Immaculate Heart School district had very little influence on the funct-
ioning of the organization. In fact, the use of human relations training
polarized the target system. After the encounter group training was
eliminated, a group from TRW Systems helped the schools focus on
organizational problem solving and were able to move the organization
toward improved functioning.
Organizational development training differs greatly from sensi-
tivity training. The goal of organization development is not to
facilitate personal growth. Schmuck (1971) summarizes it well when
he says, "Deep feelings often arise from task oriented activities.
To the extent that such feelings inhibit a group from accomplishing
its organizational tasks, skill in coping with them should be intro-
duced during organizational training tasks" (p. 218). Thus, working
on interpersonal communication and group dynamics should be a
means
to solving school problems and not an end in itself. The
role of
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chsngs agGnt or facilitator is central to the development of an in-
service training intervention.
Proposition 4b: Change agents can facilitate lasting change/
ajiowth more effectively by utilizing "helping relationshio
~
skilirr” ^
A helping relationship in this proposition is defined as one which
promotes and supports the growth of the person being helped. In this
case, growth refers to the re-ordering of one's thinking and the ac-
quisition of additional personal skills. There is a difference between
training or consulting and helping as it is defined here. A consultant
or resource person may or may not help an individual grow. Often times,
an effective role for a consultant is to prod, advise and provide ex-
pert analysis and information. However, if personal growth and mean-
ing is expected for an individual, a helping relationship may be more
desirable.
The helping relationship is built upon a positive view of the
nature of man. This view assumes that man is basically good and is
capable of self direction. The opposite view portrays man as inherent-
ly evil and in need of external control and coercion. Accepting the
posture that man is essentially good and trustworthy is a basic tenent
of the helping relationship. From this arises the notion that people
will grow and mature when given a supportive environment. In such an
environment, threat to the self is low and learning proceeds more
effectively (Rogers, 1969, Combs, 1971).
The helping relationship is largely founded on the belief that
individuals should play an active, central role in selecting areas of
improvement and making major decisions about their goals and activities
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If one subscribes to the theory that "learning is the discovery of
meaning (Combs, 1971, p. 91) then it is logical to encourage the in-
volvement of helpees so that personal choices are exercised and a
commitment to new ideas and behaviors is enhanced. Much support for
this aspect of a helping relationship is found in the current litera-
ture (Branirner, 1973, Knowles and Saxberg, 1971, Rogers, 1969, Rubin,
1968, Moore and Anderson, 1969).
Supporters of the client centered, helping relationship approach
to educational change make an important distinction between change and
growth. Rubin (1968) points out that,
change is the substitution of one thing for another; but growth,
or improvement, assumes a fundamental reorganization of thinking,
and implies that any resulting change be a self-reasoned action
that follows upon intelligent analysis (p. 5).
An organization can change individuals by enforcing new procedures
and norms. But for an individual to grow, new information relevant to
the self has to be accepted, processed and utilized in establishing new
attitudes and behaviors.
An effective change agent should be committed to the growth of the
individual rather than to change. How is such individual growth best
facilitated? There are many approaches to learning, and the available
research is not decisive in its suppport for any one approach. How-
ever, there is considerable literature favoring the flexible, non-
directed facilitator style. Such a helper would utilize himseif as an
instrument (Combs, 1971) in understanding and supporting another per-
son. Active listening and non-evaluative feedback would be primary
methods of helping. Suspending judgement on the helpees behavior and
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instead providing very specific, descriptive feedback would encourage
introspection and self discovery (Brammer, 1973, Combs, 1971).
The safe psychological environment fostered by a helping relation-
ship tends to be conducive to introspection and self evaluation (Knowles
and Saxberg, 1971 ).
A helping relationship is one which facilitates the growth of both
parties in a relationship. Neither person is a static, non-responsive
individual to be manipulated or served. Simply stated, a helping re-
lationship reduces leader behaviors that could be described as con-
trolling or dependency producing. Rather, the leader or facilitator
works with the other person sp that joint diagnosis and problem solving
results.
Rubin (1968) points out that teacher growth is exemplified by
"self directed efforts" and not by preconceived methods or systems that
are superimposed on the teaching staff. Relationships that contradict
this notion by reinforcing the authority and expertise of the helper
may result in a less productive dependency relationship (Combs, 1971).
Just as effective leadership styles may vary from situation to
situation, facilitator or helping relationship styles may vary. Many
helping strategies are available for promoting individual growth.
There are times when positive reinforcement (Brammer, 1973) or modeling.
(Bandura, 1969) can be useful helping behaviors. The essential point
is that the change agent must remain very sensitive to the needs and
maturity of the helpee and be able to adopt and utilize the most approp-
riate facilitator behaviors.
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This chapter has described four major propositions to support
educational change. Each one has been examined in light of the current
research and literature. The four propositions v/ill serve as a frame-
work for designing an in-service education model.
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CHAPTER III
A MODEL FOR FACILITATING EDUCATIONAL CHANGE:
A CONSORTIUM FOR EDUCATIONAL RENEWAL
The propositions for change presented in this study are intended
to provide educators with a framework for designing educational change
strategies. The behavioral science research cited makes it evident
that educators can learn a great deal about the process of change from
social psychologists and other social scientists.
In order for schools to take advantage of what the behavioral
sciences have to offer, many changes will need to be made in the in-
service training and professional development opportunities provided
for teachers and educational leaders. The emphasis on educational
innovation will have to focus much more on developing people and less
on "thing" technology.
Since the framework outlined in Chapter II is theoretical and
lacks the structural and practical details necessary actually to
implement educational change, a specific model for implementing a
training process will be the focus of this chapter.
In order for school systems to launch sophisticated, comprehensive
approaches to diagnosing problems and implementing new organizational
and instructional strategies, they will need to have access to a
great many more resources than are currently available to individual
school systems. All of the human and technological resources in the
surrounding communities should be tapped to help work on educational
problems. One way of effectively doing this would be to end the
I
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isolationist practices of many school districts and move toward the
organization of educational consortiums. Such consortiums would need
to have specific functions to keep them from becoming super bureaucracies
where grand plans are designed but rarely acted upon. Such functions
could include pre-service and in-service teacher and administrator
training. The resources of the surrounding universities and social
agencies could be made available to clusters of school systems working
cooperatively on up-grading their human resources. Ideally, real
school problems would be the focus of in-service training experiences.
The behavioral science experts in the surrounding areas could help
educators deal with the processes of organizational and individual
change. The purpose of such assistance would be to help educators gain
the skills to solve future, as well as current problems.
Initiating change within the defined norms, traditions and roles
of a permanent organization presents many obstacles. Much of the
energy in an organization is directed toward maintaining role relation-
ships, the distribution of power and organizationally defined goals.
Thus, any change that requires an ;al teration of goals, rules or power
is likely to be difficult to achieve. If this is true, then it may
be useful to look for an organizational structure that can operate out-
side the normal boundaries of individual school organizations.
A close examination of social organizations reveals that often
temporary systems have been created within or between permanent
systems. These systems are unique in that they are created for a
limited period of time to work on a specific task and are often able
to escape, the regulations imposed by the permanent system. Examples of
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such systems would Include task forces, conferences, projects, and
laboratory/workshops. Temporary systems can have many advantages for
inducing change. In his discussion of temporary systems. Miles (1964)
includes the following characteristics:
participants to concentrate energies
on an identified problem. ^
2. Membership is usually explicitly defined and efforts made tokeep members from dropping out.
3. Temporary systems provide permanent systems an avenue for ex-
perimenting with new ideas.
4. A temporary system designed to produce specified goals provides
a narrowed time perspective which forces members to focus on the
immediate situation, with less time backwards or forwards, and
results in a greater energy output.
5. In the protected mini-v/orld of the temporary system, partici-
pants have a greater opportunity to try out new role behaviors.
This greater fluidity of behavior also tends to evoke far more
inventive, constructive action than in permanent systems.
6. The norms established in a temporary system may effect the norms
of a permanent system. The adoption of innovative norms by
permanent systems can be facilitated by temporary systems if
the conditions are suitable.
An in-service training consortium would have many of the character-
istics of a temporary system. It would call for the development of
a joint venture by several school systems, universities and government
funded educational agencies in creating an in-service training center
to help participating schools deal with identified educational problems.
Such a venture would be temporary in that it would have a clearly
defined task and could be terminated when its usefulness was exhausted.
Individual school systems could enter and leave as determined by their
individual needs. It would be developed by the permanent systems,
participating school systems, universities and the government education-
al agencies, but exist outside of their individual structures. Struc-
turally, it might look like a link chain with permanent systems joined
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together by an intermediate organization which could serve as the in-
service training agency for the school systems and the government.
This kind of organization would provide a check and balance system to
keep individual systems from totally controlling the intermediate
training organization. More specifically the role of the government
agency would be to develop budget and operational guidelines for the
consortium arrangement. Interested school systems and universities
could then negotiate with the government agency and develop a working
contract. The consortium of educational systems would select an in-
service training staff that would receive direction from the governing
board of the consortium.
The in-service center would become the primary vehicle for educa-
tional change within the consortium of schools. Having this intermediate
organization facilitate in-service training for the schools and yet,
not be controlled by the goals and norms of any one school system,
could provide a powerful mechanism for change. The superintendents,
selected teachers, in-service training staff, university staff, and
government agency staff would become a new group operating outside of
their own beauracracy and making decisions through consensus rather
than hierarchical power.
Once the structure for an educational consortium has been created,
an in-service training model would need to be developed. A consortium
of schools and universities without a clearly defined task would
be
complex and unwieldy. Without such a format the consortium
could
be as useless as most state and county educational
agencies. One of
the first concerns in developing a structure for
in-service training
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should be gaining effective entry into schools.
Perhaps one of the greatest weaknesses of existing educational
service agencies is their inability to develop close working relation-
ships with surrounding schools. Successful entry into a school by an
outside change agent would be one of the most difficult, but important,
tasks of the in-service training center. Bringing together two separate
systems such as an in-service center and a traditional school system
with diverse goals and norms requires very sophisticated orchestration.
Most organizational development literature reflects two kinds of entry,
consultants brought in by top level management or off-site training
laboratories, neither of which is satisfactory for this proposed model
of in-service education. Most frequently, a business organization is
experiencing inadequate production and the top level managers have
decided to seek outside help. This approach to entry is not very help-
ful in educational settings because the production efficiency of schools
V
is very difficult to measure and since schools are regulated by the
community they are more vulnerable to outside pressures. As a result,
schools are much more reticent to admit in-house problems and seek
outside help. Relying on the entry process utilized by organization
development consultants in working with business organizations would
be ineffective. A more action oriented strategy for helping schools
is needed.
Most of the organization development literature relating to
schools indicates that entry has consisted mostly of summer
laboratories
with interested educators, or university support for
schools willing
to buy off on an organization development approach
to change, or
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requests by top level administrators for consultants to come in and help
improve their system. All of these approaches to entry in schools have
the same weakness - they do not provide an opportunity for a school to
develop ownership for its own change process and to move at its own pace.
Having top administrators call in the experts is much less effective than
having a staff make its own decision about how to work out its problems.
The sales approach used by some consultants is even less effective. There
are many cases where school staff have bought into training programs be-
cause they were victims of misrepresentation. Any consultant that seduces
a staff into organization development or curriculum development training,
by projecting his own values on them and then gracefully manipulating
them into accepting his preconceived program, is unfairly setting a
school up for failure. There are countless numbers of schools that have
been led into "big splash" training programs, of one sort or another, and
been left high and dry with little closure and no plan for the future. A
more systematic and responsive entry process is needed.
The in-service model presented in this chapter proposes an approach
to entry and intervention in schools that utilizes the following
characteristics: multiple entry levels, organizational autonomy,
utilization of helping relationship skills, utilization of systematic
problem solving and organization development concepts, linkage with
human and material resources and provision for monitoring progress
(see figures 1 and 2). Each of these characteristics will be described
in detail
.
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Multiple Entry Levels
Too frequently, in-service training centers offer services that
are narrow and restrictive. For example, some organization development
centers will not even negotiate with a school unless its entire faculty
is going to participate in training. Many curriculum training programs
insist that the principal participate with his teachers in the program.
Others require teams of teachers rather than individual teachers to
participate. These kinds of restrictions are well thought out and are
designed so that training can have a maximum impact on the school in-
volved. However, an in-service change model would increase its effect-
iveness if it included a larger variety of structures and entry require-
ments. One of the most important aspects of an in-service model is
its ability to generate the interest and involvement of a diverse
cross section of the professionals it is designed to serve. To do this
effectively it should provide flexible and easy access. The model pro-
posed in this chapter offers four different training structures. Each
is designed to appeal to different levels and degrees of interest within
a school system.
For example, the comprehensive training program offers intensive
involvement for the entire teaching staff of a school, while the curric-
ulum development team program allows as few as two teachers to receive
support in creating and implementing their own change project. Move-
ment from a low involvement program into a more intensive total staff .
program is possible at any time. This kind of fluidity in program
structure is necessary if schools are to be encouraged to move from
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small, piecemeal change attempts, i.e. one to three teachers, into
more comprehensive, systematic change attempts. However, just as stu-
dents should move at their own rato, schools should be encouraged to
progress according to their individual readiness and organizational
maturity. Training structures should have enough entry points to
accommodate the large diversity of schools.
Another aspect of entry concerns the content that the in-service
center is willing to support. When the purpose is to facilitate staff
growth and to improve school environments for students, the center
cannot afford to limit the universe of alternatives that a staff may
choose. Suggestions can be made and resources provided, but as long
as a staff's goal is clearly to improve student growth and development,
the in-service agency should be willing to provide assistance. There
are many ways to solve educational problems and for an in-service center
to support a single panacea may not be helpful to many of the schools
it is designed to serve. This does not mean however, that the in-
service staff members and consultants should blindly facilitate any
solution or program that arises. Effective problem solving requires
a thorough diagnosis and careful projection of consequences for the
various alternative plans.
In order to provide multiple entry levels this in-service model
suggests a training structure that includes a minimum of four program
levels. The first level would provide services for individual teach-
ers who are interested in attending workshops, piloting new materials
and receiving limited support. Obviously, this is a very common in-
service training strategy. Unfortunately, it is not a very
effective
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method of changing instructional programs and curricula. But in the
absence of administrative support or other options this form of in-
service training can make a necessary, although limited, contribution.
The second program level involves the selection and support of teams
of teachers within schools who have creative projects they wish to
implement but are unable to get enthusiastic administrative participa-
tion or support. It calls for a team of teachers and administrators
within the school to work jointly on defining a relevant problem and
developing a systematic plan of action. The in-service agency would
play a role in facilitating effective group communication, goal setting,
problem solving, resource utilization, program implementation and eval-
uation. Typically, this level would involve a small, manageable team
of four to eight educators. The team could limit its program develop-
ment to its own small group or attempt to involve the rest of the school
staff. If they chose the latter, they would be moving into the fourth
program level which involves the total staff in comprehensive education-
al planning. In this program, organizational norms, roles and goals
become the central focus. The problem solving and decision making pro-
cesses of the staff play as vital a part as the more specific instruction
al/curricular programs to be developed. At this level of training the
in-service agency must provide intensive involvement and a wide array
of services and resources.
Financial, Political and Organizational Autonomy
The effectiveness of a consortium in-service training center would
be largely dependent on the amount of power and autonomy it could derive
from its participating members. Since power is generally associated
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with financial resources the consortium would need to have access to
a great deal more money per participant than any individual member could
get acting alone. Funding agencies would have to contribute larger
grants to help stimulate the creation of consortiums. Over a period of
time consortiums may have so many inherent advantages that additional
outside funding would be unnecessary.- However, initially a financial
carrot would help bring neighboring educational organizations together.
A consortium with a large budget would be able to survive political
disputes and philosophical splits between groups because members
would seek compromise rather than lose access to the vast pool of
resources.
The power and autonomy of the center would give it the capability
of supporting diverse sub-systems within a school organization without
being subject to the organization's controls and bureaucratic pro-
cedures. Granted, areas of conflict between the school organization
and the consortium in-service center might arise, but resolutions of
such conflicts could be made through joint problem solving and com-
promise eminating from equal power bases - equal in the sense that
a superintendent and his school system would not directly control the
in-service center. Decision making for the center would be made joint-
ly by all participating systems. Of course, a school system that
resists the intervention of the consortium's in-service training center
would reserve the option of withdrawing from the consortium and accept-
ing the loss of an in-service support system. However, such a with-
drawal would be difficult for a school system. First, the super-
intendents are likely to be influenced by the enthusiasm of their
peers
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and somewhat susceptible to the political and personal benefits of
"sticking together". Secondly, once effective in-service interventions
have been made in a system, teacher and administrative support for the
in-service center would encourage superintendents to remain in the
consortium. Thirdly, if the services and financial worth of the
consortium were significant superintendents would be hesitant to
sacrifice the financial and human resources available to their schools.
For these reasons, the center would have a good chance of protecting
its autonomy without forcing member school systems to drop out.
Utilization of Helping Relationship Skills
Organizational structures which are established to provide pro-
fessional development services for teachers must utilize the inter-
personal relationship behaviors that are often referred to as helping
relationship skills. -This aspect of in-service training is perhaps
the most crucial element of the consortium change model advocated in
this paper. Two major reasons make the helping relationship function
absolutely essential in an in-service change model. First, effective
entry into schools and the development of long range relationships with
teachers is, in part, dependent on hov/ "helpful" the outside service
agent is viewed. County and state educational services and central
office administrators are generally examples of educational services
that are available to teachers but often ignored because of the insuf-
ficient time or expertise available to nurture assistance. Too often,
they are told how to do something before their problem is even heard
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or understood by the resource person. The expert model of change, some-
times referred to as the empirical-rational approach, requires new in-
formation to be given in order for change to occur. This approach to
change may be adequate if the clients are already receptive to the new
idea or if the change advocated is very surface level in nature and
does not require any shifting or rethinking of values and beliefs. How-
ever, substantive changes in teacher behavior generally require an inter-
nalization of the new ideas. For this to occur, the normative-reeduca-
tive model of change has more validity. The reeducative process requires
a resource person who can help teachers diagnose their problems, clarify
their own thinking and make their own decisions. The resource person or
helper should be viewed as a facilitator and active supporter who en-
courages personal growth rather than verbal knowledge of innovations.
Changes that evolve through a helping relationship are more likely to
be integrated into teachers value systems and utilized in the classrooms
over a longer period of time than changes-that result from advocacy.
Secondly, the process used to help teachers grow and learn will be
very influential in establishing norms that indicate how teachers should
help students learn. In other words, "the medium is the message". If
we are concerned about developing an open, supportive environment where
children are encouraged to grow emotionally and gain the maturity to
exercise independent thought and responsibility, we had better make
sure that teachers are given the same opportunity. Modeling behavior
can be a very effective tool for change. For in-service training
agencies the opposite would be self defeating.
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At this point, it will be useful to examine more specific attri-
butes of a helping relationship.
Ingredients in a helping relationship
Carl Rogers (1967) defines a helping relationship as one which...
at least one of the parties has the intent of promoting the growth,
development, maturity, improved functioning, improved coping with life
of the other " (p. 53). Another way of saying it would be a relation-
ship... "in which one of the participants intends that there should
come about, in one or both parties, more appreciation, more expression
of, more functional use of the latent inner resources of the individual."
(p. 53).
Helping relationships can be established between two individuals
or between an individual and a group. Most of the characteristics that
will be presented are applicable to either type of relationship. How-
ever, helping a group is a more complex process and requires additional
skills. The next section of this chapter will be devoted exclusively
to methods of working with groups.
In exploring the dimensions of a helping relationship it is
useful to consider the needs, adequacy and maturity of the helper.
What motives does the helper have for establishing the relationship?
The consultant-helper should be able to recognize his own needs for
helping and keep them from getting in the way of his ability to help.
The helper's self understanding is essential. A helper who is unable •
to accept himself as he is will have a most difficult time genuinely
accepting others. Adequate ego strength and self confidence help the
consultant maintain his own separateness and enables him to avoid ego
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involvement with the problem or the helpee. Additionally, the helper
needs to have a self perception that is in line with reality. Having
a large "blind area" such as illustrated by the Johari window would be
disastrous for a person functioning as a helper (Jones & Pfeiffer,
1973). A helper who is unable to recognize and assess his own limita-
tions accurately is very likely to turn others off. A truly effective
helper should be able to relax and accept his own short comings and
imperfections. Pushing oneself to use skills and behaviors that do not
fit, or to over-work the relationship can be very frustrating and un-
productive for both parties. In summary, an effective helper should
have "feelings and behaviors that are congruent" (Rogers, 1967, p. 59).
In addition to the helpers' own personal adequacy and maturity
the helper has to exhibit behaviors that enhance the emotional strength
and well being of others. Both Rogers (1969) and Combs (Combs, Avila,
& Purkey", 1971) have described numerous personal qualities that fall
into this category. The following is a partial list;
1. Reciprocal trust, warmth, acceptance, understanding, caring.
2. Openness, spontaneity, honesty, realness, congruency, trans-
parency.
3. Empathy, accepting other's perceptions as real for them, read-
ing behavior backward.
4. Commitment to helping, sincere interest, placing own needs in
perspective with needs of others.
5. Confirming the other, accepting his potential, letting him be
who he is.
6. Facilitating other's autonomy, freedom, independence, allowing
helpee to own the problem.
Being open to another person's experiences and perceptions enables
the consultant to sustain a helping relationship. Helpers need to under-
stand that another's perceptual field creates different meanings for him.
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"It is a matter of acquiring common maps so that the meaning
existing for one person may exist for others as well. (Combs, p. 249).
Rogers puts it another way,
.. ."sensory evidence, if it runs contrary
to the pattern of organization of the self, tends to be distorted in
awareness. In other words we cannot see all that our senses report,
but only the things which fit the picture we have" (p. 16).
• Over-all two of the most important areas that impinge on the
helping relationship are dependency and intimacy. Dependency refers
to our relations to other people with regard to authority, control,
structure, rules and power. Intimacy refers to our characteristic ways
of behaving in relation to other people with regard to closeness, person-
alness, confidentiality, and emotional distance. The important issues
with these areas is that they do not represent a continuum of best and
worst behaviors. A helper does not seek to help a client become either
dependent or counterdependent but rather -independent. This implies
that any conflict over power and control must be satisfactorily worked
out. Early in a relationship the helpee may have a dependency on the
helper. To facilitate growth the consultant shifts responsibility
and decision making to the client. This does not, however, imply total
independence or counter dependence. The client still needs the help
that the consultant has to offer. This kind of relationship is best
called interdependency. The same kind of curvilinear dimension can
be demonstrated with intimacy. A helper can be overpersonal as well
as counterpersonal. In one instance, invading the life space and
privacy of the client and in other too disinterested, distant and
unconcerned about the client's needs (Jones & Pfeiffer, 1973).
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A large variety of skills and strategies can be employed to
enhance the helping relationship. For instance, in the area of
interpersonal communication helpers can refine their ability to under-
stand nonverbal communication, reflect feelings, utilize active listen-
ing and break threat counter-threat cycles. Gordon (1970) describes
active listening as a process of paraphrasing the underlying feelings
and meanings that are important to the helpee to clarify his problem
and demonstrate caring and understanding. It provides the helper a
way of moving in and offering to help the client define the problem
for himself, and starting up the process of problem solving within the
helpee. Understanding the threat and counter-threat in communication
can also help the helper avoid destructive roadblocks to open
communication. When one individual communicates something derogatory
or offensive and the other individual responds with a defensive remark
a cycle of threatening, unproductive dialogue results. Combs, et al
,
recommends a number of techniques for breaking such a cycle; a helper
may:
1. Attend to the feeling involved in the process.
2. Absorb or drain off feeling of threat.
3. Contribute to the personal feelings of security in participants.
4. Adjust the interchange to the tolerance levels of the partici-
pants.
5. Recognize differences in self and others.
Another important strategy in facilitating helping relationships
is that of providing constructive feedback. One of the most effective
methods of changing behavior and assisting personal growth is through
feedback regarding the consequences of one's behavior. The key to
utilizing feedback for learning is to make it non-threatening and
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specific enough so one knows how to improve himself. The following
criteria for effective feedback are especially helpful:
1. It is descriptive rather than evaluative.
2. It is specific rather than general.
3. It takes into account the needs of both the receiver and
giver of feedback.
4. It is directed toward behavior the receiver can do some-
thing about.
5. It is solicited rather than imposed.
6. It is well-timed.
7. It is checked to insure clear coirmuni cation (NTL p. 28).
Often a consultant attempts to help a client when the client's
needs are fuzzy and the real problems elusive. In such a case, the
most productive helping behaviors would be to focus on goals and iden-
tify blocking forces. Through such a process the helper can help the
client sort through issues and isolate the most important and manage-
able problems to work on. Too often, time is wasted finding answers
that have no problems (Combs, et. al., 1971). Until the helper diag-
noses the motivations of the client it will be most difficult to select
an appropriate intervention.
A strategy that is particularly important in the early stages of
a helping relationship is the clarification of expectations, roles and
responsibilities between the helper and helpee. Until these are clear
and acceptable to both parties very little can be accomplished. This
is especially dangerous because the relationship can appear to be satis-
factory in the beginning and then all of a sudden deteriorate when mis-
understandings about roles and services come to the surface.
Given the importance of establishing a healthy, helping relation-
ship among in-service training staff and educators it then becomes
necessary to develop mechanisms that support such relationships.
It
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seems easy to write about such God-like characteristics - but how do
we see that they are actually implemented? First, it might be bene-
ficial to have staff consultants, on occasion, work in teams of two
so that each can provide the other with feedback regarding his helping
behaviors. This could be done informally or it might be more productive
to use a helping relationship check list. Other ways of doing this
would be to have helpees complete feedback sheets, use a self rating
sheet after each session, or tape record occasional sessions for self
analysis. A self rating sheet may not be very adcurate but at least
it would help raise the helpers level of consciousness regarding desir-
able helping behaviors. Another worthwhile training strategy for in-
service staff members would be to simulate helping situations on video
tape and then have a debriefing or self analysis. Also, the clinical
supervision models developed by Cogan (1967) and by Moore & Mattaliano
(1974) could be adapted for use in internal staff development. These
models are useful because they provide a unique mechanism whereby the
supervisor also receives specific feedback regarding the helpfulness
of his interventions with classroom teachers. With this kind of feed-
back the helping relationship skills of the in-service center staff
can be continuously evaluated and refined.
The helping relationship skills of the in-service staff are
important even in the initial contacts with schools. In fact, effect-
ive entry into schools requires very responsive, flexible behaviors.
The importance of helping relationship skills can be highlighted by
a description of the entry process. Entry by the in-service center's
staff should include a very clear communication of expectations on the
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part of both the staff consultant and the helpee. Fuzzy terms and vague
inferences should be cleared up and a verbal contract consummated. In
particular, it is important that the helpee not be given the impression
that the in-service training center will solve the school's problem.
There is a big difference between helping a staff effectively deal with
their own educational problems and solving problems for a staff by bring-
ing in the experts.
The staff consultant should not attempt to "sell" programs to the
school. The contact between the in-service training center and the
school should be to communicate the available services within a frame-
work of trust, flexibility and autonomy. The client should be given
plenty of room to make a decision. By his behavior a consultant may
unknowingly pressure a client into a decision to participate. By doing
so, the consultant would be establishing an unhealthy relationship that
fosters dependency and lack of authenticity. The prognosis for such a
relationship would be poor. For significant growth to occur ownership
and responsibility for the in-service training intervention must belong
to the school staff. When a staff consultant allows his own philosophy
of education and vested interest to get in the v/ay he jeopardizes the
success of the relationship.
The consultant should have a sincere desire to help the staff to
select a problem appropriate for their school. Prejudging the staff's
problem (or solution) as trivial or insignificant because it is not in
line with his own thinking would destroy the opportunity for a truly
helpful relationship. For an effective, helping relationship to be
developed the consultant has to be able to accept the client where he is.
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Utilization of Systematic Problem Solving
and Organization Development Concepts
The primary purpose of the in-service training center is to assist
schools in effectively solving problems and accomplishing tasks that
enable schools to meet the needs of children better. Built into this,
however, has to be the movement towards a capacity for self renewal -
the ability to organize for and solve future educational problems.
For anyone who has spent a good deal of time in public schools this need
is self evident. (The author, while visiting one of the local schools
came across a sign that clarifies this need for more effective problem
solving. The sign gave the following definition of a committee:
"A group of the unwilling appointed by the unable to do the unnecessary".)
Most teachers and administrators can attest to the fact that they spend
hundreds of hours in mostly unproductive, lengthy meetings. The pro-
cess of educational change requires a great investment of time and
energy. Systems that wish to be responsive to change cannot afford to
have group after group take minutes and waste hours. The processes
of organization development, interpersonal relationships and group
problem solving are crucial elements of any in-service training program
that intends to facilitate personal and organizational growth. The
helping relationship skills described earlier in this chapter are
certainly prerequisite characteristics for an effective in-service
staff. However, most school decision making and task accomplishment
is done in groups rather than by individuals operating alone. Any
change model of this type that ignores organization development or group
problem solving effectiveness v;ould be incomplete.
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At this point, the change strategies and consultant relationships
that would be most effective in facilitating organizational growth and
improved problem solving need to be explored. Chin & Benne (1969) des-
cribe two major approaches to change. The empirical-rational approach
to change assumes that knowledge is power and that if a change can be
rationally justified it will be adopted. Many strategies for change
come under this umbrella: the dissemination of research, use of system
analyst experts, use of research and development centers and the practice
of providing didactic or demonstration workshops. In this approach to
change, the consultant functions as an expert whose primary role is
either to solve the problem for the client or to provide the client with
the prerequisite knowledge for solving the problem. There are three
particular weaknesses of this kind of a consultant relationship. First,
it ignores the bulk of social-psychological research which indicates
that when new information is in conflict with the values and attitudes
of an individual the information will more than likely be ignored or
rejected. Secondly, the expert approach may help give a client the
specific content skills or knowledge to solve his current problem, but
it will not provide him with the capability to work through new problems
in the future. Thirdly, this approach ignores the power of organizational
and group norms, roles and power relationships and their effect on the •
process of change.
The second approach to change proposed by Chin and Benne, normative-
reeducative, seems more appropriate for the in-service training model
proposed in this chapter. The normative reeducative strategy recognizes
that changes reflect alterations in group norms and institutionalized
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rolGS and rslationships, as wgII as in cognitivG and pGrcGptual under-
standing. As a result, the role of the consultant needs to facilitate
the process of educators diagnosing and solving their own problems. The
consultant collaborates with the school staff in working through school
problems jointly. Schein (1969) refers to this type of change role as
process consultation.
Entry and diagnosis
The process consultant has to be highly skilled in diagnosing organ-
izational climates and group operations and in selecting appropriate inter-
ventions. Entry into a school is the first step in collecting information
to help formulate an intervention. This process can be referred to as an
entry diagnosis. This differs from a diagnosis of the problem within the
school which would be conducted jointly by the staff and consultant as a
way of clarifying the problem and gaining focus. The entry diagnosis is
the collection of information about the school which serves to aid the
consultant in determining alternative follow-up interventions. The
initial entry into the school must be carefully designed so that essen-
tial information is collected. An effective format is the use of two
consultants, as described earlier; one to interact with the clients and
the other to observe group behaviors and record the specific content of
the meeting and the processes occuring during the meeting. This kind of.
carefully gathered information will enable the consultant team to identify
potential future interventions. Of course, any future intervention has
to be acceptable to the client. But in helping the client identify next
steps, it is helpful to have systematically worked through potential
interventions. For example, to suggest an intervention for which
the
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school is not ready would be unproductive; or, to reinforce a client's
belief that his change project will be successful, when as a consult-
ant you have information that indicates the problem area is entirely
unrealistic and unmanageable, would be programming a school for failure.
After the process consultant has established a helping relationship
within an organization, a more sophisticated, joint diagnosis can be under-
taken. The diagnostic process itself is the beginning of effective group
problem solving. Joint diagnosis thus, helps the group identify the
current problem that has clogged the organization and also helps members
of the group learn how to conduct their own diagnosis in dealing with
future problems. Organization development consultants use a large variety
of diagnostic techniques. In some cases interview followed by data feed-
back meetings are effective. In others, a T group laboratory designed to
surface blocking forces in the organization can be used. Whatever the
method - questionnaire, interviews or team training - human data relevant
to the group's problem need to be very carefully and systematically identi-
fied and used for constructive problem solving.
As the consultant works with the members of a school staff he focuses
more on the process of the group's interaction than on the content. The
following aspects of a group's functioning (Jones & Pfeiffer, 1973) need
to be observed: structure, climate, facilitation, dysfunctions and
convergence:
1. Structure : how the group organizes to accomplish its task. What
ground rules emerge? What leadership behaviors are displayed?
How are decisions made? How is information treated?
2. Climate: the psychological atmosphere of the meeting. How
are
feelings (as opposed to points of view) dealt with. What nonver-
bal behavior indicates changes in climate? How do members
voices
denote feeling tone?
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3. Facilitation : how group members influence the development of
the group. Does the group process itself? What group-build-
ing behaviors (bringing in silent members, harmonizing conflict,
reinforcing participation, etc.) are engaged in?
4. Dysfunctions : behaviors that hinder the accomplishment of the
group's task. What anti-group behaviors (blocking, recognition-
seeking, dominating, withdrawing, etc.) are seen? What communica-
tion patterns develop that are dysfunctional to the group?
5. Convergence : how the group moves from independence to collective
judgment. What behaviors promote agreement? What consensus-
seeking-behaviors are observed? What "false" consensus behaviors
(such as "me too," "I'll go along with that,") are displayed?
(p. 19).
Some groups may not be ready to explore all of these areas of group
life. For many school teams, focusing on the process of decision making,
as a starting point, can be very productive. Moving a group away from
formalistic modes of decision-making towards group consensus could en-
hance enthusiasm and personal commitment in the organization.
Consensus-seeking may result in more work for a group but the product
will be superior and commitment to implement group decisions greater than
they would be in a group that relies on majority vote or minority domin- .
ance.
Other more cognitive group problem solving processes can also improve
the functioning of school teams. A process consultant will typically
follow this general problem solving sequence:
1. Generate multiple problem statements.
2. Refine problem statements to include what is and what ought to be.
3. Analyze the underlying driving and restraining forces.
4. Collect additional data on highest priori^ forces.
5. Generate -multiple solutions through creative brainstorming.
6. Break-out requirements for potential solutions.
7. Project consequences of intended actions.
8. Select best alternatives.
9. Develop a plan for implementation.
10.
Evaluate and re-design.
There are many interventions and training strategies that
can be used
to help a group improve its functioning.
Sherwood and Glidewell (1973)
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describe a model of intervention called planned renegotiation. They
theorize that a group has four major cycles - sharing information and
negotiating expectations, commitment and role definition, stability and
productivity and disruption of shared expectations. When a disruption
of expectations occurs, uncertainty follows and members become anxious.
Ineffective groups tend to repress or smooth over such disruptions in
favor of having norms and roles stay the way they used to be. However,
over the long haul pressure builds to such an extent that the lid blows
off and destructive actions result. The intervention of renegotiation
requires the consultant to help group members deal constructively with
strains before they become group disruptions (Sherwood & Glidewell, 1973).
When the question of renegotiation of expectations is raised at
that point in the relationship when one of the members feels a
pinch, the parties have more choice and more control over change.
They are subject to fewer negotiations under fire, and they are
less often victims of crises and pressures to return to the way
things used to be (Sherwood & Glidwell, p. 198).
When a minor pinch arises the consultant helps group members confront real
issues under an atmosphere of acceptance and commitment to problem solving
Roles and expectations can be negotiated until acceptable changes are made
and stability reestablished to allow productivity to resume (Sherwood, et.
al.).
Another group training strategy is the participant-observer technique
It operates by rotating the group members back and forth between high-
involvement participant roles and high-perspective observer roles. The
intent is to help group members sharpen their conceptual understanding
and ability to perceive other's behaviors and yet still provide the nec-
essary opportunity to practice new behaviors and skills (Oshry, 1969).
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Golden (1972) offers descriptions of several more interventions that
would be at the disposal of the staff consultant. They could include
focusing on processes, asking for feelings, direction giving, direct feed-
back, cognitive orientations, performing group functions and diagnostic
intervention. In performing group functions the consultant would be model-
ing desirable participant behaviors and helping the group operate more
effectively. For instance, he may summarize, test for consensus, draw in
non-participants, propose ways to organize for work, etc. A diagnostic
intervention would entail offering the group a diagnosis of what is in-
terfering with the group's progress. The process approach to group in-
tervention would be to raise questions to the group about the efficacy of
what is happening in the group. For example, "Were you all aware that
only two persons voiced an opinion, yet a decision was made?" (Golden,
p. 22).
The type of intervention that a staff consultant uses will be deter-
mined, in part, by the quality of the diagnosis, the strength of the exist-
ing helping relationship and the consultant's personal repertoire of skills.
Organizing For Problem Solving and Organization Development
The next important question is - How would an in-service training
center organize to facilitate organizational development and effective
group problem solving? For one thing, the staffing requirements for such
a center would differ significantly from traditional in-service agencies.
Staff consultants would need to demonstrate sophisticated organization
development and group problem solving skills, as well as the
capacity to
establish helping relationships. Ideally, staff members also
would
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possess skills in curriculum and instruction. But that would be of
secondary importance to the more generic process-consultant skills. When
expertise is needed in both problem solving and curriculum development,
and a staff consultant is not able to wear two hats, it may be helpful
to organize a process consultant - curriculum expert team. This type of
consultant team has several advantages. First, it gives a consultant
team the flexibility to respond to a group on several levels. Frustration
or impatience in the group may cause them to avoid the process-issues of
group problem solving and move directly into solutions. When this happens
a process consultant working alone v/ould have to pull out and terminate
the relationship. However, if the process consultant teams with one or
more technical experts the group can be allowed to move into what they
believe are practical, classroom related activities, and still have the
benefit of a process consultant. When a group is deeply emersed in a
task, it may create its own communication blocks and eventually seek the
help of a process observer. If the group is, in fact, open and able to
utilize effective communication and systematic planning processes, this
will become apparent as they work on tasks and the process
consultant
can be phased out of the consultant team. Secondly, the
process consult-
ant-technical expert team provides an opportunity for the client
group to
have the help of a process consultant in learning how
to utilize more •
effectively the resources of a technical expert and,
yet, still attend to
their own group process. Thirdly, the team
arrangement allows the process
consultant to sustain a continuous helping relationship
with the client
even after the technical expert is brought
into the school. This enables
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the process consultant to follow the change process all the way through
and help the school staff achieve satisfactory closure.
Linkage With Human and Material Resources
Another important function of an in-service model is the ability to
tap into a. large external and internal resource pool. The development
of sophisticated problem solving and planning skills is crucial to this
model; but if supporting resources are not made available, creative
solutions to educational problems will be a great deal more difficult to
achieve. Two major approaches to resource utilization can be emphasized -
tapping outside resources and more effectively using resources that already
exist within the organization. Refining.the use of internal resources
requires a variety of strategies for opening up the organization. The
flow of communication between individuals, departments and sub-systems
might need to be improved. Encouraging the power structure to share decis-
ion making with subordinates and reward initiative and creative thinking
also might increase the availability of internal resources.
Expanding the use of outside resources would require the specialized
administrative skills of the in-service center. In-service roles need to
be geared to tap into a large number of information systems such as univer-
sity contacts, professional libraries, journals, newsletters, school system
personnel and research systems like ERIC. Havelock (1969) suggests that
a role such as this be a ...."Mile wide and an inch deep" (p. 91). In
other words, this kind of a. staff role is best filled by an educator who
knows a lot of people and many different fields but is not necessarily the
kind of an expert that vjould work with teachers on specific curriculum
development projects.
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In organizing the staff for an in-service training center attention
should be given to the problem of hiring highly specialized experts who
may be fantastic resources for one school but may have very limited use
for other schools. If an in-service center is to generate flexible
resource capability, the ability to respond to a nearly infinite variety
of educational needs, then the permanent staff should be limited to a
small cadre of four or five generalists with expertise in organization
development and resource acquisition and utilization. Highly specialized
consultants could be identified and used on an as-needed basis. This
would reduce the problem that some organizations encounter of how to sell
the particular skills and talents of their available staff.
Another important function of the in-service staff would be to con-
duct a careful analysis of resources and provide a proper match-up be-
tween school needs and available resources. The selection and super-
vision of consultants are probably the most crucial steps. In most cases,
an interview or careful screening process could be used to identify con-
sultants with desired technical expertise, problem solving ability and
helping relationship skills. Also, a consultant's interventions could be
accompanied by periodic feedback instruments which would help the consult-
ant remain open to the suggestions and needs of participants. This type
of information can be very productive for guiding decision making by the
•jp_S0Pvlc0 center -in the effective development of staff and consultants.
When possible, consultants should be encouraged to visit the staff
and collect needed irtformation before introducing a training intervention.
Likewise, a school staff needs to be prepared to make the best use of
material or human resources. In some instances, this might be accomplished
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by specifying the skills and information desired and formulating a list
of questions for the consultant to use as a planning guide before the
actual consultation. In other cases, the staff may be following a system-
atic plan and would be able to share their progress with the consultant.
Whichever method is used, the use of resources requires careful planning.
Provision for Monitoring Progress
of Educational Change Teams
The last major ingredient of this in-service model is a provision
for effective feedback to insure teacher and administrator growth in
implementing change programs. There are three categories of feedback
that seem to be relevant - corrective evaluation to keep a team's pro-
ject on target, process observation data to provide feedback on a group's
functioning and feedback to the in-service staff on the effectiveness of
its services.
As programs are developed and implemented there is a need for con-
tinuous reassessment and field testing to keep plans consistent with
goals and to identify potential strengths and weaknesses. One method
of doing this is for the in-service staff member or consultant to ini-
tiate a match/mismatch of stated goals and current activities to help
the group analyze its progress and provide for re-adjustments. Another
method would be to assist the group in designing diagnostic instruments,
such as an interaction analysis observation sheet or student attitude
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inventory to collect data for more effective decision making regarding
the implementation of the program
J
In addition to feedback on their project, a team may benefit from
feedback regarding its decision making processes and interpersonal dy-
namics. Through very carefully planned interventions a consultant may
be able to help a group identify and deal with hidden agendas or confused
roles and fuzzy decision making that may be blocking effective communica-
tion and group problem solving. The method of giving such feedback to
groups is most important. Havelock (1969) points out that giving direct
feedback to groups is not as effective as giving it to individuals. An
individual can understand personal feedback regarding his behavior and
have the power to make changes. But the dynamics of a group are much
more complex and individuals within the group are not able to exercise
as much control over the group's functioning. Because of this, consult-
ants should provide direct feedback to individual group members regarding
their behavior and avoid giving general advice to the group. Even better,
the consultant can stimulate group members to give each other specific
feedback. Ideally, such feedback should be descriptive and non-evaluative
rather than judgmental. One strategy for facilitating this kind of feed-
back is for the consultant to model the use of non-evaluative feedback
\ake (1971) provides a very useful process for improving group
decision making. It focuses on goals, activities, alternatives and
data collection. Educational Innovators Press has a booklet entitled
Developing Observation Systems that is most helpful in the area of
teacher and student feedback.
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when communicating with individual group members. The axiom that
-people
do as you do and not as you say- may have application in this instance.
The third type of feedback desirable for this model, as mentioned
earlier, is collecting data about the helpfulness of in-service staff
members and consultants. This can be accomplished by very careful obser-
vation of non-verbal cues. For example, one member of a consulting team
may play the role of process observer and record as many specific behaviors
as possible during the intervention. However, because many consultants
may not be sensitive to such behaviors, brief workshop or meeting eval-
uation instruments may be more effective in gathering the necessary data.
Through these kinds of processes in-service staff members can refine their
skills and more accurately diagnose the needs of those they are helping.
Too often in-service experts exempt themselves from systematic eval-
uation and data gathering. Such experts should attend to all three types
of feedback - information to guide a group's planning, feedback to help a
group understand and improve its functioning and evaluative data to inform
the in-service staff/consultants regarding the effectiveness of their
services.
The model presented in this chapter proposed a consortium of school
systems working together to solve educational problems. Six essential
characteristics of such an in-service training consortium have been des-
cribed. They include the following: multiple entry levels, organiza-
tional autonomy, utilization of helping relationship skills, utilization
of problem solving and organization development concepts, linkage with
human and material resources and provision for monitoring progress of
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educational change teams. These characteristics of an in-service train-
ing consortium have been used as the structure for designing an educa-
tional renewal center called Project Pioneer. Five school systems in
Westen Massachusetts came together and with the assistance of ESEA Title
III implemented a program utilizing the consortium model that has been
described.
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CHAPTER IV
A Description of the Project Pioneer
Consortium For Educational Renewal
Introduction
The development of the consortium in-service model, as it was des-
cribed in Chapter One through Three of this paper, became the structure
for an ESEA Title III project known as Project Pioneer. Project Pioneer
had been in existence two years prior to the implementation of the model.
During the school year 1972-73 the author (director of Project
Pioneer) began an intensive review of the educational research and liter-
ature. After many months, a number of propositions were formulated for
educational change. Utilizing the propositions as a theoretical frame-
work, an in-service training model, focusing on the organization of a con-
sortium of schools, was designed.
After the model was designed in 1973, Project Pioneer adopted the
model and implemented it during the 1973-74 school year.
History
Project Pioneer was originally conceived in 1971 by a team of Ameri-
can International College faculty members and Westfield School Adminis-
trators, At the time, the group envisioned a large educational center
capable of serving the special training and material needs of nine
school systems in the Springfield, Massachusetts area. According to the
first year project director, the project was to be modeled after Project
SPOKE, an ESEA Title III funded consortium center in Eastern Mass-
achusetts that specialized in assisting teachers in writing be-
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havioral objectives and developing multi-media materials. The original
proposal called for a large staff of fifteen to twenty specialists with
expertise in counseling, media, special education, career education and
other areas. For the most part the consortium center was designed to
provide services for teachers rather than to assist teachers in learn-
ing how to solve their own problems. Although the project was at best
3 replica of the traditional state and county regional education centers,
ESEA Title III felt it was worth a $60,000 first year planning grant.
Needless to say, the planning year was a disaster. The goals of the
project were too nebulous to provide for clear decision making and
effective planning. The nine superintendents representing their schools
on the decision making board spent a great deal of time disagreeing with
each other and haggling over budget expenditures submitted for approval
by the project director. By the end of the year the Title III represent-
atives were ready to recommend that the project not be refunded. At
that point, a compromise was reached that called for the selection of
a new project director and the adoption of a new more manageable focus.
The new director was given a $70,000 budget and asked to develop an in-
service training design within four weeks and submit it to the Project
Pioneer Board of Directors and Title III Office in Boston. The ambit-
iousness of the new design plus the failure of the first year caused
four of the nine school systems to drop out of the consortium six weeks
after the second project year began. The remaining school systems in-
cluded Westfield, Agawam, West Springfield, East Longmeadow and Spring-
field. During the first few months of the new project the Pioneer
staff was concerned with conducting goals analysis workshops and
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collecting needs assessment data. The collected information v/as used
to design an offering of thirty-one single session workshop offerings
during a three week period from November to December of 1972. The over-
whelming success of the workshops led to the development and implemen-
tation of over twenty series of workshops (four to nine sessions each)
which were held from January through May of 1973. The quality of the
v/orkshop programs resulted in unbelievably high participant evaluations.
As a result, an on-site ESEA Title III evaluation team gave the project
a high overall rating and recommended that the budget be increased
three or four times. With this in mind the project director and staff
consultants held several planning sessions with principals and teachers
to lay the groundwork for a more comprehensive training format. As a
result of the planning the director wrote a new project proposal with
four major training components and a budget of $350,000. During May,
1973, descriptions of the training programs were developed and sessions
held in various schools to explain the guidelines for participation.
In June the new budget was negotiated at $204,000. Twenty-four thous-
and dollars were contributed by the schools and the remainder by Title
III. Because of the budget reduction one of the training components
(administrative leadership training) had to be eliminated. The remain-
ing training components v/ere designed and implemented by August, 1973.
- Administration and Organization
The 1973 - 1974 Project Pioneer had a professional staff that in-
cluded an executive project director (the author of this study), assist-
ant project director, curriculum associate, half-time humanistic educa-
tion specialist and the part-time services of over twenty consultants.
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In addition, the Springfield Human Development Center, Inc. provided
a staff of five organization development consultants to work with the
Pioneer staff. Although the Pioneer staff was housed in a centrally
located facility, all training activities were conducted at the school
sites.
Majoy policies of the Project were approved by the superintendents
and curriculum directors who served as the Pioneer board of directors.
Administrative and training program decision making was delegated by
the board to the project director. Also, periodic meetings were held
with individual superintendents and curriculum directors to coordinate
activities more effectively and to provide detailed progress reports on
school change projects.
Project Pioneer designed three major training components to pro-
vide multiple levels of entry to schools at different levels of sophis-
tication or readiness for change and growth. The three components were
referred to as the comprehensive training program, the curriculum lead-
ership team program and the curriculum development team program. For
example, a school that had an administration and majority of its staff
motivated to work on long range organizational and curricular planning
benefited from the project by participating in the comprehensive train-
ing program. On the other hand, teachers that had a less than support-
ive administration could still benefit from the Project Pioneer support
system by developing a curriculum development proposal and receiving
funding as a teaching team. The third component of the project training
structure provided for those schools where the administration and a
small group of teachers were interested in working on a school change
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project, but were not able to secure the commitment of the majority of
the school staff. This level of participation was referred to as cur-
riculum leadership team training.
Each of these three training components utilized the in-service
training model described in Chapter Three. However, the various aspects
of the model received different emphasis in each of the training com-
ponents. To illustrate better the Project Pioneer training structure,
the goals and activities of these training programs will be presented
in scenario form. In addition, a case study of a school that partici-
pated in each of the three training progr'ams will be included. The
purpose of this format is to move from the more generic application of
each training program to a specific and detailed account of how each
was implemented in an actual school setting.
The Comprehensive Training Program
This approach to training was designed to utilize many of the
theories and propositions that have come from social and industrial psy-
chology regarding the process of change. The question of how people and
organizations make and sustain changes in behavior is addressed.
The comprehensive training approach to change was based on the
following premises:
1. The work group is a powerful force for supporting or rejecting
new behaviors of individual teachers.
2. Developing organizational goals that are compatible with per-
sonal goals will increase the commitment and productivity of
individuals within the organization.
3. More significant and long lastingbehavior changes can be ex-
pected if the ownership and decision making for a change re-
sides in the "staff" rather than outside change agents or
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higher level authorities.
4 . To sustain newly acquired behaviors the work environment shouldprovide the appropriate support systems, such as resource mat-
erials, planning time, pre-requisite instructional skills,
supportive group norms, etc.
The purpose of the comprehensive training program was twofold:
first, to help school staffs develop an increased capacity for self re-
newal, and secondly, to help school staffs design, implement, and eval-
uate an educational innovation that facilitates the achievement of school
goals. The first represents a process and the second a product. Imple-
menting a curricular innovation is a useful by-product, but without de-
veloping the problem solving capacity of the organization to deal with
future educational problems very little has been accomplished.
The methods of implementing a comprehensive training program varied
depending on the needs of each individual school. For the purpose of
describing how a comprehensive program functioned a scenario of entry
and interventions in a school will be presented.
Scenario: Comprehensive Training Program
The comprehensive training program was initiated by staff members
representing the Project Pioneer in-service training center. The oppor-
tunity to participate in systematic planning activities and to utilize
the project's resources was presented to the school's principal and then
to the total staff. Expectations regarding the nature of systematic
planning, group problem solving and available project resources were
shared by the school staff and the project Pioneer staff members.
At this point, a diagnosis of the school's problem areas was
planned. It may have begun with an informal leadership team, including
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the principal, attending a workshop laboratory where they worked with
the assistance of process consultants on the identification of school
problems, clarification of goals, specification of a problem statement,
exploration of alternatives, and the design of a plan of action. In
that case, the team would share, with the assistance of process consult-
ants, its problem statement and plan of action with the total staff.
The phase of integrating the leadership team's ideas with the total staff
was crucial. The intent was to involve the staff in focusing on issues
and alternatives of interest to the total group. It was not to help a
new elite group force their change project on the entire school. It
would have been extremely dysfunctional for the informal leadership team
to attempt to deny the rest of the staff the same opportunity they exper-
ienced in working through a problem and specifying a plan of action. The
role of the process consultant in this phase was to help the informal
leadership group utilize the effective communication skills learned in
the laboratory workshop to keep the flow of communication open.
As the total staff became involved in the identification of prob-
lem areas and an exploration of alternative solutions, a series of after
school or Saturday staff planning sessions were scheduled. During this
phase the staff, with the help of process consultants, formulated action
plans and specified future human and material resource needs. During the
entire process, the staff was helped to make decisions by consensus
rather than by majority vote, charismatic leadership or administrative
manipulation. To help monitor the effectiveness of each planning session
feedback instruments were used and data shared, when appropriate, with
the total staff.
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Within the comprehensive training format there were a number of
alternative training procedures and strategies that could have been
used at different phases of the intervention. Occasionally, there was
a tendency on the part of school staffs to side-step problem solving
and planning and jump right into action steps. When that occured the
consultants posed a variety of questions to test for group understand-
ing of the problem and the flow of communication within the group. In
some instances, a high degree of frustration within the group caused
resistance to problem solving. When that happened the consultant avoid-
ed coercing or manipulating the group and allowed the group to begin
where they felt comfortable. The purpose of organization development
activities within a comprehensive training program v/as to help staff
members work through issues to improve task accomplishment. Therefore,
when a group was enthusiastic to get to what they believed to be the
"nitty gritty" they were not restrained. Too often change agents "know"
that educators need the theory base and process skills, before they can
begin to deal effectively with school issues. However, effective change
agents should remember that the discovery approach to learning so often
advocated for classroom instruction has merit for use in in-service
training. Often, an individual's motivation to utilize certain skills
is greatly increased when frustration in solving tasks is impeded and
current skill levels seem to be inadequate. This holds true for
teachers and principals as well. A breakdown in inter-personal
communication within the group may reduce the effectiveness of the staff
to work on tasks. When group frustration results, then an intervention
by a process consultant to help clear up the mi scommuni cation would be
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accepted, if not actively sought. Of course, if a staff continuously
exhibits flight behavior and refuses to face up to the group's prob-
lems then termination of the relationship should be considered.
During the planning and implementation of action steps the staff
of a comprehensive school utilized a wide variety of resources. This
phase OT the coinprehensive program may have included curriculum work-
shops, curriculum planning and development by task forces, purchase
and use of professional and instructional materials, assistance of
curriculum consultants in working with staff on tasks, school visita-
tions and implementation of selected pilot programs.
The mixing of curriculum content work and group problem solving
generally began midway through the program. When this occurred a
new approach in utilizing consultant resources proved helpful. Cur-
riculum consultants, experts in highly specialized instructional meth-
od and content areas, often do not have a working knowledge of the
social-psychological processes necessary to intervene midway through
a staff development program. As a result, they may ignore or contra-
dict the problem solving and communication processes that have been
initiated and could damage the goal of creating a capacity for self
renewal. Several alternatives were used to reduce this problem. A
training format which teamed curriculum experts with process consult-
ants, as mentioned earlier, was used. Of course, role conflicts and
differing methodologies could have been a problem. The curriculum-
process consultant team needed to work through philosophical differen-
ces and clearly define their individual consultant roles before entering
a school. In some cases, the process consultant helped by debriefing the
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group interaction that occurred and the effectiveness of methodology
used during training. In other cases, the process consultant intervened
to help the curriculum consultant clear up communication or adapt a more
productive mode of interaction. Either way, the power of curriculum ex-
perts was enhanced and the focus on problem solving and communication
skills preserved. Ideally, a consultant who possesses both curriculum
expertise and group problem solving skills could be used in lieu of the
curriculum
- process consultant team. Identifying and selecting con-
sultants with this combination of skills was one of the most important
functions of Project Pioneer.
Although the comprehensive training program began with problem
solving and planning and moved into stages of implementation, evaluation
and feedback were continuous processes. When action steps proved unpro-
ductive there was a need to diagnose the problems and go back to the
drawing board to design alternative action plans. Again, as the goals
of the comprehensive training program indicated, the success of the
program was measured by the self renewal capacity acquired by the par-
ticipating staff. The ability of the staff to work together more
effectively to diagnose and solve future educational problems was the
real payoff of comprehensive training.
Effective change programs should focus on intended outcomes so as
not to confuse the means and ends of programs (Sarason, 1971). Project
Pioneer's comprehensive training program intended to move schools to-
ward the following "ideal characteristics" of school organization:
1, Organizational goals and personal goals of members are similar,
i.e., majority of staff can clearly state the goals of the
school and are satisfied with them.
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2 . Organizational structures are designed to facilitate the high-
er level needs of members; affiliation, self esteem, self
^
i.e., staffing patterns and facilities encourage
teamvyork and a high degree of interpersonal communication, re-
cogmtion is accorded staff for expertise and accomplishments,
shared decision making and a high level of responsibility is
available .or staff members with such aspirations.
3.
Decision making and responsibil ity are shared with those most
knowledgeable about the problem, i.e., teachers with curriculum
expertise are selected to make decisions on the purchase of new
materials, teachers most capable of working with learning and
discipline problem children assist in making decisions regard-
ing child guidance and placement.
4.
Provisions are made for continuous data collection and feed-
back for more effective decision making, i.e., action plans
implemented in the school include procedures for evaluation,
students' attitudes and interests surveyed periodically,
questionnaires given periodically to measure staff consensus
on school issues, programs, alternatives.
5. Roles and responsibilities are clearly defined so as to avoid
unnecessary role conflict, i.e., job descriptions are written
in performance terms and reviewed and updated periodically.
6. Task groups utilize systematic problem solving methods to
facilitate divergent thinking and multiple solutions to prob-
lems, i.e., problem solving model, force field analysis, flow
charting and brainstorming.
7. Organizational nonns encourage open and honest feedback between
staff members, i.e., constructive feedback is given face to face
and in a non-evaluati ve, non-threatening manner.
8. Formal and informal leaders are characterized as having flexi-
ble leadership styles and are able to change leadership be-
haviors to meet the conditions of the situation or problems,
i.e., provide group maintenance when breakdown of interpersonal
relationships occur, provide task oriented leadership when group
is productive and generates informal leaders.
9. Work groups are able to maximize facilitating behaviors (owning
up to feelings, defining problems) and minimize blocking be-_
haviors (interrupting, digressing, seeking sympathy, monopolizing)
to complete tasks more effectively and efficiently.
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PMLEAF MQQL-L Study of a Comprehensive Training School
2
—
Oakleaf School is a K-5 elementary school located in a middle
class suburb of Springfield, Massachusetts. Classroom observations and
discussions with teachers indicate that the school system has a history
of being conservative and traditional in its approach to curriculum and
instruction. One year before Project Pioneer entered the system a new
superintendent, with a moderate educational philosophy, was elected.
The superintendent demonstrated a willingness to explore various innova-
tions as long as traditionally valued goals were not jeopardized.^
During the first year of Project Pioneer, 1972-73, eight workshop
series were offered to the elementary schools in the Oakleaf system.
One third of the Oakleaf School staff attended over half of the work-
shops. Sessions they attended included aesthetics and multi-arts in
the classroom, the cooperative individualized reading and language arts
program, approaches to classroom management and humanistic education
through the human development program. Satisfaction with the workshops
resulted in an invitation from the staff for the director of Pioneer to
present an overview of Project Pioneer to the Oakleaf Parent-Teachers
Organization. The director took the opportunity to provide goals analysis
activities designed to increase teacher and parent communication. The
goals that emerged from the group gave strong support to the need for
the school to foster healthy, positive self concepts. In addition, a
2
A fictitious name has been used so as to provide confidentiality
for participants,
3
Interestingly enough, he has since become one of the most enthus-
iastic supporters of Project Pioneer.
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better understanding and support for the consortium in-service pro-
grams offered by Pioneer was created.
The next important intervention in Oakleaf School occurred as a re-
sult of a Pioneer idea to pilot a new curriculum program. Teachers in
the school system were offered an opportunity to participate in a small
learning group concerned with open classroom education. As a result,
three teachers ironi Oakleaf met with the Pioneer director and worked
out a plan to utilize a thousand dollar budget in moving towards more
individualized and diversified curriculum and instruction. The teachers
were very successful in increasing their knowledge of open classroom
education. By the end of the year a variety of interest centers, manip-
ulative materials and creative learning activities v/ere integrated into
their classrooms. Although the principal was alarmed at some of the
4
classroom changes, parents and school committee members were supportive.
In fact, the school committee allocated fifteen-hundred dollars to the
team to establish a summer school course for remedial students using
interest centers and various individualized strategies.
During this period the principal of Oakleaf was a voluntary partici-
pant in a Pioneer leadership training program for principals and teachers
in the area. The workshop included sessions on flexible leadership
styles, organizational diagnosis, theories of motivation and group prob-
lem solving. The principal from Oakleaf demonstrated low risk behaviors
and a desire to avoid conflict situations by avoiding the authentic ex-
pression of feelings. Even under those conditions, she v/as making an
^Conversations with the superintendent of schools and with several
of the Oakleaf teachers revealed that parents and school committee mem-
bers were enthusiastic about the open classroom environments.
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effort to deal with her perception of school problems. At this time,
the three open classroom teachers were expressing great frustration
over the blocking behaviors of the principal. According to them, the
principal would give vague approval to the team and then corner each
member separately and reprimand them for various changes in their class-
room environments. During the leadership workshop, the principal, when
asked to consider a real problem at her school and share it with the
group, focused on the three teachers and expressed concern over some of
the unorthodox methods they used and the competition and hostility they
generated from other staff members. Fortunately, the principal was able
to work through some of the key issues during the leadership program.
This positive relationship with Project Pioneer then led to the involve-
ment of Oakleaf in the comprehensive training program.
In the Spring of 1973 the Project Pioneer director met with admin-
istrators from the total school system and presented the opportunities
of participation in a comprehensive training program for the 1973-74
school year. The Oakleaf principal was one of three from the system
that expressed an interest. Although the specifics of a Comprehensive
Training program were communicated, the primary selling feature seemed
to be the offer of ten to fifteen thousand dollars support per school.
The Oakleaf principal took the offer back to her staff and a majority
voted to participate. At a follow-up meeting between the Pioneer staff
and a team from the school, the principal expressed nervousness and
reservation about the program. But, she decided to go along with the
majority vote. During the entire two year participation with Project
Pioneer, the principal's behavior appeared inconsistent and contradictory.
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Nonetheless, a team of six teachers and the principal agreed to attend
a one week workshop designed to build teamwork, group problem solving
skills and a specific plan of action for their school's change project.
The summer workshop resulted in a very specific breakdown of desired
changes for the school and a force field analysis of blocking and facil-
itating forces. From this evolved two major goals statements for the
school
:
1. Working toward a climate that allows/encourages the staff to
be open in communicating their feelings.
2. Developing and implementing a curriculum that accurately meets
the needs of each child - while challenging but not frustrat-
ing them.
The evaluation of the workshop revealed that the participants were
very positive about the communication and problem solving skills acquired
as well as the specific plan of action established for their school.
After the workshop the Oakleaf team appointed a sub group to plan a
communications workshop for the total staff. First, an eight page
summary of the summer workshop was written and shared with the staff.
Secondly, the sub group, plus 12 other teachers, met with Pioneer staff
and planned the structure and objectives for the communications workshop.
Tv/o days later the entire staff opted to participate in two Saturday
sessions. The objectives of the workshop were;
1. To improve communication skills.
2. To become aware of the feelings of others.
3. To experience the sharing of new ideas by interacting within
the entire faculty.
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4. To establish a certain time to exchange ideas.
5, To provide a more comfortable atmosphere among teachers.
' 6.. To develop more cooperation with one another.
Following the communications workshop, an after school meeting was
held and the staff generated a four page problem census. This brain>
stormed list of problem areas and causes became the focus for the next
Saturday workshop. At this session the staff focused on the goal of
individualizing the curriculum. Within the scope of individualization,
problems were prioritized, alternatives generated and evaluated, and
action steps identified. At this point, a questionnaire was distribu-
ted to the staff to check out agreement on philosophical assumptions
and a specific work plan. The results indicated that the staff shared
the following assumption: If children are placed on an appropriate
learning level, allowed to learn by utilizing materials of interest to
them and helped to succeed, they will feel better about school, have a
higher self esteem and learn more easily. The staff also agreed upon
a general work plan to individualize reading. The plan included organ-
izing skills and concepts sequentially, matching each with materials,
methods and diagnostic measures and developing organization/classrocm
structures. However, an intermediate step was also agreed upon before
beginning specific curriculum work. As a guide to planning, the staff
asked Project Pioneer to coordinate visits to several exemplary schools
and to provide films and materials that illustrate the process of in-
dividualizing instruction. Various teams of teachers visited five
different schools in Massachusetts and Connecticut. Simultaneously,
several films on continuous progress and open classroom instruction
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were used as a basis for staff discussions. The films and visitations
were very successful and served to bolster the confidence of some of
the less enthusiastic staff members. The principal visited a school
which could be characterized as a moderate, structured approach to con-
tinuous progress curriculum and as a result, began feeling more comfor-
table about the prospects for her school.
For two months after the visitations, different grade level teams
met with the school's resource teacher and Pioneer consultants to work
on the agreed upon curriculum development plan. File systems were de-
veloped for specific skills, materials identified and duplicated and
diagnostic measures created by each team of teachers. The work also in-
cluded laminating various activity cards and diagnostic instruments.
This discription brings the Oakleaf program up-to-date. There is
still another three months of Project Pioneer support anticipated for
the school. The staff's plan includes continuing to work on the current
curriculum materials, designing alternative classroom management pro-
cedures, participating in workshops for making creative and manipulative
learning materials and identifying and piloting a variety of commer-
cially produced learning aids.
Before concluding this case history of a comprehensive training
school, a brief organizational analysis needs to be made. As made
apparent by the school's goals, two levels of training were going on
in Oakleaf - one focusing on the organizational health of the staff and
the other centering around the more technical aspects of curriculum
development. Since the development of curriculum has already been
highlighted, the more subtle dynamics of staff communication and de-
cision making will be explored.
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The principal of Oakleaf was an elderly woman who had spent forty-
two years in the same school system. Her affiliations and connections
in the area added greatly to her position power. The relatively new
superintendent of schools admitted that he was not in a very good posi-
tion to pressure the principal or transfer her to another position. In
an effort to ensure top level support for the Oakleaf teachers' efforts,
several meetings were held between the Pioneer staff and the superinten-
dent. Since the principal often used the central office as an excuse
to block new ideas in the school, direct communication with the superin-
tendent was essential. As a result of Project Pioneer staff members'
discussions with the superintendent, central office communication with
Oakleaf improved. The superintendent made several visits to the school
and spent time with individual teachers discussing their programs and
offering encouragement. Consultant observations and diagnoses early in
the year indicated that the staff was divided into three camps - the
innovators, the uncommitted but receptive middle and the traditionally
oriented resistors of change. The principal used the resisting group
to coerce the rest of the staff into following highly structured rules
and procedures. The principal used a variety of subtle control mech-
anisms - attacking teachers individually rather than in staff meetings,
playing the poor, soft spoken leader who gets easily upset by disagree-
ment and criticism, and using the illusion that someone in the central
office will be unhappy if certain decisions are made. The clim.ate of
the school could be described as closed and defensive. The reward
system, controlled by the principal, did not provide incentive for
creativity and innovation. Staff meetings were characterized by a lack
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of focus, tendency to avoid feelings, one-to-one side conversations,
and avoidance of conflict. As a result, the Pioneer consultants plan-
ned interventions that would gradually help shift power from the princi-
pal to the total staff, facilitate majority rather than minority decision
making, get accurate information on the support from the central office,
and develop a system that rewards change and creativity. Up to this
point, the consultant's have succeeded in neutralizing the power of the
principal by establishing a power base within the staff for group de-
cision making. To help create this the consultants and teachers opened
a direct communication channel to the central office. The continued
communication and support of the superintendent will play a major role
in the survival of the new programs at Oakleaf. Without an open organ-
izational climate that allows total staff involvement, the innovative
curricular programs at Oakleaf School could all go down the drain.
The Curriculum Leadership Team Program
The curriculum leadership team program was designed as an inter-
mediate point between curriculum development teams and the comprehen-
sive training program. It provided an entry point for principals who
were interested in working on a school improvement project and utili-
zing outside resources, but who were unable to gain the commitment or
interest level required from their total staff to participate in the
comprehensive training program.
The curriculum leadership program was based on the notion that the
development of an informal leadership group, operating without the di-
rect support of the total staff, could be effective intervention.
in
Generally, the team included the principal and three or more teachers.
Although the content of the program focused on leadership development,
the program actually operated as an action approach to leadership train-
ing. Rather than providing teams with formal leadership training, each
school team selected a problem and developed its own school improvement
project. The team received training indirectly as it worked on its
problem area. Through the role of a process consultant the in-service
agency monitored the progress of each school team.
There v/ere two major goals for the program. The first was essen-
tially a process goal: to help school leadership teams utilize a
change process which included using a systematic problem solving method
for working through school issues, focusing on a manageable change pro-
ject, taking responsibility for their own decision making, and tapping
into their own available resources. The second goal was product orien-
ted in that it called for the implementation of a particular innovation
or change project. The goal statement was: to provide a support system
that helps teams of educators design and implement curricular innovations
that provide for more stimulating, enriching and individualized learning
environments.
! Scenario: Curriculum Leadership Program
I
At this point, a scenario of a curriculum leadership program may be
|l helpful in understanding how the initial intervention and on-going train-
'I
ing process functions.
,i
The introduction of the curriculum leadership program to the schools
j
ms made through the principals. The in-service training staff dis-
' cussed with individual principals the available support system and the
I
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opportunity to work systematically on a school problem. If the prin-
cipal was enthusiastic and was able to interest several teachers to
work as a team with him, then a contract was developed. Soon after,
expectations were mutually shared and any misunderstandings regarding
the relationship cleared up.
The next step was to diagnose the team's perception of their change
project and any possible problems that were involved. This step was
accomplished in meetings between the process consultants and the school
team. The team was asked to discuss their problem definition, alter-
native solutions, restraining and facilitating forces, and any other
feelings they had regarding working on their change project. The data
from the meeting and any other available sources were then summarized
and used by the in-service training staff and process consultants to
design potential training interventions. The initial intervention may
have been a problem solving laboratory where school curriculum leader-
ship teams received help in working systematically on their problems
and developing plans of action. If that type of intervention was con-
sidered inappropriate for some teams, then another strategy was develop-
ed. Some teams needed to start working on their task right away and
utilizing a process consultant when they had difficulty. On the other
hand, some teams wanted to get additional information before clarifying
their problem or exploring alternatives. In those cases, the initial
intervention ms to organize professional reading and curriculum mat-
erials or to bring in curriculum experts.
After the initial intervention, a staff member from the in-service
training center monitored the progress of the team and provided assist-
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ance in setting up planning sessions and.acquiring consultant and mat-
erial resources.
The primary purpose of the curriculum leadership program was to
help a school team gain problem solving skills, systematic planning
skills, resource utilization skills and communication skills in imple-
menting a useful educational innovation. In most cases, the team's pro-
ject had a direct impact on the total staff of the school. In other
cases, the team's efforts were limited to a pilot program and did not
involve the active participation of other staff members. However, even
when the rest of the staff was not expected to make changes, it was
helpful to get their cooperation and support. Ideally, the school
curriculum leadership team designed v;ays of involving other staff mem-
bers. If their project was expected to change classroom practices
throughout the school, then involvement of the staff was necessary.
The initial diagnosis clarified expectations and enabled the process
consultant to help the staff think realistically about the manageability
of their change project. To encourage a team to attempt to change the
behavior of other staff members, in some situation, could have been
programming them for failure. Instead, the feasibility of their change
project needed to be carefully analyzed in relation to the restraining
forces present in the school.
The progress of each curriculum leadership team was different.
Extremely energetic groups developed plans that closely resembled the
comprehensive training program. Others selected very simple change pro-
jects and aimed for a pilot project with a more manageable focus. Either
of these approaches was acceptable as long as they were developed in re-
sponse to the capacity of the school for change.
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Oceanview Schoo l: A Case Study of a Curriculum Leadership Team
During the 1972-73 school year Project Pioneer developed an on-
going relationship with the Oceanview School^ staff. For a five month
period an on-site, in-service education program was provided. Several
curriculum areas, as identified by teachers, were presented in weekly
after school sessions. Over ninety percent of the staff attended on a
voluntary basis. Because of this successful relationship with Project
Pioneer, the staff presented a proposal to receive Pioneer support
during the 1973-74 year. Early in the Fall, 1973, the principal and
one teacher met with Pioneer staff members to discuss their area of
interest. Their long range goal was to individualize their instruc-
tional program better by developing a performance based curricula.
They described their project objective as the formulation of:
a set of clearly defined objectives, that will be developed
and utilized to mark progress toward the fulfillment of worth
while goals that the individual classroom teacher feels are
essential for the child to advance socially, emotionally,
physically and intellectually
Later, several follow-up meetings were held with the eight teach-
ers who were most interested in working on the project. At that point,
the staff was given the option of utilizing an organization develop-
ment consultant for planning and group problem solving. The teachers
and the principal agreed that such a Pioneer consultant would be help-
ful. Early in November the consultant met with the Oceanview planning
team and assisted them in clarifying their problem focus, identi-
fying roles and responsibilities and outlining a plan of action. The
^Oceanview School is a fictitious name selected to protect the
confidentiality of staff members.
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plan of action entailed visitations to exemplary schools, acquisition
of sample curriculum materials and organization of several teacher work
groups. For the next five months teachers worked in groups, specifying
objectives and matching up materials and activities. As the work pro-
gressed, the number of teachers grew from eight to twelve. Although
the principal was an active participant, he delegated most of the co-
ordinating of the project to a teacher leader.
The Pioneer consultant worked closely with the Oceanview staff
during the entire project. The consultant concentrated on two levels
with the group — curriculum development and group problem solving
processes. In November, the Pioneer consultants working with the group
developed an organizational analysis (see Appendix J) which was used in
planning future interventions. The analysis highlighted the distribu-
tion of power, group members' roles, decision making processes and re-
ward systems. It also contained a thorough plan with consultant goals
and strategies.
The analysis showed that early in the project the team demonstrated
a very confused decision making process. Occasionally the group used
voting as a way of deciding. At other times, group decisions just seem
to happen as a result of apathy or minority influence. The principal
advocated shared decision making, but seemed to dominate the group by
using very subtle control mechanisms. As the organization development
consultant continued to work with the group, problem solving and com-
munication improved.
Interviews with teachers and the principal conducted in April of
1974 indicated that the project team of teachers had improved their
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problem solving and were working very gradually and systematically.
An estimate of the staff's enthusiasm indicated that about one-third
of the staff were very supportive, one-third were interested but un-
committed and Qie-third were resistant. The major concern seemed to be
the uncertainty about how a performance based curricula could be effect-
ively used in the classroom. In particular, the upper grade teachers
were anxious over the implications the new curricula might have on
classroom management. Currently, Project Pioneer is helping the Ocean-
view staff complete their work on objectives. Future plans include
visits to exemplary schools, development of classroom management tech-
niques and piloting of the program in a few selected classrooms.
The Curriculum Development Team Program
When administrative support for educational innovation was some-
what less than enthusiastic, a comprehensive or curriculum leadership
training program was not practical. Organization development training
activities required administrative support and participation. When
such support was lacking, other change strategies were needed. The
Project Pioneer training structure presented in this chapter offered
several possibilities. Through leadership training programs involving
principals and central office administrators change was motivated by
peers and superiors. In the absence of such leadership training pro-
grams, the bottom-up approach became necessary. This meant supporting
dynamic, energetic teachers who liked to design, plan and implement
new, creative approaches to instruction. Generally speaking, expecting
changes initiated from the bottom of an organization to effect the total
organization is highly unrealistic. However, if an administration is
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not openly hostile, new curricula can be developed and utilized behind
closed doors. The autonomy of teachers is sometimes much greater than
it appears on the surface. A teacher that is systematic in planning,
uses the latest techniques and materials and effectively communicates
with parents, administrators and other teachers, has a good chance of
survival. In Pioneer, this survival was due to the fact that the
curriculum development team program seemed to attract the most aggress-
ive, energetic and innovative teachers.^ It was these kind of teachers
that the Project Pioneer curriculum development program supported.
The goals of the curriculum development program were concerned as
much with establishing systematic planning skills and professional aut-
onomy for teachers as with the development of curriculum content. The
goals of the program included the following:
1. To support those teachers with creative ideas and to help them
implement their ideas in the classroom.
2. To help teachers develop an atmosphere which facilitates pro-
fessional support between teachers, i.e., sharing ideas and
resources, peer evaluation, open communication.
3. To support the professionalism and autonomy of teachers.
4. To help teachers use systematic planning processes in working
through educational problems, i.e., clear definition of prob-
lems, making decision on the basis of valid information,
specifying action plans, providing for feedback and evaluation.
^Everet Rogers (1971) refers to these types of individuals as
early adopters and describes them as high risk takers.
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5. To help teachers utilize outside consultant and materials re-
sources in developing innovative approaches to educational
problems.
In brief, the program functioned in this manner. Requests for
curriculum development proposals were distributed to all teachers in the
participating systems, leacher teams (two or more teachers were in-
vited to submit proposals to develop and implement curricular innovations
that attended to affective and problem solving skills, as well as lower
level needs of students. Funded teams received a grant of between $1,000
and $1,500 financial support to pay for planning time, materials, visi-
tations, professional curriculum materials and instructional materials.
The team was also required to clarify objectives and activities and ne-
gotiate a budget. In addition Project Pioneer provided the services of
process consultants to monitor each team's progress, to assist them in
developing and implementing their plan of action and to help them ac-
quire relevant resources.
The funding of curriculum development teams provided incentives and
rev/ards for creative, innovative groups of teachers. Admittedly, jeal-
ousy and competition could have resulted. However, past experiences in
funding $50,000 worth of curriculum development budgets to teams of
teachers in Temple City Schools, California, did not indicate any signi-
ficant problems arising from jealousy and competition. The difficulty
arose over lax expectations and poorly agreed upon evaluation criteria •
and procedures. Giving groups of teachers easy money will not necessarily
improve education for students. Teachers should be funded within clearly
articulated guidelines. Project Pioneer utilized the following:
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1. Two or more teachers should work as a team and assist each
other as participant-observers." In implementing the
curriculum project, this role necessitates that each mem-
ber of the team become a resource/support person in their
relationship with other team members. Being a teacher
means involvement as a participant; an active member with-
in the scope of the project. At the same time, the teacher
is a process observer in that his/her role is much like an
advisor" supplying both casual suggestions and structured
evaluation to team members concerning their performance as
teacher-learner within the general framework of their fund-
ed proposal. In sum, this leads to internal evaluation of
a team's program and to this end the sharing of problems
and decision making will be a cooperative effort within the
team.
2. The curriculum project goals should attend to the higher
level needs of students, i.e., attitudes, values, self-
image, problem solving skills, conceptual development.
3. Student and teacher activities should be planned and imple-
mented in a developmental sequence that attends to the teanfs
stated goals.
4. The curriculum goals should be measurable, either as mater-
ial products and/or new teacher and student behaviors/
attitudes. The team should develop an evaluation plan
appropriate for the stated goals of the particular project.
5. The project staff will monitor each team's progress via a
process consultant who will assist the teams in developing,
organizing and implementing action plans. Help will also
be provided in acquiring consultant and material resources
. and in evaluating the team's progress.
The way curriculum development teams were selected was most impor-
tant. Project Pioneer utilized the following process in selecting cur-
riculum development teams:
1. A committee composed of Pioneer staff members screened the in-
itial proposals and eliminated those which failed to meet the
established criteria.
2. Acceptable proposals were submitted to each school system's
curriculum committee or administration for ranking.
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3. Top ranked proposals were funded and their budgets nego-
tiated by Pioneer staff members in conjunction with the
applying teachers.
Once a curriculum development team was funded top level administra-
tion personnel was kept well informed. Nurturing the efforts of a group
of teachers would have been an exercise in futility if administrators had
heard rumors and distorted accounts of the team's project because their
only channel for cotrimuni cation was the grape vine. Periodic progress
reports by the team and also by the in-service training staff increased
the chances for success.
The potential for change to occur as a result of curriculum develop-
ment teams was great. Teachers had a rare opportunity to develop pride
in their own change project and make their own decisions. The responsi-
bility and ownership for the change project was in the teacher's hands
from the beginning to the end.
SUBURBAN HIGH SCHOOL; A Case History of a Curriculum Development Team
In the Spring of 1973 Project Pioneer distributed proposal forms
announcing the curriculum development team program and encouraging teams
of teachers to submit proposals for funding. Suburban High School^ teach-
ers expressed greater interest than any of the other secondary schools in
the five system Pioneer Consortium. As a result, the project director was
invited to meet with department chairm.en on several occasions to discuss
funding opportunities. After a screening process made up of a team which
^Suburban High School is a fictitious name provided to protect the
confidentiality of staff members.
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included the Pioneer staff and the superintendent of the school system,
three curriculum development teams were selected. One of these was a
unique proposal submitted by an English teacher and a home economics
teacher. The idea was so unusual for the traditional Suburban High that
the superintendent had reservations about funding it. The over-all idea
of their project was to make high school practical English and home
economics courses more exciting for students by having them learn by
teaching smaller children. The basic assumption was that high school
students would increase their proficiency in understanding human behavior
and the English language by helping children learn.
Typically curriculum development teams were required by Pioneer to
be very systematic about setting goals, specifying outcomes and designing
a plan of action. However, the English-home economics team operated on a
very intuitive level. Although a three page proposal was originally sub-
mitted and refined in follow-up meetings, the written plans of the team
remained somewhat vague. The Pioneer staff had to repress frustration
with the team's lack of apparent planning and to support, accept and
facilitate the creativity and enthusiasm that seemed to be the teachers'
most important asset. The teachers' plan called for using the resources
of several consultants to provide them with new ideas and help them find
a focus for their project. They worked with a children's literature
specialist to improve their skills in utilizing children's literature and
designing creative learning activities. They also brought a children's
librarian into their classes to help the high school students become more
knowledgeable about the field. One of the most rewarding contacts for
them ms the services of the Recycle For Children Center in Springfield,
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Massachusetts. Their classes visited the center to make manipulative
materials for children and to view child development films. These ser-
vices were also made available in the high school classrooms. After the
consultations, the high school students were given an opportunity to ob-
serve the teaching - learning process in action by visiting local primary
classrooms. The purpose was to demonstrate how adults could augment a
child's learning through extending native curiosity into games, creative
activities and crafts, while facilitating the use of language as a system
of communication. After the visitations a regular program was established
whereby the English students served as teaching assistants to primary
teachers in a local school. They assisted in providing individual tutoring
and working with small groups of children. The ideas and materials they
developed earlier in the semester were tested in a real educational setting.
Students in the home economics course (child development) were able to work
with pre-school youngsters that were brought in by parents. The students
made games, manipulative materials and other learning aids to use in teach-
ing the children.
The teacher's own evaluation midway through the project showed that
students were overwhelmingly positive about their experiences in teaching
young children. Many of the practical English students had previously
been turned-off by English courses.
In terms of team teaching, the two teachers planned their classroom
experiences together - each taking advantage of the other's expertise. •
However, in the classroom the English and home economics courses were
taught separately. But, by the end of the year the teachers had arranged
to have next year's room assignments changed to allow them to have adjacent
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classrooms. Perhaps, one of the most important unintended consequences of
the team's project was a ripple effect within the English department.
Many other teachers visited and sought information from the new inter-
disciplinary - experiential program that was developed. The funding of
two teachero effected far more than two isolated classrooms.
Summary
This chapter has described the major training programs of Project
Pioneer, a federally funded in-service training project. Particular focus
was given to three approaches: The comprehensive training program, curric-
ulum leadership training program and the curriculum development teams.
Although there were important difference between the programs, there were
a great many similarities. All three training programs emphasized problem
solving and other features of the in-service model presented in Chapter
Three. The differences were mostly in the amount of emphasis and the point
of entry. Thus, the structures and procedures of each Pioneer training
program were less important than the generic strategies that were inherent
in all of the Pioneer support systems. The support systems included:
1) teacher - administrator joint decision making 2) systematic group
problem solving 3) focus on helping relationship skills 4) use of exter-
nal and internal resources 5) continuous data gathering for decision
making. In general. Pioneer encouraged a gradual, planned approach to
change.
Project Pioneer supported over 250 teachers through various in-service
programs. Intensive support was given to 185 teachers and administrators
who participated in the comprehensive, curriculum leadership and curriculum
development training programs. Since topics v/ere chosen by teachers and
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administrators* the change projects included a large variety of areas.
The thirty four school teams focused on topics such as: values clarifi-
cation, environmental education, staff communication and decision making,
individualized reading, performance based curricula, classroom communica-
tion and interaction, multi arts curricula, career education, science
activities and materials, open classroom materials, intercultural-personal
development programs, learning disabilities, community related enrichment
curricula, computer assisted instruction, secondary consumer mathematics,
flexible classroom management, continuous progress curricula and others
(see Appendix F for a complete listing). Project Pioneer did not advocate
any particular curricular changes; but rather, Pioneer facilitated the
process of educational growth and self renewal in schools.
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CHAPTER V
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE PROJECT PIONEER
IN-SERVICE TRAINING CONSORTIUM
Determining the effectiveness of a comprehensive in-service model,
such as Project Pioneer, presents many difficulties. The large diversity
of training interventions and support systems provided by Pioneer contri-
butes to the complexity of evaluation. Pioneer facilitated thirty-five
school change projects during the 1973-74 school year. Each project had
its own change goals and determined its own progress. As a result, an
evaluation of Pioneer, in part, necessitates individual evaluations of
each school project. This important task is currently underway and might
well be the focus of a future dissertation.
Several factors increase the complexity of a thorough, rigorous eval-
uation. The Pioneer- model included a large number of interventions - each
suited to the individual needs of the participating school teams. As a
result, isolating variables and determining the likelihood of cause and
effect relationships becomes exceedingly difficult. Also, since the Pion-
eer model was designed and implemented in less than eighteen months im-
portance was placed on gathering process evaluation data. A great deal
of time and energy was expended collecting feedback during the
implemen-
tation of the Pioneer interventions. The process of building
and piloting
a model requires a continuous flow of relevant information
to provide for
effective decision making. Thus, this chapter describes
the design and
utilization of process evaluation proceedures. The
primary basis for
this assessment of the Pioneer model will be the
author's analyses and
recommendations.
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An organization such as Project Pioneer came into being to serve
teachers and administrators in improving educational experiences for stu-
dents. Too often public service organizations establish structures and
procedures for efficient operation and then make little provision for
feedback regarding the effectiveness of their services. Private business
services that operate in such a manner are not likely to survive. Unfor-
tunately, schools and related school services generally fail to hold them-
selves accountable for measurable outcomes. As a result, very little in-
formation is allowed to flow from the recipients of services to the primary
decision makers. Project Pioneer, in its effort to serve five different
school systems and thirty-five schools, required a complex communication
network and a variety of decision making procedures. Thus, the effective
operation of Project Pioneer, in part, was dependent upon a continuous
process of data gathering. Much of the success of Project Pioneer should
be attributed to the design and implementation of an evaluation system
that focused on retrieving information for decision making. The process
evaluation had three major purposes - providing continuous assessment of
the Pioneer staff, services and interventions, providing feedback to
school teams regarding their progress and providing a final, year end
summary of Pioneer accomplishments (see figure 3).
Feedback on Pioneer Services
Three methods were used for soliciting information about the effect-
iveness of Pioneer services. In December of 1973, and again in April of
1974, 115 participating teachers and administrators completed a
survey en-
titled, "Pioneer Services Questionnaire." The results of the questionnaire
were tabulated (see Appendix A) to provide a sutrmary of responses
from each
Purpose
Population
(sample)
Techniques/
Instruments
Time
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school or team as well as an over-all summary for all participants. The
summarized data were very carefully analyzed by Pioneer staff members and
consultants and strengths and weaknesses of Pioneer services pinpointed.
Future services and interventions were then developed from the feedback
gathered from participants. For example, one school team seemed to be
progressing very slowly. Meetings were seldom held and curriculum plan-
ning related to their project was not evident. Offers to the principal
for Pioneer services were received enthusiastically but not acted upon.
The principal often claimed that his staff was older and very traditional
and could only be expected to move at a gradual pace. When the "Pioneer
Services Questionnaire" was administered, the data indicated that his
staff was frustrated because of lack of movement and insisted on more
meetings with Pioneer staff rather than fewer meetings. This new infor-
mation made it possible for Pioneer to mobilize its resources and increase
services to the school staff. The result was growing enthusiasm and par-
ticipation by the teachers. Several workshops focusing on creative teach-
ing techniques were held for the staff. Eighty percent of the staff
attended and gave the workshop a very high rating. Eleven of the twelve
participants, when given a scale of -3 to +3, rated the workshop exper-
ience as +3. Specific comments indicated the teachers planned to use the
ideas in their classrooms. The questionnaire was also designed to gather
information about the specific helping behaviors of the Pioneer staff.
Items such as, "they listened to what we said," "helped us clarify ideas,
"supported our ideas," and "suggested alternatives," provided very import-
ant feedback to the Pioneer staff regarding the appropriateness of
their
behaviors. Some of the important data generated from "Pioneer
Services
Questionnaire" have been summarized in figures 4 and 5.
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Figure 4
Analyses of Pioneer Staff Behaviors
Pioneer Staff Behaviors very well fairly well poor didn't do
They listened to what we said 87% 13% 0% 0%
Helped me/us clarify ideas 74% 25% 0% 1%
Helped identify resources 54% 30% 2% 14%
Supportive of my/our ideas 69% 27% 0% 1%
Followed through on commitments 73% 12% 0% 2%
*115 teachers responded to this questionnaire
Figure 5
Analyses of Pioneer Staff Services
Pioneer Staff Services Service needed
and provided
Service needed
and not provided
Service
not needed
Available to answer questions
on phone
55% 0% 22%
Explained what was available
to us clearly 78% 5% 1%
Suggested Alternatives 72% • 1% 9%
Provided consultants 66% 2% 10%
Gave necessary information 79% 2% 4%
Available to come to meetings 85% 0% 3%
*115 teachers responded to this questionnaire
Over-all the data summarized in figures 4 and 5 indicate a very posi-
tive response by participants to Pioneer staff behaviors and services. An
examination of figure 4 reveals a substantial percentage of responses in
the "fairly well" category. This category provided the Pioneer staff with
areas that needed additional attention in future planning. In figure 5 the
most helpful category for the Pioneer staff was "service needed and not
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provided." Even though the percentage of responses was low for this cate-
gory, there were indications that improvement was needed. The most help-
ful way of utilizing the questionnaire data for improving Pioneer ser-
vices was to examine responses from each participating school team (see
Figure 6).
Figure 6
Schools Responding "fairly well" to
Pioneer Staff Services
Pioneer Services Clark Granger Agawam Jr. North Middle
teachers teachers teachers teachers
Listened to what we said 2 2 1
Helped us clarify ideas 2 7 3 2
Helped identify resources 3 10 5 3
Supportive of our ideas 3 12 6 2
Followed through on commitments 2 4 2 1
The information gathered from the "Pioneer Services Questionnaire"
was summarized for each participating school team. The data reported in
Figure 6 shows the "fairly well" responses for four of the Pioneer schools.
Tabulating the data in this manner enabled the Pioneer staff members and
consultants working with each of these schools to work on improving areas
where teachers expressed needs.
Evaluation of Workshops
Another one of the methods used to solicit feedback about Pioneer
interventions was the use of a brief instrument, 'Project Pioneer Work-
shop Reactions", to receive im.mediate feedback from participants
regard-
ing workshop experiences, team planning sessions and Pioneer
planning
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meetings. The instrument consisted of a one page format seeking over-all
reactions to the session and encouraging suggestions for next steps (see
Appendix B). The "Workshop Reactions" form was used in numerous instances
during the year and the data were summarized and shared with staff members
and consultants to use for future planning. This information proved to be
very specific and immediate and was of tremendous help to the project
director in evaluating the expert resources of staff members and consult-
ants and working with them to provide a proper match-up between resources
and participant needs. Figure 7 presents a summary of participant reac-
tions to thirty-four of the Pioneer workshops offered during the 1973-74
school year.
Figure 7
Participant Reactions to Pioneer Workshops
Question: "What was your overall reaction to today's workshop?"
Positive-Negative
Scale
very
negative
-3 -2 -1
neutral
0 +1 +2
very
positive
+3
Number of
participants
- 5 10 16 32 142 321
Percentage of
responses
- 1% 2 % 3 % 6% 27 % 61%
*526 participants attending 34 workshops responded to
this evaluation question.
In addition to the over-all reaction of participants, the "Workshop
Reactions" form included four open-ended questions to determine specific
strengths and weaknesses of each workshop. Three sample summaries of the
"Workshop Reactions" forms have been included in Appendix B. The analysis
of individual workshops during the year provided the Pioneer- staff with
valuable information for improving programs.
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Evaluation of Meetings
Another method of gathering information for the project involved the
regular use of meeting summary forms (see Appendix C). In most cases,
planning sessions with the various school teams were attended by two Pion-
eer staff members. One staff member generally assumed the role of group
facilitator while the other staff member recorded very specific behaviors
and information that surfaced during the meeting. The purpose of the
meeting summaries were two fold - to provide written records of decisions
made to ensure proper follow-up and to enable staff members to receive
specific feedback regarding their helping or blocking behaviors during
the meeting. This type of evaluation data, even though it was generated
from within the organization, proved highly beneficial. The meeting
summaries were used to record decisions and follow-up steps so all parti-
cipants had a clear understanding of what was agreed upon. The meeting
forms also helped the Pioneer staff keep accurate files with a history of
each team's activities and decisions. These files were often used as
important sources of data for future planning. In addition, the recording
of Pioneer staff behaviors enabled staff members to share specific feed-
back regarding helping and/or blocking behaviors. For example, on many
occasions Pioneer staff members used the meeting summary sheets to provide
specific feedback on one another's helping behaviors. In one instance,
the assistant project director recorded the project director's behavior
during a meeting with a group of five high school teachers. The verbal
and non-verbal behaviors that were recorded indicated that the project
director displayed low enthusiasm, if not complete disinterest, in the
teachers' proposed project. This kind of feedback helped the Pioneer
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staff become more conscious of their professional behaviors and provided
a valuable source of professional growth.
Feedback to School Teams
The second type of process evaluation used by Pioneer was designed to
provide feedback to school teams. Twenty-two of the participating school
teams completed "Project Report Inventories" in January, 1974, and again
in April, 1974. The intent of the report was to elicit individual team
member's assessments of their team's progress and to identify the major
facilitating and blocking forces. The reports were collected and a com-
posite report developed for each school team. The reports were shared
with teams in a variety of ways. Some were returned to team leaders for
their own use, while others were presented directly to the team members
by Pioneer staff members during planning sessions. In many cases, the
s.
compiled information provided a way to help teams sort out different ex-
pectations and needs and develop clear group communication about the team's
project. In general the "Project Report Inventories" made it possible for
Pioneer staff members to gather important information from each school
team regarding their progress. An example of a team's summary of the
"Project Report Inventory" has been included in Appendix D.
Year- End Summary Evaluation
The third type of evaluation used by Project Pioneer was designed to
gather data to assess the effect, if any, of Pioneer interventions on the
thirty-four participating school teams. During April, 1974 a four page
questionnaire, entitled "Pioneer Evaluation Report", was distributed to
166 project participants. The questionnaire provided information in four
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areas: 1) assessment of Pioneer services 2) effect of Pioneer on teacher
and student behaviors 3) support and involvement of administrators 4) over
^
all effect of Pioneer on participating schools. A summary of the "Pioneer
Evaluation Report" data has been included in Appendix E.
Author's Analysis
Since the final evaluation of Project Pioneer is still in progress,
the author has chosen to provide a subjective analysis of the Project Pion-
eer program. Data collected from the "Project Pioneer Evaluation Reports"
and anecdotal records will be used to support an analysis of the Pioneer
model and the effect of Pioneer programs on schools. In exploring the
potential of the. in-service model presented earlier in this study, two
questions will be addressed - was the in-service education model adequately
implemented by Project Pioneer? And, how well was the model, as implemen-
ted by Pioneer, able to facilitate educational change/growth in participa-
ting schools?
First, the implementation of the in-service model by Pioneer will be
considered. The model, as described in Chapter Three, contains six major
characteristics: 1) multiple entry points to meet the diverse needs of
schools 2) organizational, political and financial autonomy 3) utiliza-
tion of helping relationship skills 4) utilization of systematic problem
solving and organization development concepts 5) linkage with human and
material resources 6) provision for monitoring progress. These character-
istics will be analyzed by examining questionnaire and ancedotal data. To
provide an analytical framework for assessing the degree of implementation
of the major characteristics of the model, six questions will be used to
guide the inquiry:
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During the year, thirty-five schools established working relation-
ships with Project Pioneer. Of these, three chose to terminate the rela-
tionship - one school after a brief relationship and two others after
several months of involvement. Only one of the three schools seemed to
terminate because Pioneer's expectations may have been perceived as re-
strictive. In that instance, the school was a junior high school with a
large staff. When the principal realized that Pioneer was not able to
give his school thousands of dollars of resources without the development
of a systematic plan of action by the staff, he began exhibiting avoid-
ance behaviors. The other two schools which dropped out of Project Pion-
eer seemed to do so because of issues not directly related to Pioneer.
In one case, the elementary school that was involved served as a training
school for the local college. In a series of very unusual events the
principal of the school admitted to Pioneer staff that the supervisor
from the college, who had been involved with the school for many years,
had intervened in staff meetings to block participation with Project
Pioneer. When Pioneer met with the principal and college supervisor and
offered to work jointly with the supervisor, the supervisor spoke for the
principal and was threatened by Pioneer's requirement that resources be
provided in conjunction with systematic planning and problem solving. The
issue in this school seemed to be more of a conflict between roles of two
outside service agencies than dissatisfaction by the staff. Thus, of the
thirty-five schools participating in Project Pioneer, only one school
found Pioneer's training program too inflexible to meet its needs.
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The Pioneer training components made it possible for teachers or ad-
ministrators to participate with as few as two staff members working to-
gether. In sixteen cases, two teachers without their principal have been
supported to work on change projects. In fourteen schools, the principal
and entire staff chose to be actively involved in a change project. Like-
wise, the problem areas have in every case been selected by the school par-
ticipants. Pioneer staff members placed only two restrictions on the type
of change projects that would be acceptable. First, the relationship be-
tween the change project and student growth had to be clear. This criter-
ion never had to be used to restrict a proposed project. Secondly, teach-
ers had to be involved in selecting the problem area. In several cases,
principals proposed areas they wished to explore but were circumvented by
the requirement that Pioneer staff members needed to meet first with the
participating teachers to clarify the problem focus. Although this tactic
helped shift power from the principal to 'the staff, it was done very gently
and did not seem to jeopardize the participation of thirty-four of the
original thirty-five schools.
Another issue related to the flexibility of Pioneer's support system
is the fact that several schools within each school system ignored oppor-
tunities to take advantage of Pioneer services. There were undoubtedly
many variables involved in the non-participation of schools in Pioneer.
Pioneer especially had difficulty attracting the participation of second-
ary school principals. Many teams of teachers were supported in high
schools and junior high schools, but in only three cases were the princi-
pals directly involved. On the other hand, sixteen elementary
principals
were actively involved in Pioneer programs. Based on this
information.
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Pioneer support systems seemed to be very flexible and appropriate in en-
couraging the involvement of elementary schools; however, serious ques-
tions can be raised regarding the effectiveness of the Pioneer model in
attracting secondary school involvement. This is particularly interesting
because the three Pioneer central office members were experienced secondary
teachers and were totally lacking in elementary teaching experience.
The difficulty of involving secondary principals may be related to
the size of secondary schools and the added management and administrative
responsibilities in the role of high school principal. A large staff with
specialized interests rather than interests in the general curricular areas
may be less likely to want to work together on one change project. The
most observable differences between the secondary schools and elementary
schools in the Pioneer consortium was size of staff and curriculum spe-
cialization. The secondary principals who were contacted (14 principals)
were very receptive to receiving Pioneer services for their staffs but,
with the exception of three principals, were not willing to participate
o
actively in the change project. The three secondary principals who did
participate, along with a large number of their teachers, were less en-
thusiastic and dynamic in providing leadership for their change projects
than were the sixteen participating elementary principals. In fact, the
three secondary change projects incurred more blockages and difficulties
than any of the other Project Pioneer programs. Of course, there were
many very successful secondary change projects that did not involve prin-
cipals. Interestingly enough, only three out of nineteen elementary
^Secondary principals often stated that they would like to have their
teachers participate but that they were too busy themselves to participate.
As a result, most secondary projects were curriculum development teams with
out principals.
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change projects did not involve the active participation of the principal.
A variety of variables may have determined the differences between elemen-
tary and secondary principals' participation in Project Pioneer. This im-
portant question deserves further research.
2^- How well did Pioneer exercise political and financial autonomy?
The data generated by questionnaires and feedback instruments do not
seem to give any clues regarding the autonomy or lack of autonomy Pioneer
was able to maintain. However, the project director's observations and
experiences shed a good deal of light on the issue. For the most part,
the autonomy enjoyed by Project Pioneer, while operating within the five
school systems, appeared to result from four major factors. First, the
successes experienced by teachers and principals generated a high degree
of enthusiasm and usually was communicated to the central office. During
Pioneer meetings superintendents and curriculum directors often shared re-
ports of their staffs' enthusiasm with Pioneer activities. This gave the
Pioneer staff solid, grass roots support in each of the school systems.
However, this by itself would not contribute significantly to the power
and autonomy of an outside organization supporting change. Secondly, the
fact that final decisions regarding Project Pioneer policies and programs
were made jointly by all five superintendents, as members of the board of
directors, helped reduce the power of each superintendent acting alone to
influence Project Pioneer. This can be illustrated by the example of a
confrontation between the project director and one of the participating
superintendents. On two different occasions the superintendent attempted
to exercise what he believed to be his position of power over the project
director. In both instances, the director held firm and as a result, was
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threatened by the superintendent - "I'll call Boston and tell Title III
that you are unacceptable as the director and that my school system is
dropping out." The superintendent then proceeded to telephone other super-
intendents in an effort to put the director "in his place." The other
superintendents refused to Join the dissident superintendent. Support for
the project director was shown very discretly and every effort was made to
keep the superintendent from "losing face." Fortunately, interpersonal re-
lations were mended and the school system stayed in the Pioneer consortium.
This example demonstrates that the diffusion of power between five super-
intendents made it possible for Project Pioneer to avoid direct manipula-
tion by any one superintendent.
Thirdly, the most important equalizer for the Pioneer staff was the
ESEA, Title III bureaucracy. The project director controlled much of the
over-all decision making power of Project Pioneer by virtue of his relation-
ship to Title III. Interpreting the budget, program and evaluation guide-
lines required by a federal project can give a director additional power -
particularly when the Title III state supervisor is very flexible and the
written guidelines are very rigid. The control of financial resources is
certainly an important aspect of power. This raises a serious question
about the Project Pioneer model. If the financial resources were con-
tributed entirely by the school systems, would a consortium based in-
service training center be able to exercise the necessary autonomy to pro-
vide flexible support systems to teachers? Under these circumstances, the
necessary autonomy would seem unlikely. For one thing, budget expenditures
would most likely have to be approved by each participating school com-
mittee. The reliance on local funds could reduce the opportunity
for high
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risk, experimental projects. Superintendents, who are accountable to
their school committees, typically prefer proven methods that bring imme-
diate results. Receiving $180,000 a year of federal funds would seem to
make it easier for superintendents and curriculum directors to tolerate
the unorthodox methods of an in-service center. New ideas are much easier
to support when someone else pays the bill.
Fourth, there is no substitute for effective leadership. Even given
the first three factors, an in-service center. like Project Pioneer cannot
survive poor leadership. Most importantly, Pioneer staff members seemed
to demonstrate an acceptable degree of personal power through effective
interpersonal relations and the application of technical expertise in ad-
ministration and in-service training.
In summary, four factors contributed to the autonomy of Project Pion-
eer. First, Pioneer enjoyed a high degree of teacher support. Secondly,
the joint decision making by five superintendents reduced the possibility
of power plays or manipulation by individual superintendents. Thirdly,
the ESEA Title III guidelines gave the project director the power to make
administrative decisions in the course of interpreting state and federal
regulations. Fourthly, the Pioneer staff seemed to demonstrate the pre-
requisite leadership skills.
Thus, a subjective analysis would seem to indicate that Project
Pioneer, through a- variety of means, was able to maintain the necessary
political and financial autonomy.
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Keje teachers involved in making ma.ior decisions regarding the
changes they were to implement?
Project Pioneer staff members and consultants went to great lengths
to ensure the active participation of teachers in the decision making pro-
cess. Planning sessions were always carefully arranged to include most
or all of the participating teachers in a school. Pioneer's bias about
teacher involvement was presented clearly. Principals who tended to
ignore teacher concerns were, when possible, neutralized by effective con-
sultant interventions. Two exceptions to teacher participation occurred
in one school system. This particular school system is characterized as
very tightly controlled form the superintendent's office. Project Pioneer,
because of a power struggle with the central office, subject area super-
visors, acquiesced to a compromise that allowed the supervisors to work
directly with two school teams. As a result, the two teams were subject
to controls from within the school system -and had a tendency to do what
was expected of them. These were the only two cases where Project Pioneer
was not able to help salvage teacher decision making when it became jeop-
ardized by administrators. Data from the "Pioneer Evaluation Report"
seem to support the strong role that teachers played in making decisions
about their change projects. Responses to the question, "Did teachers on
your team/staff participate in making major decisions regarding your
project?" included the following: Always 61%, Usually 27%, Sometimes 12%
and Rarely 0%. Likewise, the central office administrators seemed to
confirm this finding. When given the statement, "Project Pioneer support
at the grassroots level (teachers) helped ideas and enthusiasm to flow
from the bottom to the top of the organization," 80% of the superinten-
dents and other central office personnel agreed with the statement.
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How well did the Project Pioneer staff demonstrate "helping re-
lationship skills? "
Project Pioneer staff members were very conscious of the need to re-
fine helping relationships skills. A great deal of time and energy was
invested in feedback mechanisms that would assist Pioneer in using the
appropriate interventions. In fact, the project director and assistant
director developed non-verbal cues to help give each other feedback re-
garding the helpfulness of their behaviors during planning meetings with
teachers and administrators. There were many instances v^hen Pioneer staff
members assessed themselves as failing to utilize a proper mixture of
helping relationships skills. Perhaps it was this awareness that helped
Project Pioneer develop over-all relationships with educators that were
characterized as very helpful. The results of a Pioneer questionnaire,
"The Project Pioneer Evaluation Report," indicate that the Pioneer staff
members and consultants were viewed by a large majority of participants
as using helping behaviors (see figure 8).
Figure 8
Pioneer Staff and Consultant Helping Behaviors
Pioneer staff and consultant behaviors very well fairly well poor didn't do
They listened to what we said 89% 10% 1% -
They helped me/ us clarify ideas 00 18% 1% -
They helped identify resources 58% 32% 3% 4%
They were supportive of my/our ideas 00 21%
-
-
They followed through on commitments CO 21%
- 1%
*166 participants completed the questionnaire
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In response to a question phrased, "How would you describe the help-
fulness of Project Pioneer's staff and consultants?", 94% of the partici-
pants selected, they assisted us in solving our own problems." This
aspect of the Project Pioneer model seems to have been well implemented.
Project Pioneer staff members and consultants were eagerly sought by
teachers, principals and curriculum directors to help in problem solving
situations and to identify and coordinate resources. A review of the pro-
cess evaluation data gathered during the year strongly supports the effect-
ive use of helping relationships skills by the Pioneer staff. The fact
that only one out of thirty-five schools withdrew from participation with
Pioneer tends to corroborate the helpfulness of the Pioneer staff members
and consultants.
4. How well did Pioneer facilitate careful planning and systematic
problem solving by school teams?
An underlying value inherent in all Project Pioneer activities was a
commitment to careful planning and problem solving. However, the commit-
ment to systematic problem solving was entertwined with a dedication to
responsive, helping relationships. Because of this, problem solving pro-
cesses varied greatly among the participating school teams. Some teams
went through a very methodical planning design, specifying outcomes, check-
ing consequences and providing for continuous re-evaluation. Other teams
were content to operate on a more intuitive, free wheeling level. Since
there are many effective ways to solve problems. Project Pioneer did not
insist upon any one approach. In most cases, the staff facilitator or
consultant helped move teams toward clarifying goals and identifying clear
action steps. Although the various teams progressed at different rates.
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the Pioneer staff's assessment indicated that all teams improved their
capacity for systematic problem solving and planning. The emphasis by
Pioneer staff on open inquiry and the use of formative evaluation in-
struments contributed to the improvement of team planning. Even though
some teams required several months, most teams eventually developed clear
statements of goals and criteria for measuring progress (see Appendix F).
In analyzing the effect of Pioneer's staff on the growth of teams in
using systematic problem solving processes, the most important factor
seemed to be the frequency and follow through of consulting relationships.
The teams with which Pioneer had the least contact tended to demonstrate
less growth in problem solving. This hypothesis is based on staff obser-
vations and a comparison of written plans and curriculum products from
high involvement (more than six Pioneer interventions) and low involve-
ment (less than six Pioneer interventions) school teams. This hypothesis,
if verified by satistical data, might suggest that the effective imple-
mentation of the Pioneer in-service model requires a staff that is capable
of maintaining continuous relationships with all participating teams.
This would be an important area for future educational research.
Over-all Project Pioneer school teams reported utilizing systematic
planning and problem solving. Questionnaire data from the "Project Pion-
eer Evaluation Report" seemed to support this (see figure 9).
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Figure 9
Participant Problem Solving Behaviors
As a result of our project...
N
increased
greatly
increased
somewhat
remained
same
decreased
We increased the sharing of ideas and
resources within our school (or team!
49% 43% 8% -
We learned from each other by giving
more open and constructive feedback
about our strengths and weaknesses
50% 42% 8% -
Our team or staff increased ability to
plan more carefully and systematically
by defining problems, generating vari-
ous alternatives, gathering information
and making clear decisions.
43% 42% 15% -
We used more outside resources (people,
materials, ideas) in creating our pro-
ject than we did before working with
Project Pioneer
44% 30% 26% -
Of course, the reader should be cautioned that these data are based
on self reporting, and as such, are subject to a high degree of bias.
However, a review of team accomplishments and products seems to support
the findings (see Appendix F). The questionnaire data also seem to sup-
port the role of Project Pioneer staff members and consultants in facili-
tating systematic planning and problem solving (see figure 10).
Figure 10
Pioneer Staff Problem Solving Assistance
Pioneer Staff Services
Service needed
and provided
Service needed
& not provided
Servj.ee
needed
No
Response
Assisted in setting goals and
clarifying problems and issues
93% 1% 5% 1%
Facilitated improved team/staff
communication and Problem solv-
ing
78% - 20% 2%
Suggested alternative approach-
es and solutions
86% 3% 6% 5%
Provided consultants, workshops
or materials
90% 6% 1% 3%
Helped develop a plan of action 85% 3% 6% 6%
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The data in figure 10 suggest that in most cases Pioneer provided the
needed planning, problem solving and resources. Four of the five categor-
ies under "service needed and not provided" have 3% or less than 3% of the
participant responses. The poorest service provided was in the area of
consultants, workshops and materials. Six percent of the participants
felt that the service was needed but was not provided. However, even
with the negative reactions of 6%, 90% of the participants indicated that
the service was needed and provided. Thus, it appears that Pioneer pro-
vided the opportunity to receive help in planning and problem solving and
in most cases the service was utilized.
4b. Did Project Pioneer provide a gradual, planned approach to
change?
Rapid, radical approaches to change are generally accomplished by ad-
ministrative fiat, crises oriented decision making, or over-sell by charis-
matic experts. Of course there are exceptions to these generalizations.
But too frequently, educators are enamored by the appeal of innovations
and are tempted to over simplify complex problems. Project Pioneer en-
couraged a very deliberate, planned approach to change. When teams
glossed over underlying issues. Pioneer consultants helped bring them to
the attention of the group so future problems could be avoided. Usually,
moving too rapidly was an affliction limited to administrators. Since
Pioneer constantly provided interventions to guarantee teacher involve-
ment and decision making, the problem of hasty planning and premature im-
plementation was minimal. In fact, in some instances the problem seemed
to be the reverse - team members or principals had a tendency to
drag
their feet. When this occurred. Pioneer staff members or consultants
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helped identify the concerns that were blocking the group's progress.
The majority of participants experienced a very gradual, planned approach
to change. Figure 11 provides some supporting data.
Figure 11
:
Speed in Implementing Changes
Question: How would you describe the way innovations or changes were made
by your team/staff this year?
Percentage of
responses
28% So slow it was frustrating
54% Very gradually, but well planned
18% Very rapidly, but well planned
0% So fast it was frustrating’
Even though most teachers experienced a gradual, planned approach to
change, nearly one-fifth of the teachers reported a rapid, well planned
change program. Another even larger group of teachers, 28%, indicated
they felt that the change in their school ’was so slow it was frustrating.
These data demonstrate that Project Pioneer differed markedly from the
change approaches described by Barth, Gross, McMillan and Smith & Keith,
in Chapter One of this paper. In those studies of change many programs
were implemented so rapidly and poorly planned that teachers became frus-
trated. Project Pioneer clearly supported a gradual, planned approach to
change.
5 . Did Pioneer result in an increased utilization of outside and
internal resources?
/ ' '
- -
— B --
This particular aspect of the Pioneer model is well documented.
Thirty-one outside consultants, not previously utilized by the partici-
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pating schools, were made available on a continuous bases. In addition,
hundreds of examples of exemplary professional and instructional materi-
als were identified and provided to school teams. Most importantly, the
effective utilization of consultants and materials was carefully planned.
Responses to the statement that Project Pioneer, "provided consult-
ants, workshops or materials," resulted in 90% of the participants indi-
cating that "service was needed and provided" (see figure 10). Likewise,
in rating Pioneer's ability to provide resources, 58% of the participants
selected "very well" and 32% "fairly well" (see figure 8). The acquisi-
tion of outside resources was clearly one of Project Pioneer's strengths.
To help teams take advantage of their own resources. Project Pioneer
focused on group communication and problem solving. These strategies gen-
erally helped participants share talents and abilities not previously
utilized by the team. Often, educators possess most of the needed expert
resources within their organization, but fail to use them. The rigidity
of the school organization, delineation of roles and responsibilities and
low risk taking behaviors reduce the potential human resources that are
available for creative problem solving. Project Pioneer helped reduce the
problem by fostering norms that were more conducive to the sharing of
ideas. However, within the period of a year, Pioneer was only able to
introduce the process of maximizing the potential of members of the or-
ganization. The ''Project Pioneer Evaluation Report" has two questions
that are relevant to this issue. Forty-nine percent of the participants
reported that they greatly increased the sharing of ideas and resources
/
within their school. Also, fifty percent of the participants indicated
that they greatly increased the giving of constructive feedback about
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strengths and weaknesses (see figure 9). Given these limited data, Pro-
ject Pioneer seems to have helped most participants utilize internal as
well as outside resources more effectively.
Did Projec t Pioneer provide processes for monitoring the
progress of change teams?
The Pioneer staff members and consultants who worked with the various
school teams played a major role in monitoring each team's progress. When
necessary the Pioneer staff raised important 'guestions about the planning
and problem solving efforts of participating teams. Although the Pioneer
in-service model emphasized teacher decision making, it also stressed the
need for accountability. Earlier in the year many of the school teams had
very global, fuzzy project goals. Much energy was expended by the Pioneer
staff in assisting school teams to specify and refine goals and objectives
Occassional ly, school teams operated with tunnel vision, not exploring a
variety of alternatives. The Pioneer staff provided an essential function
by helping teams consider a diverse range of alternatives and untapped
resources. The process of monitoring the progress of school teams in-
volved a number of information gathering techniques - Project Report In-
ventories, Meeting Summary Forms and Workshop Reactions Forms. Since
these process evaluation instruments were discussed earlier, further elabo
ration will not be provided. The data collected from these instruments
were utilized to assist the Pioneer staff in guiding and advising the
participating school teams. The process of acquiring and digesting rele-
vant information to aid in decision making is vital to insure effective
f
problem solving.
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Impact of Pioneer Interventions
Was the model, as implemented by Project Pioneer, able to facilitate
educational change in schools? This question cannot be properly assessed
until the final evaluation is completed. However, anecdotal and observa-
tion data can be cited to support the hypothesis that Pioneer was able to
have considerable impact on changing schools.
Thirty-four school projects were supported by Project Pioneer during
the 1973-74 school year. Of these, only three have made so little pro-
gress that important observable changes are not apparent. In these three
cases, the school teams are still participating and are expected to
accomplish at least a modicum of success within the next two months. The
other 31 projects have made identifiable progress. This progress includes
the following: 1) curriculum materials have been developed and used,
2) classroom environments rearranged, 3) instructional activities creat-
ed, 4) teaching behaviors modified, 5) team problem solving refined
and, 6) organizational norms changed. In some schools, goals have been
clarified, learning objectives specified, learning activities developed
and diagnostic measures created. One school spent most of the year de-
veloping a math program that not only individualizes more effectively but
stimulates high student interest as well. Many of the classrooms in this
school, earlier void of manipulative materials, have an array of math
games and interest centers. Several participating elementary schools
created classrooms with a larger diversity of learning activities and ex-
periences for children. Some of the classrooms could be considered
open
classroom, integrated day programs. One team of teachers shares
one large
classroom and has created an environment where students make
a great many
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decisions about their own learning, including recording their own pro-
gress. In many of these more open classrooms, norms have gradually
changed to encourage learning by doing, expression of feelings and an
appreciation for individual differences in children. Four school pro-
jects have resulted in the use of humanistic education strategies in the
classroom. In two high school English classrooms students are learning
creative writing through self exploration and values clarification. The
curriculum guide with learning activities, developed by this team of high
school teachers, is so impressive that several Pioneer consultants and
other teachers have eagerly sought copies. An interdisciplinary team of
four middle school teachers has developed a classroom management program
adopted from the ANISA model from the School of Education of the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts. A visit to their classrooms reveals a large num-
ber of students working independently inside and outside the classroom.
The teachers report that many previously unmotivated students have made
tremendous progress academically and attitudinally. Two elementary
schools have improved their affective curriculum at every grade level.
Humanistic education consultants specializing in "magic circle" discus-
sion strategies have worked closely with the teachers observing and demon-
strating communication skills. In one of these schools, the program be-
gan at the primary level and spread informally to the upper grades. In
fact, the principal commented that she entered one of the sixth grade
classrooms one day and almost fell over a small group of students sitting
on the floor. She was informed by the students that they were
having a
"magic circle." Since this sixth grade teacher had not
previously been
involved in the program, this seemed to be a very positive
example of the
ripple effect that innovations can have on a school
staff.
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At one inner-city school a team of four elementary teachers have
identified 15-20 students with social and academic problems and designed
a series of after school teacher-student activities oriented around real
life interests. These dedicated teachers provided very unique education-
al experiences for individual students and small groups of students.
These inner-city youngsters were provided enrichment activities and
teacher relationships they have not previously experienced. The teacher-
student activities included: going out to dinner with the teacher, par-
ticipating in athletic activities together, attending a Saturday matinee,
and having their own photography club.
At Oakleaf Elementary School, a participant in the comprehensive
training program, teachers reported a large variety of changes in their
classroom activities and staff communications. Teacher responses on the
"Pioneer Evaluation Report" indicated that considerable movement has been
made toward creating a school environment more conducive to individual-
ization of instruction (see figure 12).
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Figure 12
Reported Changes at Oakleaf School
Question. Describe as specifically as possible how things are different
in your school as a result of Project Pioneer involvement.
Teacher Responses:
1. More sharing of ideas and resources between teachers.
2. More effective group problem solving by staff.
3. Materials developed to meet the needs of individual students.
4. Staff communication has increased.
5. Individualized materials file has been developed.
6. More learning centers established.
7. Children more involved in classroom activities.
8. Children seem happier and involved in their own learning.
9. Teachers are motivated to try new instructional methods.
10. My children like school more and so do I.
11. More acceptance of the modified open classroom approach
by other teachers.
12. I have been able to individualize more.
13. Manipulative materials have been developed to enrich class-
room learning experiences.
These reponses were selected from comments made by 17 teachers at
Oakleaf School. An attempt was made to include responses that were
representative.
Over-all Project Pioneer assisted teachers and administrators in
improving a number of curricular and organizational areas. Of nine areas
listed on the "Pioneer Evaluation Report, 40% or more of the teachers re-
ported that Pioneer had helped improve eight of those areas (see figure
13). The area that resulted in the least reported improvement was
"students' academic achievement" where only 26% of the teachers indicated
improvement had been made. The two categories with the highest number of
teachers (56% and 58%) reporting improvement were "classroom learning
materials" and "teachers' enthusiasm and motivation." These responses
indicate that Pioneer was most effective on a level of change that
focused primarily on staff development.
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Figure 13
Summary of Improved Curricular and Organizational Areas
Question: Which of these areas were improved as a result of Project
Pioneer involvement in your school?
Responses of 166 teachers;
53% Curriculum goals and objectives
53% Classroom learning activities
41% Teachers' instructional behaviors
49% Students' motivation and interest
47% Teacher and administrator communication
41% School decision making
56% Classroom learning materials
58% Teachers' enthusiasm and motivation
26% Students' academic achievement
Survival of School Improvements
Will the improvements made through Project Pioneer assistance sur-
vive next year without outside help? One measure of the likelihood of
Pioneer induced changes surviving is the degree of support that school
administrators intend to provide for the programs that have been develop-
ed. Data from the "Administrators Final Evaluation Report" indicate
that the top level administrators in each'of the five participating
school systems intend to provide substantial support for the Pioneer
programs developed this year. All nine of the superintendents and
curriculum directors responding to the questionnaire indicated that
they "intend to make an active effort to sustain the ideas and programs
that Pioneer has helped implement" (see Figure 14). Also, a large
majority of the administrators considered the changes implemented by
Pioneer as "important.'.'
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Figure 14
Top Level Administrative Support
ITLMS
•
RESPONSES
(strongly
disagree)
(strongly
agree)
1 2 3 4 5
Project Pioneer helped to im-
plement some important changes
in our schools
0 0 11% 23% 66%
I intend to make an active
effort to sustain the ideas and
programs that Pioneer has help-
ed implement in our schools.
_0 0 0 23% 78%
When asked to select the various methods of support they would offer
next year to sustain Pioneer generated programs, the greatest percentage
of central office administrators chose "to defend programs at the school
committee and community level" and to continue "to tap into the consult-
ant and material resources that were used this year". Perhaps the most
important indicator of support, "re-ordering priorities to support the
programs", was selected by 56%. An analysis of individual questionnaires
reveals that all four superintendents responding to that item indicated
they would re-order priorities to support Pioneer programs (see Figure 15).
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Figure 15
Methods of Support by Top Level Administrators
I hope to support Project Pioneer generated programs next year by:
53% Re-ordering priorities to support the program.
78% Helping to defend programs at the school committee and
community level.
56% Allowing release days to be used for the programs.
67% Continuing to tap into the consultant and materials resources
that were used this year.
56% Developing a thorough evaluation to determine if the programs
merit support.
56% Establishing ways for programs to be shared and disseminated
to other interested schools.
Most teachers participating in Pioneer activities tend to perceive
their principals as supporting their change project. The "Pioneer Eval-
uation Report" questionnaire shows that 98% of the teachers believe
that their principals support their innovations either actively or pass-
ively. Also, 93% of the teachers view their central office administra-
tion as supportive of their project (see Figure 16). When asked about
the effect of Pioneer on administrative participation and support, 74%
of the teachers indicated that administrative support increased. Thus,
if administrative support is an accurate barometer, it would seem that
Pioneer initiated programs will have a good chance of surviving after
the termination of Project Pioneer support.
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Figure 16
Teachers' Perceptions of Administrative Support
Questions Responses
Does your principals support
the changes your team has made?
74% Actively Supports
24% Passively Supports
1% Actively Resists
1% Passively Resists
How important do you think the
support of your principal is for
the survival of your project?
59% Absolutely essential
27% Very Helpful
11% Nice, But unnecessary
3% Unimportant
How would you describe the sup-
port of your superintendent and
other central office personnel
for your project?
38% Actively Supports
55% Passively Supports
7% Unaware
0% Resists
As a result of Pioneer involve-
ment, administrative participa-
tion and support for our pro-
ject has . .
.
30% Increased Greatly
44% Increased Somewhat
24% Remained the Same
2% Decreased
Over-All Effect of Pioneer
An overwhelming number of the responses to Project Pioneer services
during the year were very positive. This might appear to be an insignifi-
cant feat, except for the fact that many school systems are infamous for
providing irrelevant, poorly received in-service education programs. The
data in figure 17 are a summary of the results of participants' response
to the question, "In the Pioneer project you're currently involved in,
how would you describe Project Pioneer's role in what has been done so
far?" Of a total number of 166 participants, the distribution of re-
sponses demonstrates the important role played by Pioneer in the large
majority of school change projects.
IQuestion: In the Project Pioneer project you're currently involved in,
how would you describe Pioneer's role in what has been done
so far?
RESPONSES Percentage of
Participants
We couldn't have done it without Pioneer. 48%
We could have done it without Pioneer but not
as quickly. 16%
We could have done it without Pioneer but not
as wel 1
.
30%
We could have done it anyway, but it felt good
to have Pioneer. 4%
We could have done it more quickly if Pioneer
hadn't been involved. 0%
Pioneer's involvement didn't make any difference. 0%
Other 2%
Many observable changes occurred in the schools participating in
Project Pioneer. Appendix F includes a complete description of all 34
school projects, their goals, and their major accomplishments. A large
number of anecdotal records, products and staff observations indicate
that Project Pioneer facilitated a considerable amount of change/growth
in the participating schools. Future analyses of the data to be collected
after the conclusion of Project Pioneer activities will provide a more
thorough evaluation of the impact of the Pioneer model on schools.
In summary. Project Pioneer support systems were well received by
participating teachers and principals. Thirty-four school change projects
were developed and implemented in less than nine months with Project
Pioneer resources. For the most part. Pioneer demonstrated satisfactory
implementation of the major components of the in-service training model
presented in chapter three. ^ Educational change was facilitated through
^During June, 1974 an on-site evaluation was conducted at 15 of
the
Pioneer schools and a great deal of observation and interview data
suppor-
ted the findings presented in this chapter.
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the involvement of teachers in decision making. Pioneer staff members
and consultants provided a high degree of group problem solving and
systematic planning for school teams. Over-all change was gradual and
well planned. Likewise, the use of internal and external resources in
the schools was greatly increased. Perhaps the most important contribu-
tion of Project Pioneer is indicated by the professional growth of
teachers and administrators. Many new ideas have been created and shared
within and between participating schools.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY OF THE MODEL AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
This dissertation has described the development and implementation
of a consortium in-service training model. Beginning with some of the
significant findings in educational literature and research, a set of
propositions has been developed as a framework for effective educational
change. Some of the major assumptions included, a belief in participa-
tive management, concentration on modifying organizational or group
norms, reduction of the forces that teachers perceive as blocking inno-
vation, and an emphasis on change agents who can demonstrate group prob-
lem solving and helping relationship skills.
The in-service training model was implemented by an ESEA, Title III
federal project known as Project Pioneer. As the preliminary evaluation
reported in Chapter Five indicates. Project Pioneer implemented all of
the major aspects of the model and was able to facilitate considerable
change in thirty-four associated schools. The in-service model included
six major features - multiple entry levels, financial, political and
organizational autonomy, utilization of helping relationship skills,
utilization of systematic problem solving and organization development,
linkage with human and material resources and provision of monitoring
progress.
Multiple Entry Levels
The consortium change model requires the establishment of an in-
service training center designed to serve all of the participating school
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systems. Most importantly, the services provided must be flexible enough
to meet the diverse needs of schools. Training structures that are
created must provide for individual, small group or total school partici-
pation. Likewise, the problem areas identified for in-service work
should be selected by teachers and administrators. In implementing such
structures. Project Pioneer devised four training programs. Schools that
wished to involve the total staff in developing a change project were
able to participate in the comprehensive training program and receive
support for the entire staff. Principals who were interested in working
with a small team of two to. ten teachers in developing a change project
with a more limited, manageable focus, were able to participate in the
curriculum leadership team program. In schools where the administration
was not interested, two or more teachers were supported by the curriculum
development team program. The primary difference between these three
programs was the level and number of educators participating. Accomplish-
ments were considerable in all three types of programs. Although the
curriculum development teams of teachers had a tendency to implement
changes more rapidly than the other programs, such changes were on a
smaller scale and typically involved two or three classrooms. For those
teachers that were unable to meet the entry requirements of any one of
the three training programs, a variety of workshops were offered for in-
dividual teachers to attend.
Organizational Autonomy
Another aspect of the consortium in-service model is the necessity
for financial, political and organizational autonomy. The
in-service
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center functioned as an intermediate agency, free from control and manip-
ulation by any one of the participating school systems. The emphasis was
on shared decision making between superintendents and the in-service staff.
This participative approach allowed the in-service agency to generate
enough autonomy to share its power with the participating schools. As a
result, selection of change projects and decisions regarding the imple-
mentation of changes were supported at the school staff level. Restrict-
ion or elimination of the in-service center's autonomy could have in-
fringed upon this supportive, participative relationship with schools.
Helping Relationship Skills
One of the most crucial elements of the in-service change model is
the utilization of helping relationship skills by in-service staff mem-
bers and consultants. Educational change should be accompanied by the
professional growth of staff. Change agents should facilitate learning.
Helping educators solve their own problems promotes self renewal skills
that are not attended to by the expert approach. Creating their own
solutions and programs reinforces a highly motivating force of pride and
ownership for teachers. The work of a number of educators and social
scientists supports the importance of helping relationship skills in
facilitating change (Rogers, 1969, Combs, 1971, Brammer, 1973).
Systematic Problem Solving and Organization Development
An essential ingredient of the change model is the focus on develop-
ing the organizational health of the school and refining the systematic
problem solving skills of the participants. The process of educational
change is as important as the product of change. The ability to cope with
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and solve future problems creatively is a valuable self renewing skill.
Also, the interpersonal communication and decision making processes within
the school need to be open and capable of maximizing the potential of
members of the organization. Many social psychologists and educators have
documented the need for group problem solving and organization develop-
ment to support the process of change (Argyris, 1970, Bennis, 1969, Jones
& Pfeiffer, 1973, Lewin, 1972, Miles, 1964, Schmuck and Miles, 1972, Watson,
1967). Project Pioneer offered training in organization development and
group problem solving as part of the comprehensive training program and
the curriculum leadership team program.
Linkage With Resources
The change model provides for identification and effective utiliza-
tion of external and internal resources. Project Pioneer staff members
helped schools tap into a vast pool of human resources. Universities,
public schools, community agencies and the community at large provided a
wealth of available talent that could be used to help solve educational
problems. More importantly, the resources within schools were utilized
more effectively. The creativity of teachers, often ignored or left
unnurtured, was supported.
Provision For Monitoring Progress
The final component of the in-service training change model is an
emphasis on continuous data gathering and feedback to provide for more
effective decision making and future planning. Chapter Five of this
dissertation described several of the procedures and instruments that
were utilized by Project Pioneer to provide information on the progress
and effectiveness of both the participating school teams and the in-
service center staff. Continuous feedback is absolutely essential if
programs and services are to be improved.
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Recommendations For Future Research
The design and implementation of Project Pioneer has generated many
important questions about the process of educational change. Further
research into the areas explored by Project Pioneer would make an impor-
tant contribution to the improved understanding of change processes.
1. The implementation of Project Pioneer relied heavily on the
concept of shared decision making. Although the research is not con-
clusive, there is considerable support for the participative management
approach to change (White & Lippitt, 1960, Likert, 1967, Buchanan, 1967,
Hare, 1962). However, more research is needed to determine whether the
participative approach to educational change is more effective than the
more directed, administrator controlled approach.
2. Project Pioneer made an effort to provide a support system
capable of eliminating many of the forces that teachers perceived as
blocking change. This type of support for change is consistent with
some
of the current research and literature (Lewin, 1972, McMillan, 1972,
Smith and Keith, 1971, Caldwell, 1973). Gross, Giacquinta
and Bernstein
(1971) are emphatic about the need to provide a
substantial suport
system to help teachers implement classroom innovations.
Further inquiry
into the types of support systems that best
facilitate the implementation
of educational change is needed. How important
is the physical environ-
ment in hindering or encouraging curricular
changes? Do most educational
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innovations require specialized in-service training to help teachers
acquire new instructional skills?
3. The in-service model utilized by Project Pioneer stressed the
value of helping relationship skills. Combs (1971) and Rogers (1969)
have contributed important research in this area. However, a great deal
more research needs to be done. The following questions could generate
valuable information for educational practitioners: Do change agents
facilitate change best by using helping relationship skills that enable
educators to solve their own problems? How can in-service staff members
improve their helping relationship skills? Is modeling by change agents
an effective way to increase the helping relationship skills of teachers?
4. The organizational structure for Project Pioneer included a con-
sortium approach to in-service education. Many educators have documented
the value of consortium approaches to solve educational problems (Schumer,
1973, Rubin, 1968, Watson, 1967, Feitler, 1972, Goodlad, 1972). The orga-
nization of consortiums is a relatively new approach to in-service educa-
tion. There are many intriguing questions related to the consortium
approach. Can schools increase their resources and more effectively solve
educational problems by forming consortiums? Are consortiums likely to be
more innovative and willing to take risks because they are operating in a
new system outside of their own school organization? Can in-service and
pre-service education programs be effectively combined? Does an in-service
center serving a consortium of schools require a high degree of autonomy
to effectively promote innovation? Can an intermediate, temporary system
support change more effectively than change agents operating within their
ov/n school systems?
I,
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5. The leadership skills and support of administrators are important
ingredients to foster educational change. A good deal of research has
been conducted in recent years in the area of leadership (Hersey and Blan-
chard, 1972, Redding, 1970, Knowles and Saxberg, 1971). However, more
specific research on the role of educational leaders in implementing class-
room innovations would be an important contribution to the field of educa-
tion. What kind of leadership styles best facilitate innovation? Can
organization development training strategies improve the health of school
organizations and increase the amount of shared decision making with staff?
6. An in-service organization such as Project Pioneer needs to be
viewed as trustworthy and reliable. Services are best utilized when they
are accessible and can be counted upon. Effective group problem solving
and acquisition of relevant resources requires immediate attention. When
the responsiveness of an organization is impeded effectiveness is reduced.
Future research might well concentrate on the effects of consistency and
follow through in in-service training interventions. What frequency of
contact and support with a school staff best facilitates change? Should
follow through be initiated by the client or by the change agent?
7. Many of the school teams in Pioneer developed unique and creative
curriculum materials and classroom organizations. Unfortunately, ideas
and materials were not often communicated and shared with other schools.
A variety of methods could be utilized to improve the sharing within and
between schools - newsletters, learning/sharing seminars, exchange of
teacher developed materials, etc. Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) and Havelock
(1970) have contributed important research in the area of dissemination
and utilization of innovations. Future research might examine the
most
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effective methods for disseminating innovations from one school to
another within the same school system. Do teachers need to discover
problems and alternatives for themselves or can many of the steps to
classroom innovations be bypassed through sharing with more experienced
innovative teachers? Is change facilitated best by dynamic, innovative
teachers or by the more cautious, structured teachers who adopt innova-
tions slowly?
8. Project Pioneer encouraged a gradual, planned approach to educa-
tional change. Participants in 34 out of 35 school change projects
experienced enough success to choose to continue their relationship with
Pioneer. School teams were allov/ed to move at their own rate. Research
by Etzioni (1966), Gross, et al (1968), Barth (1972), Smith & Keith (1971)
support the notion of a gradualistic approach to change. On the other
hand, many of the attempts to change educational practices have been
radical, comprehensive approaches. Future -research is needed to determine
appropriate approaches to change. Is resistance to change greater with a
gradual approach to change or a rapid approach?
9. At the elementary level. Project Pioneer was able to generate
the involvement and active participation of most principals. Sixteen
out of nineteen elementary change projects included the participation and
support of the principal. Too often principals advocate training for
their teachers but do not participate in training themselves. A very
important issue for future researchers to explore is the role of prin-
cipals in the implementation of classroom innovations. How significant
is the participation of the principal in training experiences designed
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to hoi p iinploniGnt clossroom innovations? Aro GlGmontary principals
morG likoly to participato in chango projGcts than SGCondary principals?
Why?
10. Tho in-SGrvicG modGl implGiriGntGd by PionGor was dosignod to
facilitatG a capacity for SGlf-ronowal in schools. Organization dcvolop-
mcnt and systGinatic problGm solving wore high priorities. Future educa-
tional research might concern itself with these issues. Should in-ser-
vice centers focus more on the process of problem solving and less on
specific organizational or curricular changes? Is the process of change
as important as the product of change? Educational research in these
areas is very important. A new look at this issue may substantially
change the traditional approaches to in-service education provided in
most school systems.
The field of educational change is a fertile area for future re-
search. The development and implementation of Project Pioneer, a con-
sortium model for in-service training, has generated many important
hypotheses.
ESEA Title III funding for Project Pioneer was terminated July 31,
1974 because the state of Massachusetts has a policy against
projects for a fourth year. The project director accepted an ESEA Title
III directorship in Temple City, California. The five
participating
superintendents decided during June, 1974 to keep the Pioneer
facilities
and Board of Directors intact and to dedicate time and money
towards
sustaining a consortium approach to in-service education.
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PIONEER SERVICES QUESTIONNAIRE
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^
Project Pioneer has been funded to serve as a resource for schools whointerested in undertaking educational innovations. Assessment from school
will help in providing services.- Will you respond to all of the following
tions which relate to any experiences you have had with Project Pioneer.
are
staff
ques-
Name School
The project I'm working on with Project Pioneer is
1.
The Project Pioneer staff consists of Dean Berry, Marty Kaplan, John Lopez, and .
Mary-.Jo Fitzgerald. Who from that staff have you personally had contact with?
2.
Describe that contact (frequency, interaction, purpose of contact.)
3.
In terms of your needs, rate the frequency of contact (check one).
More than I needed
As much as I needed
Less than I needed
4.
If contact was less than you needed, describe what, you would have liked from
additional contact (e.g., support, information, etc. Please be specific).
I
t
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5. Please rate the following Project Pioneer staff behaviors as you experienced them.
very fairly didn't
well well Poor do
They listened to what we said.
Helped me/us clarify ideas.
Helped identify resources.
Supportive of my/our ideas.
Followed through on committments
Other
6. In the Project Pioneer project you're currently involved in, how would you describe
Project Pioneer's' role in what has been done so far (check one).
We never could 'have done it without them.
We could have done it but not as quickly.
We could have done it but not as well.
We would have done it anyway, but it felt good to have support.
We could have done it a lot more quickly if they hadn't been involved.
Their involvement didn't make any difference at all.
Other —
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7. Please evaluate the following services according to the following criteria
(service needed and provided, service needed and not provided, service not
needed.
Service needed
and provided
Service needed
& not provided
Service not
needed
Available to anwer questions
on phone.
Explained what was available
to us clearly
Suggested alternatives
Provided consultants
Gave necessary information
Available to come to meetings
Other
8. Of the services offered by Project Pioneer, what do you see as most helpful in
supporting change efforts?
As least helpful in supporting change efforts?
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DEVELOPING ASTHETICS & CREATIVITY IN CHILDREN
What was your overall reaction to today's workshop? (Check one box)
-3 -2 -1 0 +3
1 / I /» 1
very
neutral positive
iWhat did you like most about the workshop?
jPractical, stimulating, Many good ideas
jFun, responsive, practical
I
Opened new thinking and ideas - Suggestions and techniques quite outstanding
iRelaxed, cozy group - everyone had chance for expression and questions. Time well
j spent prefer a.m. sessions.
iLeadership excellent - "freeing", "opening" experience for participants. Experienced
what our children could think and feel if provided these kinds of stimulus. Each
project well -planned , enjoyable to utmost, and practical.
J Liked the area where objects, the tape, and guitar plus story made us use our imagin-
ations - keeping in mind future uses of these methods with the children.
I Excellent - game more information in an area I'm interested in.
. .
-r
: Each suggestion was demonstrated in a manner that could be followed.- variations for
i each suggestion - time - school day.
.
f'Many practical useful ideas to use in classroom for successful creativity.
(j Opportunity to find ways to develop creativity in children using sev
eral different
media as written word, illustrations, music etc- j n i
'Moved fast - informational - lots- of ideas to put to use
j Presentation of new ideas that will be able to use with my
cherubs.
very
negative
What did you like least about the workshop?
Too short
Norenough^minuterLL^^ projects to record what we want so much to remember
for
future use.
Truly noth’ ng that I did not like.
Luld Lve°spenrentire'^day'^°earning^from creative ideas and
creative approach
provided by those who directed workshop. More time.
Not enough time.
Expected more in "arty" line.
Little too long to sit.
What could have been done to make the workshop
more productive?
Time well used
More ti'Z -“posUirfeelings about this approach.
Would like more geared levels - even though
these can e p
rj
What is the next step, as you see it, for your team?
.
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Continue with Mr. Ballard's leadership - enthusiasm is contagious
Use suitable auggestions for each grade level and meet future to compare reactionsWould like demonstration involving the children.
^ ti .
Keeping in touch with new trends - would like to carry on.
Would like continuation along same lines - plenty of practical application
More time with Jim Ballard as leader - doing a variety of things toward these same
goals
.
' Should put to work with our classes the ideas we got today. Also develoo more ideas
of our own to share.
1
More meetings of this nature where we learn new ideas also share creative ideas that
others have used in classroom.
I Continue in this area.
1 Relate to overall purpose and decide type of student growth is to. be promoted with
visiting artisans.
I Like some ideas put to work using "real children"
i More on where we left off.
I
I
SUKM./\RY
WI\L.I t I A I ^ I ,
t-t / ! • 'r
01m Ballard
1. What was your overall reaction to today's workshop? (Check one box)
-3
f
-2
-1 0 +1 +2 +3
1 1 1 (
very
negative neutral
very
positive
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2. What did you like most about the workshop?
Practical ideas - useable in classroom
Element of Participation
Interaction between staff members
Freshness of leader's ideas and warmth and ease which was apparent as he
presented each.
Discovery of many ways to help people express inner feelings and thoughts.
Clarified and translated clearly for teachers what creativity is and some*
ways to help children release it.
3. What did you like least about the workshop?
Not enough time between each to record our learnings - too many to be able':
to recall satisfactorily.
Lack of time.
4. What could have been done to make the workshop more productive?
More input from teachers.
Greater emphasis on the art aspect.
More time in relation to Mo. 3 - have all sessions in a.m. v/hen teachers are
at their best.
5. What is the next step, as you see it, for your team?
Set a course of action for our program with children.
Lay definite plans for bringing specialists to classroom -- plan possible
follov/“Up activities.
More sessions - one in April and May - Continuing with variety of experiences
to open children and teachers to more creative thinking.
Artisans
Imute artisans who are concerned with children's creative efforts into classrooms.
Imute math artists (like Ballard) to work with children to show teachers you
needn't be a talented potter to bring out what we want.
I
SUMMARY
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CRAFT IN-SERVICE WORKSHOP - Dr. Nevins, Feb. 5, 1974
1.
What was your overall reaction to today's workshop? (Check one box)
-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
3 6 /o
very neutral very
negative positive
2.
What did you like most about the workshop?
Taped video demonstration for reading class.
New information - interesting presentation that you desire to try in your room
TV demonstration
Moves rapidly yet still sequentially so that quite comprehensible.
Graphic - informative - pertinent to/for my classroom along with graphic
reinforcement of concepts presented.
Finding and identifying patterns of questions asked during video taped lesson.
Well organized and planned. Moves along - presenting basic foundations in a
developmental manner.
^ ^ 4.-
Handouts of material, obviously well prepared, video tape for demonstration of
objectives.
^ , .
.
Very well organiz ed - moves quickly but does not confuse - Video taping ,
done beautifully. Teaching wasn't bad either.
Very sequential - feneficial to classroom - clear explanations.
Material covered was explained in detail - explanations very clear
- consultant
did not stray from subject - good organization - variety in presentation.
Concrete foundation to use in diagnosing levels of comprehension
levels.
Video tape (4) interaction between teacher and children
3.
What did you like least about the workshop?
Too many objectives listed too quickly to fully absorb their
meaning >
Poor typing in over-head projectuals.
More concrete information
No"^least°dislike as regards the presentation - pacing
fine.
Found^ objectives'^ repetitive. Once you understood
three levels they
became self-evident.
^
Still, maybe needed the reinforcement.
More time for discussions.
Overhead projections were difficult to read.
Hard chairs (not anyone's fault)
Lengthy video tape presentation.
I
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What could have been done to make the v/orkshop more productive?
More demonstrations or tapes would be profitable to me.
More concrete examples on my level -primary.
More examples in middle grades of possible approaches as seen in demonstration on TVPerhaps video tape working with elementary (4,5,6) students
More participation on part of audience. Meed verbalization for own clarification
Presentation was as productive as might hope to expect.
Very productive, finally realized patterns from concrete abstract pertain even
at primary level.
Transparencies difficult to read - could have contained pertinent information
and been made a little more eye appealing.
More concrete practical information - actual doing - seeing - Less verbalization
More demonstration
More group activities with more concrete tasks
What is the next step, as you see it, for your team?
Beginning to use some of these ideas should be the next step.
Next level of comprehension and examples.
Continue progress in workshop leading to actual making and planning teacher
strategies
To continue
Victory!
Preparation for making classroom materials.
More refinement and explanation of semi -abstract and abstract as they are dealt
wi th
SUr^iMARY
tnnton Boutv;eii
3/27/74
CONTINUOUS PROGRESS WORKSHOP 1851.
What was your overall reaction to today's workshop? (Check one box)
- 3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
cZ
Very very
negative neutral positive
2. What did you like most about the workshop?
Have gotten some real ideas to bring back to my classroom - some organiza-
tional ideas for next year.
Liked the second session better - more information given By C. B.
Clear definitions and examples of objectives
Information could be applied to classroom stated clearly and concisely
Basic step by step approach to developing an individual program.
More give from C.B. Looking for help and specifics in developing
team teaching and individualizing.
Specifics about writing behavioral objectives and total outline of individualized
program
Like ideas provided and materials to look over. Now have better indication
of what is necessary to begin an individualized program.
Liked interaction among participants - felt most comfortable and profitted
from it.
3. What did you like least about the workshop?
Sometimes I feel anxious about the terminology being used.
Theory more than application of same
Terminology mostly new is usually defined very clearly by instructor.
Poor projector facility and screen.
4. What could havebeen done to make the workshop more productive?
Session v/as most productive
.
.
More practical help in putting into practice theories of individualize' learning
Lack of screen for overhead - couldn't see it.
^ ^ i
Today's was very good because I need background information. More beni iCial
than yesterdays.
No suggestions at this point
^
More practical to suit our situations.
5.
What is the next step, as you see it, for your team?
No team as yet - hopefully next year.
Discussion of team teaching, interest and learning centers
Affective objectives
. j ^ i
SIveroping dfag^ft^c'D^reduiL' Jspec^
objective:
..h.r ....i -
setting individualization.
^ ^
Become familiar with available objectives - materials, etc.
I
SUMMARY
CONTINUOUS PROGRESS WORKSHOP
Clinton Boutv/ell
3/29/74
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1.
What was your overall reaction to today's workshop? (Check one box)
-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
3
very very
Negative neutral positive
2. What did you like most about the workshop?
Liked interaction among participants - felt most comfortable and profitted from it.
Receiving information than can actually help me in classroom. Opportunity to
become involved in productive discussions.
Actually practicing techniques to develop a system
Working on specific problem students
Lots of interaction - simulations group work
Well define, directed
Liked simulated team teaching experienced and then interaction and evaluation
Active participation in group
3. What did you like least about workshop?
Failing to talk about criterion reference test measures
Some problems
5 half day sessions instead of 2 full and 1/2 day
4. What could have been done to make the workshop more productive?
Really enjoyed it.
Failing to talk about criterion reference test measures
NoiHng - it ms great
More group work and participation
5. What is the next step, as you see it, for your team?
No team as yet.
Develop a system (nationally) for Sept ember, 1974
Force h'eld Analysis
Getting into the affective domaine
Still hoping form our team 4., 4. ,
Finding out we work together in a team - are we honest, etc.
Individualizing more in one classroom
Appendix C
PROJECT PIONEER MEETING SUMMARY
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P Present at Meeting
0 Date Place Time
i) Reason for Meeting
1
j
I) What Happened?
•
f) Action(s) to be taken (v/ho, what, where, how, when)?
i) Feelings,
(
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PROJECT REPORT INVENTORY 190
Date
CUR.RICULUM DEVELOPIIENT AHD CURRICULUM LEADERSHIP TPAMc:
You identified
! for your scNooT‘s curriculum team.
as the major focus
I 1 . Look at the line below. Imagine it reoresents your team's efforts in relatinnto the goal above. Place a mark on that line v/hich reoresents where vou sppy^r team s efforts at this point. Please exolain why you placed the mar^where you did (what s been accomplished so far. what still needs to be done?).
I
nothing
done finished
I
^2. What stopped you from being further along?
i3. What was most helpful in getting this far?
I
,14. The most exciting part of our v/ork to date has been
i,:5/ The most disappointing part of our work to date has been
16. What is the next sten, as you see it, for your team?
7. What resources do you need to accomplish this next step?
l\le have everything we need.
Mot sure
We need
191
8 . As you think about assessing v/hats been accomplished by your team it<; Spinf..ito Identify some of the outcomes you hope to see as a reLlt of the oroiect^
^
Please list below the primary changes you hone will result
‘ ^ ^
b.
c.
9. How will your team evaluate these changes?
JUNIPER PARK CONTINUOUS PROGRESS
192
SUMMARY
PROJECT REPORT INVENTORY
You identified Continuous Progress as the major focus for your school's curriculum
team.
1.
Look at the line below. Imagine it represents your team's efforts in relation
to the goal above. Place a mark on that line which represents where you see
your team's efforts at this point. Please explain v/hy you placed the mark
where you did (what's been accomplished so far, what still needs to be done?)
^ * ***** *** *
We have formulated our skill objectives
We have developed teaching strategies for each
We have recorded materials for each.
We are now developing diagnostic materials
Finishing up diagnostic test plus several individual small areas which need perking
up.
Objectives, methods and partial listing of materials needed for continuous progress
have been written out - we need complete listing of materials and typing to be finisr
Looking at steps involved in coninuous progress plannand and implementation, I would
say we are almost near completion of curriculum writing in order to move toward this
type of plan. Have decided on goals, written these in behavioral , stated terms;
developed suggested teaching strategies to go along with them; compiled diagnostic
techniques to determine which objectives have or have not been achieved.
Only profile sheet remain to be done plus some strategies.
_ ^ u • t
Diagnostic v/ork done - ready to putinto use. Ready to come to conclusion of physical
set - up for next year.
2.
What stopped you from being further along?
13 Lack of time
Time when total committee could get together j- •
Time - no free time in our program - too many working and not a
division of .a
Time - inability to concentrate on task for extended periods of
time continuously-
intermittant involvement of various members of group
Think we have accomplished a great deal.
3. What was most helpful in getting this far?
Principal provided time for us to work on our task.
Released time provided, resources of consultant.
Committee v/orked well together.
on project- helpful guidance and models provided
by workshop consultant
rnonprative and congenial members of committee
Ksed dayr. TnUial direction from Dr Hillson and group leader
Dr. Hillson's consulting services
- excellent
Dr. Hillson - substitutes for teachers
Meeting across grade levels
Release time
4. The most exciting part of our work
to date has been
watching basic transition being made
from traditional situation to
non-graded school
Listening to plans & results proposed by
Dr. Hill-on
4. (cont'd)
Developing diagnostic evaluation 103
Dr. Hillson's impetus and materials
Large numbers of staff members working profitably together
Cooperation of committee - knowledge that wer're moveing toward our goal
INteractbn between teachers while working for common goal
brainstorming for activities
Sitting down as group of teachers and looking at and agreeing upon what we want
for our students
Sence of accomplishment - haveing sequenced curriuclum
Seeing reading develop from its inception to my former grade level
Working together as sub group
5.
The most disappointing part of our work to date has been
intermittent assembling of entire group to facilitate communication
Fact we had to discard some points which we made too broad
Do not feel part of tne plans in general
Time limits
Time wasted by too many people v/orking without understanding aocommon method or purpo
Inability to spend time doing resource gathering and v;orking on document
6.
What is the next step, as you see it, for your team?
Formulating and collecting diagnostic materials
Complete materials - list - type
Complete and administer tests
Complete profile chart
Continue working on diagnostic instruments and develop learning profile for each chil
Continue until finished
Complete curriculum document
Physical set-ups
Administer diagnostic test - schedule next years curriculum into time blocks
Finish primary & intermediate diagnostic tool
Compile materials - work accomplished so far for a recap before further progress.
Profile sheets and typing of loose ends.
7.
What resources do you need to accomplish this next step?
_4 We have everyth’ ng we need.
4 Not sure
4 We need - Clerical help, materials, time
time
Samples, clerical help
8 . As you think about assessing what's been accomplished by your team,
its helpful
to identify some of the outcomes you hope to see as a result of the
project.
Please list below the primary changes you hope will result.
More individualized Education !
Better utilization of staff & personnel i
Continuous evaluation and realignment of school
Each child will progress at his rate (in math) all through
this .
Continuous progress
Much needed curriculum
Assessment of material needs
Teacher's will have definite guidelines. intprruntion from level to leve
Children will be handled in an individual way without
e p
Organization vyill facilitate teaching
8 . (Con' td.
)
Uniform sequence
Uniform language
Program which places the individual first
Having a pool of resources to work with
Curriculum based on a child's needs
Provision for continuous progress
Proper placement of children
Creation of continuous progress program
Working with children in a new structure
Using the tools we created
Teachers will be more realistic in terms of what's expected of children
Teachers will be more aware of what they are teaching and why
Children's needs will be met mor efficiently since they are not being asked
I to fit into a ready made mold.
I
An operationally defined curriculum
I
Provision for individualizing for youngsters
I More diagnostic teaching possible
• Reorganization of children & classrooms
;
More teamwork on part of teachers and other staff
i More individual learning
I
A more challenging program for each child
i
Better uses of personnel
j
Much better distribution of resources
;
Less emphasis on grade placement
Planning time
' More individualized instruction
Sequential skill development and teaching material
Methods of diagnosing childrens needs on hand
I
Progression for individual
I
i 9. How will your team evaluate these changes?
I
'!
'I Through use and sucess of overall program in meeting general objective
'j
Testing - team and individual assessment
i Subjective criterion
Te-acher observation
,
Through diagnostic tests geared to test each specific objective - observation of
1
pupils performance and attitude change toward learning
I
Day by day - teacher by teacher - getting together at regular intervals as a group
to assess what is happening to prrgram we created
] Evaluation schedule & plotting devices
1 Built in instruments of evaluation
' Staff imput and coiimentary
Revision of initial product
t
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND CURRICULUM LEADERSHIP TEAMS
PEIRCE SCHOOL - AGAWAM
SUMI^RY
You identified as the major focus for your school's curriculum team.
one learning center
a combined open classroom for math
development of learning centers
a combined open class for math
development of learning centers
1. Look at the line below. Imagine it represents your team's efforts in relation to
the goal above. Place a mark on that line which represents where you see your
team's efforts at this point. Please explain why you placed the mark where you
did (what's been accomplished so far, what still needs to be done.)
** **
*
nothing done
~ finished
I feel that i have a good start. I have made many job cards that the children use
and enjoy. I have been able to stimulate the more advanced and have helped those
needing remedial aid. I hope to continue along this line and to make games and
other devises that will be useful to the students on an individual basis.
Plans formulated - objectives defined - observations made of open classrooms - books
read - carpeting and furniture priced. Need to buy carpeting and various matenals-
make storage areas - prepare more individualized math - set up combined math
center-
start the new venture.
May be optimistic, but I feel we are half-way to goal. Much to be done,
but we re
on our way.
The line is where we are due to time involved. We are
continually planning and
experimenting. We have made two observations and looked for
materials.
2. What stopped you from being further along?
I started working on behavior modification. They still have
a game (readings &
rerd^nrcerter) but I have stopped any further work until their
behavior improves.
I have several students with learning problems that
require a great deal of my time,
Belief in the need for a great deal of preparation.
Wanted to proceed slowly. Need for extra help
for teachers.
The need for good and sound planning
(groundwork) and preparation.
I
3. What has been most helpful in getting this far?
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Project Pioneer is helpful - especially Marty's concern and encouragement. Consult-
ant, materials, suggestions, printed materials. Planning of workshop.
Release time for observation of open classrooms at the Horace Mann School in Newton
and the Dunning School in Framingham.
Observing a classroom with these things in operation. Discussions with others in my
position.
Behavior Modification - some excellent books from Project Pioneer.
Release time for observations of opened classrooms - Framingham, Nev/ton
4. The most exciting part of our work to date has been...
The vision of those many possibilities that well could be employed in our "room"
Watching the children respond to the materials.
Visualizing the many possibilities that well could be employed in our room
Seeing ferment taking place. Ideas being exchanged. Changes planned
I
5. The most disappointing part of our work to date has been...
The realization that aides will probably not be available to us, although their
I
help is essential
.
Having to stop students from using them (materials) at times because they get
I carried away - not having the time to make more things.
I
i Not enough hours in the day to get and make materials for more centers.
J 6. What is the next step, as you see it, for your team?
I
Continuation of preparation of our classrooms.
' To continue to add to the things in my room
I
I
1
I
7.
I
t
I
Continuation of the preparation for our project
Implementation.
What resources do you need to accomplish this next step?
0 We have everything
1 Not
we neeS® Materials, carpeting, cuisenaire rods.
’
sailcloth,
couch, easy chair, record holders, aides,
masonite, paint.
I
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As you think about assessing what s been accomplished by your team its hpln^i.ito Identify some of the outcomes you see as a result of the •
’ ^^l.^elp.ul
list below the primary changes you hope will result.
project. Please
Develop other centers
See better self control by children to
Students able to work alone on various
Stimulate the more advanced student.
work independently in these centers,
activities.
Offer remedial help to those in need.
Better development of math concepts
A more conducive learning environment
Development of independent skills and work habits.
Learning centers in operation in classrooms.
Ripple effect among uninvolved faculty.
Individualization of instruction through centers.
How will your team evaluate these changes?
Observation, discussion.
The v/ay teachers use ideas gained from project.
Compare by observation the knowledge of math concepts and evidence of independent
skills and work habits of students before and after implementation of new methods
Observing the students at work (myself)
Observations by principal and others.
Fine.
Appendix E
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PROJECT PIONEER, ESEA TITLE III
EVALUATION REPORT
PARTIAL SUMMARY
. The focus of our project could be described as
Date
SCHOOL
I. Which Project Pioneer staff members and consultants have you personally had contact with?
Describe the contact (frequency, interaction, purpose of contact).
In terms of your needs, rate the frequency of contact (check one).
3% More than I needed 91% A s much as I needed 6% ^Less than I needed
5. If contact was less than you needed, describe what you would have liked from additional
contact (e.g. support, information, etc. Please by specific.)
6. Please rate the following Project Pioneer staff and consultant
perienced them.
behaviors as you ex-
—
very well fairly well poor didn't do
—
They listened to what we said 90% 11%
They helped me/us clarify ideas
78% 18% 1%
They helped identify resources 53% 32% 3%
4%
They were supportive of my/our ideas 78%
21%
They followed through on committments 78% 21%
1%
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P?oiect''pionpL'I°rn?» involved in, how would you describer j Pioneer s ole in what has been clone so far (check one.)
48% We could't have done it without pioneer.jL^We could have done it without Pioneer but not as quickly
J0%_We could have done it without Pioneer but not as well
JCgli'e would have done it anyway, but it felt good to have Pioneer's support.
^We could have done it more quickly if Pioneer hadn't been involved.
^Pioneer s involvement didn't make any difference at all
2% Other
3. Please evaluate these services according to the following criteria (service needed and
!
provided, service needed and not provided, service not needed.
1
1
j Pioneer Services
Service needed
and provided
Service needed
& not provided
Service not
needed
l^sslsted in setting goals and clarifying problems
?nd issues
L
93% 1% 5%
facilitated improved team/staff communication
ind problem solving
78% 20%
Suggested alternative approaches and solutions
t-
86% 3% 5%
’rovided consultants, workshops or materials
90% 6%
1%
lelped develop a plan of action
85% 3% 5%
Contributed needed planning time
70% 7<y. 15%
jlelped eliminate bureaucratic hassles 56% 1% 33%
). Of the services offered by Project Pioneer, what do you see
supporting change efforts?
as most helpful in
As least helpful in supporting change efforts?
'0. Look at the line below. Imagine it represents your team's efforts in relation to your
project. Place a mark on that line which represents where you see your team's efforts
at this point.
1% 40%
37%
Finished
nothing done
18%
Please explain why you placed the mark where you did (what's
what still needs to be done?) '
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been accomplished so far,
12. What stopped you from being further along?
3. What was most hepful in getting this far?
k.
I
The most exciting part of our work to date has been?
I
35. The most disappointing part of our work to date has been?
I
16. What is the next step, as you see it, for your team?
17.
18 .
What resources do you need to accomplish this next step?
\~!% we have everything we need 46% Not sure 38% We need
t
I
I
As a result of Project Pioneer involvement, administrative participation and support
for our project has
30% increased greatly 44%. i ncreased somewhat 24% remained
the same 2% decreased
Comments
:
I9 . Do you intend to continue working as a team ( or staff) next
focus? Explain
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year on your project s
j:0. Do you intend to continue using the curriculum materials and/or instructional
I methods that have been developed in your classroom next year? Explain.
I
I
!1. As a result of our project
increased
greatly
increased
somev.'hat
remained
same
decreased
' We increased the sharing of ideas and
resources within our school (or team)
49“4 43% 8%
We learned from each other by giving more
open and constructive feedback about our
strengths and weaknesses S0% 42% 8%
1 Our team or staff increased ability to plai
more carefully and systematically by de-
fining problems, generating various alter-
natives, gathering -information and making
clear decisions.
1
43% 42% 15%
We used more outside resources (people,
materials, ideas) in creating our project
than we did before working with Project
Pioneer.
44<’/ 30% 26%
2. Describe as specifically as possible how things are different in your school as a re-
sult of Project Pioneer involvement and give examples (staff communication, goals,
1 teacher skills — - behaviors, student attitudes, activities physical environments, etc.)
^Attach any additional evaluation information or completed products
that your team has
idesigned.
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lultiple Choice (Circle one response per item)
>3. Did teachers on your team/staff participate in making the major decisions regardingyour cum cul ums/staff in-service project? ^ ^
alv/ays usually sometimes 0% ^rarely
J4. How would you describe the way innovations or changes were made by your team/staff
this year?
-28%-SO solow it was frustrating 18% very rapidly, but well planned
54^/
v
ery gradually, but well planned 0% s o fast it was frustrating
!5. Does your principal support the changes your team/staff has made?
1 74% actively supports our project 1% ^actively resists our project
24% passively supports our project J% passively resists our project
fc6. How important do you think the support of your principal is for the survival of
* your project?
i
i 59% absolutely essential 11% n ice, but not necessary
I
27% very helpful 3% unimportant
t7. How would you describe the support of your superintendent and other central office
! personnel for your project?
38% actively supports our project actively resists our project
55% passively supports our project passively resists our project
7% unaware of our project
IB. How would you describe the helpfulness .of Project Pioneer's staff and consultants?
•y they were unnecessary
' 94%
t
hey assisted us in solving our own problems
^they solved the problems for us
I
19. How Project Pioneer effected your school
Check each of the items that were improved as a
in your school
_53% Curriculum goals and objective
53% Classroom learning activities
41% Teachers ' instructional behaviors
4^% Students' motivation and interest
Teacher and administrator communication
l0%~0ther
'
I
I
result of Project Pioneer involvement
47% Teacher and administrator communici
41% School decision making
56%
" Classroom learning materials
58% Teachers ' enthusiasm and motivatic
26% Students' academic achievement
204
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I
DEBERRY SCHOOL-SPRINGFIELD
I TOPIC - COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM
^
Participants: Twenty teachers, B. Robinson (Principal)
Total Expenditures : $9,600
i Goal
s
T. Diagnosing areas of possible concern.
!2. Developing skills in Human Relations.
:3. Planning and implementing some organizational changes.
.
Activities
’5 Planning sessions with total staff and summer team
6 Days of Human Relations Training Workshops
7 All-staff training and work sessions
5 Committees working independently
Staff-Principal Relationship Committee
'New Faculty Advisement System Committee
-j
Agenda/staff Meeting Committee
' Suggestion Box Committee
Cross-Grade Visitation and Tutorial Committee
August - April
* Three teachers and the principal attended a week-long workshop on Effecting
Change Within a School
* Summer Workshop team began collecting data from rest of school staff on areas
within school which needed change
* Consultants worked with total staff to define major area where staff wanted to
work to effect a change
* Consultants conducted Human Relations Training Workshop for all staff
Two afternoon follow-up training sessions were held.
Role of Project Pioneer
Consultants provided - Ann Thomas Harris and others from Springfield Human
Development Center
Paid staff for after school work on committees and in workshops
Provided substitutes for staff to attend workshops during school time
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February-April
:
Committees were formed
Five training sessions were held
Committees worked after school hours.
Evaluation Data ;
Data was collected from the staff in the following two areas:
1. Over-all evaluation of the Project
2. Evaluation of the specific training which occurred within the Project.
EVALUATION OF SPECIFIC TRAINING
The DeBerry staff identified as the focus for specific training the need toimprove their ability to function together as a total staff. The more speci-
fic diagnosis can be summarized as a lack of support and acceptance within
the total staff with a climate of low trust and norms which supported sub-
grouping and withdrawal during total staff meetings.
The training intervention, therefore, focused on learning necessary roles
for effective group functioning plus an examination of methods to change
group norms and improve group climate.
The evaluation instrument, " How Do You See This Group "? was chosen as a way
of recording changes as they were perceived by group members in the climate
of the group (instrument attached). The instrument is based on the assumption
that climate will improve if appropriate task and maintenance roles are assumed
by group members.
The instrument was administered twice during the year: prior to training and
at the conclusion of training.
In addition, a Feedback Sheet was administered to each subgroup participant
at the conclusion of their days of workshop training. This instrument was
designed to provide information to the consultants prior to the afternoon
training sessions in the areas of:
1. What training the staff felt was helpful.
2. What training the staff felt was not helpful.
3. Expectations and needs for the up-coming afternoon training sessions.
The Feedback Sheet yielded the following data:
1. The most helpful part of this workshop was:
6 Learning how groups function 5 Sense of working together
4 Getting to know other staff _6 Developing an awareness of how
other staff feel about problems
and issues
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2 . The least helpful part of this workshop was:
1 Finding out we haven't fully used our staff skills in the oastPeople digressing from the topic ^
X—Some people are still not very verbal
Conversations beginning to sound personal— v.^a.mu y uu iu o o
I
-T~The weathe?’’ to released time problems)
J ^The time of lunch
1 ^The time of the workshop
13 No response
At the Monday afternoon ressions I hope we:
14 Work more on group skills
-
9 Continue work on conmuni cation among staff
-
7 Begin to plan organizational changes
Based on the data collected, the consultants assumed:
1. The training content was accurately answering the identified need
of the group.
2. Afternoon training sessions should begin with additional training
in group skills and communication and move to the development and
implementation of a work plan for effecting change.
Seventeen staff responded on the evaluation instrument, "How Do You See This
Group?"
^
This instrument was administered prior to training and again at the
conclusion of training and the results from the training responses were com-
pared. Changes toward the right side of the continuum (toward frequency)
^
were indications of a more trusting climate and an increase in group skills
and group support and were labeled increases. Changes toward the left side
of the continuum (toward rarely) were indications of a less trusting climate
and a decrease in group support and were labeled decreases. The results
I
follow.
(
! 1. To what extent does the group help each individual express his/her ideas
' and feelings?
i
_2 unchanged
1 0 decreased
T5 increased
I
I
I
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2 .
members without undu^dependence^Sr^Peje^ resources of other
2
unchanged
_] decreased
14 Increased
3. To what extent is
in this group?
it considered legitimate to express negative feelings
2 unchanged
2 decreased
13 increased
conflicts?*^"*^
express and accept differences and
3
unchanged
1 decreased
l3 increased
5.
To what extent do members say what they really feel?
_4 unchanged
1 decreased
12 increased
6. How far do the norms of our group support members in being themselves?
2 unchanged
1 decreased
J4 increased
7. To what extent is it considered legitimate to express strong positive
feelings in this group?
4
unchanged
1 decreased
12 increased
Of 119 responses (7 items x 17 respondents) there were:
19 unchanged
7 decreased
93 increases
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Of the 17 respondents:
1 reported 1 unchanged, 6 decreased and
1 reported 2 unchanged, 1 decrease and
1 reported 1 unchanged, 0 decreases and
4 reported 2 unchanged, 0 decreases and
1 reported 3 unchanged, 0 decreases and
1 reported 4 unchanged, 0 decreases and
8 reported 0 unchanged, 0 decreases and
OVERALL EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT
0 increases
4 increases
6 increases
5 increases
4 increases
3 increases
7 increases
The following questions and responses from the overall evaluation provided
relevant data. (10 teachers responded)
21. As a result of our project...
increased
greatly
increased
somewhat
remained
same
decreased
We increased the sharing of ideas
and resources within our school a 4 0 0
We learned from each other by giving
more open and constructive feedback
about our strengths and weaknesses
7 3 0 0
Our team or staff increased ability
to plan more carefully and system-
atically by defining problems, gen-
erating various alternatives, gather-
ing information and making clear de-
cisions.
4 6
We used more outside resources (peopl
materials, ideas) in creating our pro
ject than we did before working with
Project Pioneer
e
2 3 5 0
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22 . Describe as specifically as possible how things are different in vnnr
^ ‘"^sult of Project Pioneer involvement and give examoles(staff coiimum cations, goals, teacher skills — behaviors studentattitudes, activities, physical environment, etc.)
7..
. staff communication improved
4..
. staff meetings improved
2..
. more sharing of ideas
2..
. staff help each other more with problems
3..
. staff relations improved
1..
. decision making more shared
23. Did teachers on your team/staff
regarding your curriculum/staff
participate in making the major
in-service project?
decisions
—
^always 4 usually
_J ^sometimes
_0 ^rarely
24. How would you describe the way innovations or changes were made bv vour
team/staff this year?
_^so slow it was frustrating 0 very rapidly, but well planned
_7—^very gradually, but well planned 0 so fast it was frustrating
25. Check each of the items that were improved as a result of Project
Pioneer involvement in your school.
2 Curriculum goals and objective
0 Classroom learning activities
0 Teachers' instructional behaviors
0 ^Students' motivation and interest
8 Teacher and administrator communication
8 ^School decision making
J Classroom learning materials
4 teachers ' enthusiasm and motivation
0 ^Students' academic achievement
RESULTS AS OF APRIL 30 on ON-GOING COMMITTEES
1. Staff-Principal Relationship Committee
Teachers have input on duties
Principal to be more available to staff
Discussions held on problem areas with entire staff
2. New Faculty Advisement System Committee (see attachment)
Information booklet for new teachers developed
Volunteer list of teachers from present staff to sponsor
new teachers in "Buddy System"
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3. Agenda/Staff Meeting Committee (see attachment)
Format for staff meetings developed
Rotating chair-person to run meetings
4. Suggestion Box Committee (see attachment)
5. Cross-Grade Visitation and Tutorial Committee
Visitations scheduled
Tutoring system organized
SUMMARY
As an overall evaluation the majority of responding teachers felt that theyhad been involved in the change program and that the changes proceeded verygradually with some indicating frustration at the slowness of the project.
positive changes had occurred in the areas of communication,
staff relationships and school decision making. Specific organizational changes
were made in the development of a conmittee structure around identified problem
areas. These areas identified as points of positive change coincide with the
goals for change stated by the staff during the fall planning meetings.
212GRANGER SCHOOL - AGAWAM
TOPIC - COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM
Partici pants : Twenty-two teachers, J. Loomis, (Principal)
Total Expenditures: $6,100
Goals
jIDiagnosis of School Educational Goals
llProblem solving around discrepency areas
I
Activities
August - June
3 Team planning meetings
5 All staff planning meetings
6 Workshop days
'4 Work meetings; all staff
6 Committee meetings
'* Team of teachers and principal attended week-long workshop on Effecting
Change Within School
* Principal and team met with staff to share summer workshop experience
* Meeting of team for planning
;* Two all -staff planning meetings
* Grade-level representatives form new planning team and meet
I
* All staff planning meeting
* Grade-level planning meeting
* All staff planning meeting
* Six days of workshop on Schools' Educational Goals
* Four work meetings: all staff. Committee meetings
* Six committee meetings
:> Role of Project Pioneer
^ \
;i. ProVfded consultant help-Ann Thomas Harris (S.H.D.C.)
|2. Provided released time (substitutes) for in-school work
p3. Set up visitations
14. Paid staff for after school work
-I''
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Evaluation :
This project was evaluated along three dimensions:
1. Effectiveness of staff in v;orking together.
2. Degree of involvement of staff in goals.
3. Overall evaluation of project.
EFFECTIVENESS OF STAFF IN WORKING TOGETHER
The ability of the staff to function together effectively was identified by
the summer team as an area of concern. Accordingly, this was judged by the
consul tants to be a consultant goal. The consultants did direct teaching
of group skills intermittently during planning and work sessions and
encouraged the staff to make decisions on how to utilize these skills in
order to work together more positively.
The instrument, "Rating Group Effectiveness"was utilized by a trained
observer in November, prior to consultant intervention and twice in March
(at the first meeting after the workshop and again at the 4th meeting
after the workshop.) The same instrument was filled out individually by
the staff in November and March. The results follow.
A: Goals
Poor 123456 7 8 9
Confused;diverse;
confl icting; indifferent;
little interest.
10 Good
Clear to all ; shared
by all ; all care about
the goals, feel involved
November Observer:
_1
Staff: 16 at 1
3 at 2
2 at 3
March 6 Observer:
_7 March 27 Observer
Staff: 1 at 3 Staff: 3 at 1
1 at T 4 at T
6 at 5 7 at 5
2 at 6 6 at 6
9 at T 1 at "S'
1 at 8
1 at 9
The average staff rating on Goals was:
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November 1.33
March 6 6.14
March 27 4.66
There was an increase in effectivpiv n • '
staff, according to staff feedback of
and of 3.33 between November and Ma?ch 27 ®decrease from March 6 to March 27 of 1.4s’
" ^ perceived a
November
Observer Rating
1
March 6 7
March 27 5
Poor 1 2
-B:
3 4
Participation
5 6 7
Few dominate; some
passive; some not
listened to; several
talk at once or interrupt
Staff Average Rating
1.33
6.14
.
4.66
8 9 10 Good
All get in; all
are really listened
to.
Observer Rating Staff Average Rating
November 1 1.04
March 6 6 6.28
March 27 3 2.42
C: Feel ings
Poor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Good
Unexpected; ignored
or criticized Freely expressed;
empathic responses
Observer Rating Staff Average Rating
November 1
March 6 2
March 27 2
3.42
4.90
4.71
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D: Diagnosis of Group Problems
Poor 123456 78 9 10 Good
Jump directly to
remedial proposals;
treat symptoms rather
than basic causes
When problems arise the
situation is carefully
diagnosed before action
is proposed; remedies
attach basic causes.
Observer Rating Staff Average Rating
November 2 4.57
March 6 4 6.28
March 27 4 5.76
E: Leadership
Poor 123456789 10 Good
Group needs for leadership
not met; group depends too
much on single person
or on a few persons
As needs for leadership
arise various members meet
them ("distributed leader-
ship") ;anyone feels free
to volunteer as he sees a
group need.
Observer Rating Staff Average Rating
November 1 1.85
March 6 3 2.43
March 27 3 2.28
F: Decisions
Poor 1234 567 8 9 10 Good
Needed decisions don't get
made; decision made by part
of group, others uncommitted.
Consensus sought and tested
deviates appreciated and
used to improve decision;
decisions when made are
fully supported.
Observer Rating Staff Average Rating
November 3
March 6 7
March 27 6
2.19
8.26
7.85
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G: Trust
Poor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Members distrust one another;
are polite, careful, closed,
guarded; they listen super-
ficially but inwardly reject
what others say; are afraid
to criticize or to be
criticized.
Observer Rating
November 1
March 6 2
March 27 2
9 JO Good
Members trust one another
They reveal to group what
they would be reluctant to
expose to others; they
respect and use the
responses they get; they
can freely express negative
reactions without fearing
reprisal
.
Staff Average Rating
4.90
4.71
3.42
On each of the scales the Observed noted an increase in group members
functioning between November and March 27 as follows:
Goals:
Participation:
Feel ings
Diagnosis of Group
Problems
Leadership
Decisions
Trust
+4
+2
+1
+2
+2
+3
+1 Average Increase: +2.14
The staff indicated an increase in group functioning between November
and March 27 on each of the first six scales.
Goals: +3.33
Participation; +1.38
Feelings: +1.29
Diagnosis of Group
Problems +1.19
Leadership
Decisions +5.66
On the seventh scale, "Trust", the staff indicated a
decrease of 1.48
rhe instrument was administered for the final time
on March 27,
the committee work on agendas and staff meetings being
put into effect and
Hor~ the committees on Organizational Grouping “
^eaiveness,
Criteria beginning their work. For any conclusive
data on group effectivene
the instrument should be administered again in
the fall of la/'i.
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DEGREE OF INVOLVEMENT OF STAFF IN GOALS
Involvement of staff in goals was looked at in two ways:
1. Did staff feel involved in making those decisions relating
to their goals? ^
2. Once goals were established, did staff follow through toimplement the goals?
The first question was answered as follows?
Did teachers on your team/staff participate in making the major
decisions regarding your curriculums/staff in-service project?"
8 a lways 6 usually
_6 sometimes
_0 rarely
One write in: "manipulated us cleverly"
Five committees were formed to work on goals. Their goals and what was
accomplished follows:
"Agenda/Staff Meeting Committee"
Goal: To develop a different format for staff meetings and a method
of agenda setting which would allow more participation"
Results: 1. An agenda format and process were developed (attached)
2. A structure for staff meetings was developed.
3. Both were presented to staff and agreed upon.
"Criteria Committee"
Goal: To examine the criteria involved in decision making within
the system and to make recommendations to staff"
Results: 1.
2 .
3.
4.
Developed questionnaire on decision making (attached)
Colated results
Presented four recommendations for organizational change
(based on results) to staff.
Utilized the new structure for agenda twice (once to present
questionnaire and once to present recommendations).
"Organizational Grouping Committee"
Goal: To develop a plan which will enable staff to examine present
method of homogeneous/grouping and make changes in appropriate
places.
Results: 1. Visited other schools to observe other patterns of
organization.
Scheduled meeting in fall with consultant to begin work
on ways to modify present structure.
2.
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"Evaluation Committee"
Goal: To develop a way to evaluate staff group functioning on an
on-going basis. a
"
Results: 1. Recommendations made to staff with negative responses
2. No further work done.
"Pupil -Teacher Ration Committee"
Goal: To develop a plan for effectively dealing vnth unreasonable
pupil/teacher ration.
Results: Some discussion. No recommendations for action plan made to
staff.
Three of the five committees have made active progress on their goals.
One committee worked on goals but did not receive support from the staff
and one committee did not work on the goals.
OVERALL EVALUATION OF PROJECT
Evaluation questbns were asked which would yield information in the following
three areas:
1. Strengths of Project
2. Weaknesses of Project
3. Effect of Project on school and staff
Strengths of Project
What was most helpful in getting this tr?
_3 ^Workshop
4 Released time
2 ^Being given opportunity to give viewpoint
12 Consultant help
1 Small group meetings
1 Openness of some staff
The most exciting part of our work to date has been.,...
_4 ^Expressing viewpoint
_3 hearing/getting to know other staff
1 Opening communication with Principal
_2 ELearning group skills
_j ^Realizing we can have a way in school
J l^r'cshop
1 Seeing problems begin to be solved
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Weakness of Pro.-ject
What stopped you from being further along?
_6 Jime
_2 Mandatory participation
_2 ^Too much repetition/clarification
_5 Too long deciding on goal
Lack of interest
Staff had too much to vent before we could begin to work
Lack of staff committment
Presence of Principal
The most disappointing part of our work to date has been
3 ^nothing accomplished
10 little has changed
_2 the focus was too abstract
_2 our present standstill
3 ^the slow start
Effect of Project on School and Staff
Check each of the items that were improved as a result of Project Pioneer
involvement in your school.
4 Curriculum goals and objective 11 Teacher and administrator communication
1 C lassroom learning activities 9 School decision making
0 Teachers ' instructional behaviors 0 Classroom learning materials
_0 ^Students' motivatbn and interest 3 Teachers' enthusiasm and motivation
0 Students' academic achievement
As a result of our projectr...
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increased
greatly
increased remained decreased
somewhat same
We increased the sharing of ideas
and resources within our school. 8 9
1
3 0
We learned from each other by giving
more open and constructive feedback
about our strengths and weaknesses
7 13 1 0
Our team or staff increased ability to
plan more carefully and systematical lyby defining problems, generating
various alternatives, gathering infor-
mation and making clear decisions.
.
7 9 6 0
We used more outside resources (people,
materials, ideas) in creating our pro-
ject than we did before working with
Project Pioneer.
3 4 11 0
SUMMARY
The staff concurred in feeling the project moved too slowly and too little
was accomplished (18 responses to the disappointment question related to this).
Half the staff, however, feels there were improvements in communication and
decision making. This correlates with their responses to the Rating Group
Effectiveness instrument.
Theoverall project evaluation form was administered in April although the
project continued during May and June. In another question on the overall
evaluation form, "what is the next step?", 13 respondents indicated that
committee meetings to implement goals were needed. Those committees met
during May and June (see responses on DEGREE OF INVOLVEMENT OF STAFF IN GOALS).
The overall evaluation instrument, therefore, reflects answers before the
conclusion of the project and would need to be administered again to be con-
clusive.
lAPLESHADE SCHOOL - EAST LONGMEADOW
'OPIC - CURRICULUM LEADERSHIP
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^rtici pants: Twelve teachers, F. Lafayette (Principal)
‘otal Expenditures
: $3,555
loal s
0 develop an ongoing method of diagnosing children individually in the areaf reading which will be ready to be implemented hopefully by September, 1974,
ktivities
team afternoon workshops
days: grade level work sessions
Afternoon workshops with team to organize reading material, develop
behavioral objectives which would form base of diagnostic program
Staff met by grade levels to develop diagnostic material and organize
material into a file system
Final afternoon workshop to plan record keeping system
o1e of Project Pioneer
) rovided consultant help
irovided resource material
rovided released time for staff to work
laid staff for time spent attending after-school work sessions
:Tovided secretarial help
|valuation
•valuation questions were asked which would yield information in the following
.•our areas:
. Accomplishment in relation to goal
. Strengths of Project
. Weaknesses of Project
j. Effect of Project on school and staff
:jwelve of the thirteen participants responded to the questionnaire. The
Results follow.
I
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ACCOMPLISHMENT IN RELATION TO GOAL
below. Imagine it represents your team's effortsin relation to you) project. Place a mark on that line which repre-sents where you see your team's efforts at this point
^
* ** ***
Nothing
done
****
Finished
Please explain why you placed the mark where you did. What's been
accomplished so far?
8 Behavioral objectives written
_§ Jests partly written
2 Outlined and set up program
What still needs to be done?
_2 ^Complete tests
3 Record keeping
__2 Accumulate supplementary material
What is the next step, as you see it, for your team?
_1 Gather materials
_7 Complete tests
_2 Implement program
Management
J| ^Record keeping sheet
STRENGTHS OR PROJECT
What was most helpful in getting this far?
_6 ^Consultant
_6 ^Released time
_1 ^Pacing of program
2 Setting up work schedule
1 Staff attitude
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The most exciting part of our work to date has been....
_4 ^Formulating objectives
_2 Writing tests
_J Working as a group
_4 Seeing the plan develop
WEAKNESSES OF PROJECT
What stopped you from being further along?
__8 Jime
4 N/R
The most disappointing part of our work to date has been
_1 Time
_] ^Negative attitude of other staff •
_] ^Lack of visitations
_4 ^Not completing more
_J Amount of work still to do
_J ^Frustration of first session
3 N/R
EFFECT OF PROJECT ON SCHOOL AND STAFF
Check each of the items that were improved as a result of
Project Hon-er involvement in your school.
__9 ^Curriculum goals and objectives _5 Jeacher and adm.inistrator communicati(
__5 ^Classroom learning activities _7 ^School decision making
j
7 Teachers' instructional behaviors
_6 Classroom learning materials
2 Students' motivation and interest 7 Teachers' enthusiasm/motivation
2 Students' academic achievement
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As a result of our project....
increased increased remained decreased
greatly somewhat same
We increased the sharing of ideas •
and resources within our school
(or team)
5 3 4 0
We learned from each other by giving
more open and constructive feedback
about our strengths and weaknesses.
6 3 3 0
Our team or staff increased ability
to plan more carefully and system-
atically by defining problems, gener-
ating various alternatives, gathering
information and making clear decisions.
5 5 2 0
We used more outside resources (people
materials, ideas) in creating our pro-
ject than we did before working with
Project Pioneer
1 5 6 0
SUMMARY
The majority of the staff was in agreement that about half of the necessary
work had been done with one person feeling very little had been accomplished.
There was consistency in reporting both what had been done and what remained
to do with "Time" as the only answer given to "WHat stopped you from being
further.
"
There was a wide spread of resonses to "items that were improved within the
school". However, a majority felt staff functioning was improved as a result
of the project.
In order to complete a project of this size, a minimum of two years seems
necessary. The project should probably be evaluated again a year from now
for more conclusive data.
HARRIS SCHOOL - SPRINGFIELD 225
TOPIC - MATH SKILL DEVELOPMENT
P_artici pants : Eleven teachers, D. Martin (Principal)
Total Expenditures : $3,641
Soals
Increase skills and knowledge in teaching math to elementary school
age children.
Activities
3ctober - March
I Planning sessions with principal and teachers
) Saturday workshops
'' Initial planning meeting to determine involvement with Project Pioneer
Goal Setting Workshop to define problem under consideration and determine
j plan for the Project year
|j
r Workshop on Behavioral Objectives
* Workshop with Marcia Spaulding on math content
Workshop with Vincent Glennon on math content/Planning meeting
Workshop on math materials
!
( tole of Project Pioneer
frovided consultant help
!
Conducted literature search
•Provided resource material
I
Paid staff for time spend attending Saturday Workshops
f^valuation
Evaluation questions were asked which would yield information in the following
four areas:
1. Accomplishment in relation to goal
2. Strengths of Project
i;
3. Weaknesses of Project
4. Effect of Project on school and staff
SUMMARY
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majority of staff evaluated the project as worthv/hile in terms
of their goal as well as in terms of the effect on the school and staffThere was consistent agreement, however, that the goal represented onlv’
a beginning point in terms of the identified change need within the school
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FOUNTAIN VIEW SCHOOL - EAST LONfiMPAnnu
ANGUAGE ARTS CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
p
articipants : Doris Chase, Winifred Clausing, Paula Donahue, Evelyn Resnick, AnitaRoan, Beverly Royce» Harold Martin (Principal)
Fotal Expenditures: $2,100
(aoals
:r To develop a philosophy for a total language arts program from vjhich goals
concepts for all major language arts areas will be sequentially developed
To develop a curriculum guide accordingly.
To explore current trends in experiential language arts and implement some
of these in the classroom.
Ictivi
10/29
1/26
2/11
-
i;/4 -
;/i4 -
ties
V25 -
*S/26 -
S/27 -
S/2 -
S/ll -
5/16 -
5/28 -
5/6 -
713 -
- Initial interview with team
- Team planning meeting - goal setting and initial problem solving
- Team planning meeting - development of workshop goals and formal for
Dr. Protheroe
Visitation and after school workshop at Mountain View with Dr. Protheroe
Development of philosophy of language arts program
Evaluation of efforts to date and planning
Establish agenda for three day curriculum workshop
Workshop with Dr. Protheroe (full day)
Curriculum Development - specifying language arts program
Curriculum Development - specifying language arts program
Curriculum Development - continuing work on language arts guide
Workshop in the construction of materials - Dr. Protheroe and Calder
Completing curriculum guide
Completing plans for "A Language Arts Happening" - a shadow play presentation
Reviewing and finalizing curriculum guide and shadow play presentation
Final evaluation interview with team
.ccomplishments
Developed a philosophy for a total language arts program
Developed a language arts curriculum guide
Purchased materials relevant to expanding on and enriching their present
language arts program
Involved in a full day Saturday workshop where they made tables, dividers and
puppet theatres (As a result of this exciting workshop, 4 teachers will be
taking a creative industrial arts course at U. Conn next year)^
Non-team members became very interested and receptive towards innovative ideas.
Team members learned more about different grade levels and became closer
to each other in the process
Became more aware of innovations in other content areas
The outcomes of their years' involvement with Project Pioneer will be presented
to the rest of Mountain View faculty furing September '74 in shadow play form.
The curriculum guide and related materials will also be distributed.
The New England Reading Association has asked the team to present their
findings at the September meeting in Boston.
I.
Strengths Weaknesses 228
Strong minded people committed to a task
Uorked through philosophical differences
I
^Enjoyed themselves and had fun while
I
working on the task
Developed strong group cohesiveness
An "outside" agency really followed
through on a promise to help -
increased confidence in "outsiders"
Principal served as a task-master and
communicator with Project Pioneer
I
Plans for follow-up and evaluation
next year
Diverse goals
ilRole of Pioneer
IResource hunter
iGoals delineator
jjBack-up supporter and encourager
jjWorkshop organizer
j i Source of Data
(JlWorkshop Evaluation Forms
Project Pioneer Meeting Summary Form
Project Report Inventory
Project Services Questionnaire
lOn-Site Evaluation Reports
Project Final Evaluation Report
t Consultant Comments
Late start
Could have used more v^orkshops and
meetings with other consultants
More direction and focus needed early
in the year
Limited resources didn't allow for
more Mountain View teachers to be
involved in project activities
Diverse goals
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TAPLEY ELEMENTARY-SPRINGFTFI n
Development of manipulative math matertai^;
hrticipants : B. AdByrj. Bertolini
.
0. Buscenl. C. Ca.pion, Z. Davis. C. Ellis.
n‘ Ryln M^‘sahli™^F’
D. Kendrich. H. Ledger. S. Phillips.
MarJa Spaulding (Haih Smsof)
I
Total Expenditures
' Goals:
$5,400
’
matrriMs!^"
developing varied, stiraulating.manipulative
2. To make the teaching of math more exciting for the teacher.
|3. To increase student interaction and group activities through the use of
manipulative materials.
4* To increase both student and teacher motivation towards math.
|5. To insure that students achieve competency levels in basic math skills.
Activities :
9/19 - Initial meeting with 4 teachers and principal
10/24 - Meeting to diagnose needs with staff
11/n - Meeting with principal and supervisor - shared past failures and next steps
1/14 - Meeting with principal and supervisor - designed workshops in manipulative math
1/22 - Initial workshop in manipulative math materials by Marcia Spaulding - assessment
of teacher needs
\]/26 - Workshop in the construction of manipulative math materials - M. Spaulding
\l/28 - Workshop - Ashland Early Childhood Educational Center
\2/l - Planning meeting with math supervisor and principal
\2/2 - Workshop in construction and use of manipulative math materials
\2/4 - Planning meeting with principal and math supervisor
'^/5 - Planning meeting with subgroup
^/12 - Feedback, Evaluation, Sharing meeting with staff
^/2 - Workshop - Dr. Vincent Glennon ( U. Conn )
\3/5 - Planning meeting
WQ - Workshop in manipulative math materials - M. Spaulding and P. Levelle
'S/IS - Workshop in evaluating developed materials - M. Spaulding and P. Levelle
\3/26 - Meeting with subgroup - Expenditures/Next Steps
\3/28 - Demonstration - place value and problem solving for primary grades
W3 - Demonstration - place value and problem solving for intermediate grades
\\/8 - Vincent Flennon visitation - demonstration/after school meeting
\V30 - Staff meeting - Evaluation/planning for final workshop
Wll - Final workshop in the construction of manipulative materials - M. Spaulding
:\ccompl i shments :
"jr Raw material s were purchased continuously - provided motivations to continue
endeavors
2. High quality manipulate math materials were developed during workshops and used
in classroom. "...Because of Project Pioneer, math this year has been more
than a half or 3/4 hour block of time to be endured. This year, math has become
a bulletin board of activities, a shelf of individual games, a table of group
activities. It has become a geoboard with elastic bands that end up everywhere,
and a balance with every imaginable kind of thing squeezed into cups._ Math this
year has often been a loud and exciting bingo game that was so magnetic that
the rest
of the class was just content to watch for the outcome. Math has this year
come out of a workbook more than ever before, and it has become exciting
and
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3.
Increase on Iowa Scores in math concepts and problem solvin9 between 1973 - 1974:
Concepts Probl ems Total
April 1973 G.E. 3.3
13%ile
3.2
12%ile
3.2
9%ile
April 1974 G.E. 4.0
66%ile
3.7
52%ile
4. Extermely successful and profitable workshops offered by Marcia Spauldin9 both
after school and Saturday mornin9. Teachers v;ere actively involved in makin9
their own math manipulatives and 9ames to fit their children's individual needs.
5. Teachers developed a de9ree of security in the comprehension and teaching of
elementary mathematics which resulted in active stimulating math classes.
i6. As a result of the above, children became more motivated and achieved a greater
1 degree of success in dealing with math.
7. A cohesiveness developed among the teachers as a result of their involvement
in the project
"...Perhaps one thing that I never even thought of coming from our
work with Project Pioneer, but which did in a big way, was a
tremendous surge of togetherness. Because we are on a single
session day, there's little time to just plain visit with co-workers.
Our Saturday morning workshops allowed us this chance while at the
same time providing us with the incentive to do some of the things
I
that we all intend to get to. . .sometime. I think that Project
' Pioneer is, to a large degree, was responsible for the increase in
I
"Tapley Spirit" that we've felt this year. We're working and sharing
together now more than ever before" - teacher comments.
I
Strengths
i Marcia Spaulding - tremendous resource,
I
developed excellent rapport with
: teachers - provided high quality work-
< shops in under her leadership - also
1 served as administrative link to
^ Project Pioneer.
I
Weaknesses
Late start - more time needed
materials took a lot of time to develop
Eager, supportive and encouraging
1
principal
.
: Shared decision making - responsive
program developed. Cohesive group
climate enabled them to get to the job
i at hand - worked hard and enjoyed
i
themselves.
i Materials developed brought immediate
1 results in the classroom.
i Strong central office support.
Readily available raw materials.
;
Increased teacher self-confidence
‘ in math.
IIFavorable attitude towards " in service
Role of Pioneer
Supporter/Encourager
- present often at meetings
Resource hunter
Workshop organizer
Assisted in problem-solving at administrative and teacher levels
Source of Data
Individual evaluation reports developed by each teacher (includes student comments)
Project Pioneer Meeting Summary Forms
Project Report Inventory
Workshop Evaluation Forms
Project Final Evaluation Report
Project Services Questionnaire
Xonsultant Summary Forms
232ROBINSON PARK SCHOOL - AGAWAM
TOPIC - DIAGNOSING LEARNING NEEDS/HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Participants: Two kindegarten teachers, six special services personnel, two
resource teachers, one school nurse, T. Meadon (Principal)
Total Expenditures : $2,100
Goal s
1 .
2 .
3.
1
4.
Diagnose the individual needs of kindergarten children (cognitive, affective,
psycho-motor) so as to design individualized approach to learning.
Create a sense of team work between special services personnel and class-
room teacher and principal.
Design an opportunity for parents of kindergarten children to be
involved in the diagnosis and assistence for the child's growth.
Initiate a continuance of the project through the 1st grade teachers of
the district.
lActivities
toctober 16 - June 15
[* Extensive data gathering procedure by observation check lists (teachers
and special services); two formal standardized observation instruments;
;
team conferences. Impl imentation of HDP circles
* Training in communication skills; Human Development Program skill; staff
meetings for problem solving and data description
* A series of parent meetings with topics such as "How does your child grow".
Communicating effectively with your child". Individual conferences with
parents
* Meetings with 1st grade teachers of the district to explain the project and
invite participation for next year.
-Accompl Uhments
T. An increase in observation skills on the part of staff
2. Ability to plan and conduct HDP circles
3. A willingness to confront parents for assistance
4. An enhanced individualized approach to child's needs
A redesign of realistic educational goals
B. A greater self understanding on the part of staff
i7. A thorough collection of data on children's needs, color coded to alert
I
future teachers of needs of students
I
Strengths Weaknesses
High level of cooperation
Willingness to experiment with new
Strategies of learning
I
Commitment to needs of children
as individuals
Administration support
Parental involvement in learning
process
Insufficient time to implement learning
strategies designed for children
who are high risk
Unknown second year
Lack of involvement of teachers in the
process of diagnosing learning problems
I1
1
I
j
Role of Project Pioneer
provided consultant - Warren Timmerman
Provided release time and stipends
Assisted in early problem-solving meetings
Source of Data
^eacher data collection
tConsultant observation of circles
{'Special teachers doing circles and
iiinstruments
using observation data collecti
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> FAOLIN PEIRCE ELEMENTARY - AGAWAM
DEVELOPMENT OF LEARNING CENTERS
Pajtici pants - Dan Early, Donna Ormsby, Connie Pollard, entire staff at 2 work-
shops, Barbara Skolnick (Principal)
Total Expenditures - $2,100
Goals
T To explore ways of creating classroom environments which provide for more
creative and diverse experiences for kids.
2. To individualize instruction through the use of learning centers.
3. To increase teacher skills in math and language arts.
4. To introduce new ideas to teachers not involved in the project in a non-
threatening, supportive way.
Activities
10/29 - Initial meeting and interview with team
11/12 - After school workshop with K. McKay
12/11 - Visitation to Hopewell School (Glastonbury, Ct.)
1
12/13 - Visitation to Marks Meadow (Amherst)
1/15 - Planning/Problem-solving meeting with team
1/16 - Visitation to Horace Mann (Newton)
1/29 - Planning meeting with team
2/13 - Visitation to Dunning School (Framingham)
v;3/14 - Workshop with D. Protheroe - general presentation and planning to faculty
\f3/16 - Workshop (Saturday) with Dr. Don Protheroe and Clem Calder in the
;
construction of materials - Faculty
V3/19 - Planning/problem - solving meeting with team
v4/27 - Workshop (Saturday) with Audry Stephan-classroom organization and con-
struction of instructional materials - faculty
\l6/l - Cuisinnaire rod workshop with T. McKenna (Saturday)
J6/5 - Final evaluation interview
\|6/17 - Cuisinnaire rod workshop with McKenna (full day)
ijAccompl i shments
^ i
Tl! Core team developed increased expertise in learning centers - particularly
math and cuissinaire rods
^ 4. j
2. Materials related to expanding options for kids were purchased and implemented
in the classroom
;3. The following changes were made in the core members classroom;
2/3 of classroom desks eliminated
couch and soft chairs in class
tables present
^ . 4. 4.- « 4.^
I
rug used for groups - magic circle, reading, listening station,
etc.
I more manipulative materials being used
more grouping - flexible seating arrangement
in general, more options and decision making for kids
. 4 . Teachers not in core group were involved in two workshops
:5. Three teachers who were not involved in core group have
as their goal for next
vear the development of learning centers. , „ 4._+.,-_„
;6. in general, there was a high level of energy,
excitement and experimentation
in relation to the new happenings at Peirce School
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Strengths
Change was rapid but well planned
Consultants were high caliber and met
teachers where they were at.
jShared decision-making among core team-
iTeachers stated their needs clearly.
jPrincipal very supportive-el iminated
jjbureaucratic hassles for teachers.
i
llEnthusiasm towards innovation spread to
ilrest of faculty.
High level of commitment among faculty
'to working on and expanding change goals
ifor next year .
Isolation among teachers has diminished.
Visitations to other schools - great
il earning experience.
Goals established early in year were
flexible and allowed for a change as
project developed.
Positive attitude towards " in-service'.'
i
ole of Pioneer
upporter - encourager
roblem-solver (early in year)
esource hunter and workshop organizer
ource of Data
orkshop Evaluation Forms
Project Pioneer Meeting Summary Forms
Project Services Questionnaire
Project Report Inventory
Project Final Evaluation Report
|)n-Site Evaluation
I
I
Weaknesses
More visitations needed.
Needed earlier in the year was more
information on exactly what Project
Pioneer resources and support system
consisted of.
Earlier start needed.
Project Pioneer staff member needed to
communicate directly with teachers.
Initial change goals vague - may have
affected long range planning.
I
i
I
I
236MCDONOUGH SCHOOL - WEST SPRINGFTFI n
TOPIC - CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
pants: J. Gregoli, C. Brown, B. Daubitz, P. Fioretti A
J. Bampos (Principal) ’
’ King, V. Tonelli,
Total Expenditures
: $2,100
Goals
1. Increase teacher skills in classroom management through interpersonal
communication strategies. ^
2. Sharpen teacher skills in alternative teaching styles
3. Diagnosis and remediate as a team individual or collective classroom
behavioral problems
\ctivities
November 20 - June 15
Teacher training in HDP communication skills
Sessions in classroom problem solving and decision making
j
Consultant visitations to classrooms to observe teachers
j
Consultation with principal
*' Classroom visitation to observe teaching style with feedback sessions on
alternative models
After school problem solving sessions as a team
Design and use a classroom observation instrument on observable behavior of
students (cf. attached)
I
Collect data to see if any change may have taken place in student behavior
j^ccompl i shments
X Increased sensitivity to alternative teaching styles
2. Alternative teacher views on meeting affective needs of kids
3. Willingness to problem solve as a team
A. Skills of HDP circles being used in circle and in classroom
Skills in observing kids.
Strengths
.'I’eam unity
rlj\dmini strati on support and participation
(Pngoing relationship with consultant
I
ll\fter school problem solving sessions
i^ommitment to examing alternatives
Weaknesses
Project began too late in year to
collect sufficient data to do
specific intervention with kids
Teacher frustration on interventions
used-no cure alls
Next year an unknown
I
I
237Pro.iect Pioneer
Provided consultant - Warren Timmerman
Provided release time
Source of Data
Consultant observation
Observation instrument used by and designed byData collected by staff ^
Workshop Evaluation Forms
Project Final Evaluation Report
On-Site Evaluation
i
staff
i
ii
I
TATHAM ELEMENTARY - WEST SPRINGFIELD
TOPIC - OUTDOOR EDUCATION FOR STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
238
Participants : E. Cignoni, P Gagnon, J. Nesbitt, V. Rochstroh, 0. Sibley,
J. Rosenbery (Vice Principal), M. Case (Science Supervisor),
B. Morgan (Project Coordinator)
Total Expenditures : $2,200
Goal s
T.
2 ,
3.
4.
5 .
,
6 .
Students to become part of the total school. Grade and age levels to be
eliminated, doing away with the "you can't do that until next year or we
can t teach that in this class" syndrome.
Students will meet success intellectually and socially through direct
experiences that will allow each student to realize that every person can
contribute to the benefit of the whole and that no one is truly alone.
Students will gain an esthetic appreciation of the material and cultural
enviroment enabling him to understand and become part of the sociological
relationships that exist between man and his work and play.
Student will better understand and appreciate that he is an integral part
of the world about him.
Teachers will gain insight to their prejudices involving educating exceptional
students and overcome these prejudices by realizing that children are human
beings faced with problems similar to their own.
Specific Objectives: To awaken curiosity, to stimulate additional learning,
to provide for direct field experiences and investigations, to gain an esthetic
appreciation by direct experience, to raise the level and taste of the students
use of leisure time, to better understand and interpret the world around him,
to utilize the sociological relationships of out-of-school activities to the
total school program, to understand that cooperation is vital to completion
of a stated goal, to develop an appreciation of the importance of self
evaluation, to experience success, to raise self esteem.
Activities
F The first planning meeting was held 1/30/74. At this meeting it was decided
I
to hold all meetings in the evenings so as not to disrupt the normal school
day by bringing in six substitute teachers. Other areas covered were, the
method of selection of students for the project, the development of a form for
the writing of lesson plans, selection of areas of instruction by participants,
evaluation and selection of materials for a small media center and the devel-
opment of a working schedule.
The secong planning meeting was held 2/11/74. It was decided that students
placed in the program would be grouped in the following way: Group A -
students from grades 3, 4, 5, 6, who exhibit exceptionally high scholastic
achievement. Group B - students from grades 3, 4, 5, 6, who have an extremely
low level of scholastic achievement. Groups C and D - students from grades
3, 4, 5, 6, who have emotional problems, have poor self image or have been re-
turned to regular classes from classes for exceptional children. Groups C and
D also to have three sixth graders who have exhibited leadership, are dependable
and have demonstrated that they can accept responsibility. It was decided that
these students would be paired with the special needs children. Group E
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needs.
first eliminating all time slotfwhen the Sasic ‘’yThe schedule was agreed upon with thp were taught,
guide and is to remain flexible. ^ schedule v/as only a
The fourth planning meeting was held 3 / 1 / 7 zi
was devoted to developing Lthods of evaluatinl^nnr meeting
evaluating agreed to were- subiPr?LfL!"^
our project. Methods of
change, leadership, cooperatioSfiSuut 1 vS"eSd°eHmJl';‘^®"''%" • attitude
An evaluation meeting was held on 4/23/74 to access our progress to datP andimplement suggested changes in students and schedule. All participants
werextSemSirSueseeSfu/iS ’'•'9'' ^'^'^'evers butas extr ely succ ssful in reaching our project goals with all other groups.
^ccompl ishments
Ifcience lessons developed:
I' Collection and observation of frog eggs
Collection and identification of wood
Collection and identification of plants
*j Collection and identification of rocks and minerals
Gridding and excavation of selected archeological sites
Construction of dams across creek
Construction of bridges across creek
Construction of model of school area
‘language Arts lessons developed:
Writing stories about trees in the first person
Taping of stories written
Making film strips dealing with nature
Listening to pretaped stories about trees on multi headset units
Selecting important dates from a given list
i Writing nature poems in different verse forms
j'ine Arts lessons developed:
Introduction to specific painters who did landscapes
Seeing and discussing paintings dealing with nature but employing different
techniques
Sketching a landscape with charcoal and chalk
Painting a landscape with oils
Meeting and observing a local artist at work
fultidisciplined lessons developed:
Identification of artifacts through research
Use of the compass
Map making
Map reading
Making plaster casts
Sanding and finishing wood samples
Construction of bulletin boards
Displays of collected materials
Strengths
Increased cooperation of faculty
Sharing of experiences of participants
The depth to which lessons were developed
The excitiment of the students
Working closely with slow learners
Increased teacher enthusiasm and
notivation
Discovering strengths in teachers not
evident before project
better, more specific lesson plans
Jse of varied teaching methods
Increased use of multimedia materials
Increased ability to plan more carefully
Increase in sharing of ideas
Increase in open and constructive
Feedback
jeting most project goals
^ole of Project Pioneer
Administrative support
Jource of Data
plost data for evaluation came from personal observation of students by
barticipating teachers. This was substantiated by informal discussions with the
student's teachers to see if she had noted or observed any change in the student
dither data came from the students themselves either by discussions or completion
l)f suggested follow-up activities,
project Final Evaluation
•project Report Inventory
r)n-site Evaluation
Weaknesses
Could not take more students into
the project
Some excellent lessons had to be
el iminated
Lack of space in building to conduct
follow-up lessons
Scheduling of project classes
Budget limitations
Some students in project showed
no change or growth
FORT MEADOW SCHOOL - WESTFIELD
TOPIC - HOBBY / CAREER PROORAM
Total Expenditures
: $1,665
i Goal s
To develop a Friday afternoon club structure which will-1. Introduce children to various leisure time activitiesSeek cooperation of parents in forming hobby club programsInvolve parents in working with children.
^ ^
Utilize sources of community and community group expertise
Increase role of school as leader In bringing together parents.Children and community.
^ a a c. H M a,
Show relationship between vocations and a vocation.
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
Activities
II
Initial organizational meeting to plan how to develop structure
^
Development of structure for each club, including leadership
,
Work on club membership and further organizational planning
planning^'^^^^^^
club's ending and new club's beginning and evaluation
ivaluation
evaluation questions were asked which would yield information in the followi
our areas:
Accomplishment in relation to goal
Strengths of Project
I. Weaknesses of Project
f.
Effect of Project on school and staff
ill six participants responded to the questionnaire. The results follow.
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ACCOMPLISHMENT IN RELATION TO GOALS
Look at the line below,
relation to your project,
where you see your team's
Imagine it represents your team's efforts in
Place a mark on that line which represents
efforts at this point.
Nothing
Done
*
hnished
STRENGTHS OF PROJECT
What was most helpful in getting this far?
_4 Consultant
_5 ^Released time for planning
The most exciting part of our work to date has been
_] Involvement of the whole school
2 Cooperation between school and outside resources
_3 ^Parent/community support at fair.
SUMMARY
There was agreement among the six team members that the program was
successful in meeting the goals.
:
granger school - AGAWAM
i
IQPIC: SCIENCE LEARNING CENTERS
j
Particlpantsi Ann Bradford, Ann Liptack. Janice Defill 1 pl
Total Expenditures: $1,000
Goals
1. Establish science learning centers.
2. Creation of learning center materials.
3. Facilitate the working, sharing and learning together nf ut ^4. Increase team planning, implementing in science®cJI^MculuI arL
Activities
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10/19
10/22
10/23
11/16
!l 11/28
,1/30
i|2/l -
;2/4 -
i'2/ll
i2/14
>3/4 -
,4/5 -
,5/7 -
',5/ 16
^j5/21
V30
- Initial meeting: goal setting: strategies
Inrc^D^r! "project?"" coordinate comprehensive
- Implementation of S.C.I.S. unit, material objects. Level 1 in classroom
• Team consults with Audrey Stephan
1st and 2nd grade integrated learning experiences
Progress meeting with team
• Discuss evaluation input; form; activities
Progress meeting; S.C.I.S. visitation set; needs; next steps
Visitation to S.C.I.S. Resource Center, Amherst workshop with Director,
Len Amburgy
Progress meeting: budget; set up possible visitations to Mark's Meadow;
Dunning School
Team visits Mark's Meadow Elementary, Amherst P.M. workshop with Kathy
McKay, Dorothea Huddleston
- Team consults with McKay and Huddleston at Granger School
- Team visits Dunning School, Framingham
- Sharing session with Clark School teachers (August!, Nevens, Arnold)
Accompl ishments
I. Science Learning Center established
Integrated 1st and 2nd graders for science experiences
Materials created for individual student experiences
Inquiry materials, work boxes
Activity centers
Increased sharing of materials and strategies for their use among team
Increased sharing between team and Clark School teachers
Eliciting "active" help from principal
Goal -centered accomplishments
I
244Strengths
Professional growth of team
Automonous behavior on part of team
S.C.I.S. materials used (only) as
catalyst
Intra-team communication
Inter-school communication
[Integrative mode with 1st and
'2nd graders
(’Flexible use of curriculum materials
Igole of Project Pioneer
ifrocess helper
^Resource 1 inker/ identifier
J'Spiritual" support
ource of Data
ioneer Services Questionnaire
Project Report Inventory
Pioneer Evaluation Report
iMeeting and Summary Forms
Observations
jTeacher dialogue
Phone conversations
Data from consultants
Weaknesses
Insufficient time
Lack of rav/ materials
Alienation to comprehensive program
Slow acquisition of skills and
knowledge
Movement toward goal quite slow
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AGAWAM MIDDLE SCHOOL - AGAWAM
I TOPIC: SEVENTH GRADE MATH
.Pa rticipants: 2 teachers, Francis Hopkins, Marion Barre
i Total Expenditures: $1,500
;Goal s
t:
2 .
3.
4.
^
5 .
reduce experiential and manipulative materials for math classesEngender student activity in and enthusiasm for mathematics.
Increase conceptual knowledge and computational skills of math studentsEncourage student self-evaluation c a
Teacher self-evaluation.
Activities
p/l ~ 8/14 - Library research on mathematics/classrooms
p/1 - U Conn
fe/3 - U Mass and Forbes Library, Northampton
^/lO - Westfield State College
0/13 - U Mass
0/8 - 8/14 - Slide presentation development: math, history
3/14 - Preparation of Attitude Survey
9/4 - 9/27 - Preparation, development and use of math materials; math club
established
10/1 - 10/25 - Development, preparation and use of math materials
i.e. Estimation game, number sum and number puzzles, value sum,
"Contig", "Touch and Win"
10/16 - Initial meeting; progress on goals, budget and next steps
10/18 - Team attends M.T.A. Math Institute, Lexington, Mass.
11/1 - 11/17 - On-going development of math materials
i.e. Decimal Equivalent Bingo, Jigsaw puzzles
11/13 - Progress meeting, needs, next steps
11/19 - 11/30 - Continued work on math jigsaw puzzles
|2/2 - 12/27 - Materials development on metric system; procedures implementation
22/4 - Team meeting; many materials shared; ideas extended and next steps
;/5 - 1/30 - Materials development
i.e. "Tac-Tix", "twenty-forths"
,
"concentration", "mind reading"
preparing models of platonic solids and stellated polthedra
/8 - Team meeting; evaluation input: forms math club information, tutorial
program explained
!/3 - 2/5 - On-going materials development
i.e. "Multisnap", "Equate", String art dodeca hedron
!/12 - Classroom observation/visitation; talked with student tutors; photographed
class at "work"
i/2 - Progress meeting; student interim attitude survey discussed; as well as
j
as student self-evaluation
W7 - Progress meeting; student evaluation outcomes shared; standardized exams
' and budget concerns
Accompi i shments
1. Wide variety of materials created 246
2. Math Club established
3. Tutorial program established
4. Student joy and enthusiasm engendered
5. Team teaching sessions
6. Positive results on standardized achievement tests (math)
7. Team planning sessions
8. Changes in "problem students" attitudes toward learning
9. Student participation
Strengths
Teacher collaboration
[Teachers are realistic problem-solvers
I
Jeacher enthusiasm
}[Teacher self-direction
I
fiStudent enthusiasm for math materials
1
:lMath Club generated out of "small
group" notion
Students involved as tutors
Increased awareness in building
of project
Role of Project Pioneer
tProcess helper
j"Spiritual" support
Source of Data
Meeting summaries
Observations
Pioneer Services Questionnaire
Project Report Summary
Pioneer Evaluation Reports
Weaknesses
Lack of time
School schedule not conducive to
teaming
Budget constraints; expenditure
guidelines
No outside consultation for different
perceptions
No in class small group time
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WEST SPRINGFIELD
TOPIC - K - 3 CURRICULUM REVISION
Participants : Teachers: M. Chankler, D. Duncan, C. Dutkiewicz, N. Gdula, D. Hurst,
P. Papantones, H. Pothier, B. Smith, B. Swanson, N. Theyer,
T. Vosburgh, A. Salamon. Supervisors: M.Pannitto (Reading)
R. Williamson (Language Arts), D. Crosier (Social Studies), R.
Burque (Math), M. Case (Science) J. Rosenberg (Assistant Principal)
G. Cocchi (Principal), R. Meacham, Project Coordinator, (Director of
Elementary Education), C. Grammaticas (Superintendent)
Total Expenditures : $1 ,400
Goal s
I
I. To integrate the major disciplines in K - 12 and to move toward a child
oriented, open education, non-graded, individualized or even core curriculum.
The teaching of social studies, science, reading, mathematics in isolation
is to be discouraged.
2. Improvement of self image by assuring the acquisition of basic skills and
I
enrichment in the humanities are also goals of the project.
3. Better use of instructional time by including art, music, health, drama and
career education in the teaching of concepts through activities and play
are to be developed.
14. Development of guides for teachers to do pilot or innovative projects for
' K - 3 in 1974-75 and 4 - 6 in 1975-76 are short-range goals. Long-range
goals include continuation of curriculum revision at the junior high and
senior high levels.
(5. The guide to be developed by teachers will include institutional, performance
or behavioral objectives with suggested activities for meeting the needs of
' pupils of all abilities. It will also contain suggested evaluative techniques
;
for measuring achievement in both the cognitive and affective areas.
,<6. Parents citizens and pupils will be involved in the refinement of the pilot
programs through an already established Curriculum Steering Committee ana a
I community citizens' curriculum committee.
(Activities
f
-
IThe Director of Elementary Education has held meetings 23
i the maior disciplines and a committee of teachers on April 8,
April 30, May ,
al^d Junri2 to discuss and plan workshops to be held. The first
workshop was
’held June 24 through June 28 involving seven teachers
and the Director o
:Elementar^^ The West Springfield School
System will fund a workshop
ifrom July 8 through August 2 to further develop the
pilot project and t
:
guides for teachers.
1 Accompl ishments
11. We desire to foster a positive attitude
toward learning
each commensurate with the ability of each
chil .
and achievement.
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|2'
::
to function successfuny^fn the^ homr^schooWr enable the children
as they mature and select their vocations .in
state and nation
Greater awareness of one's 0D00r^un?t oc
""^!''°"®tions.
should be other outcomes of the cu?ricuinm^r^^^^! responsibilities
Some sources of information tnclSd7 es leTe?cllTf'separate disciplines, State Department of
^ by supervisors of the
School Journal, reading, mathematics^^social Elementary
music, publications and yearbooks. Attetdancr^? English, art,
conferences and use of consultant;
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
)f overemphasis of academics^ paper and pencil: activitipr'"nra
"'^ny nticisms
concentration by some staff on a particular discipline tn’t^exOrsLO of others.
;ole of Project Pioneer
ource of Data
ifeacher and administrative observation
I
I
I
i
u.
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EAST LONGMEADOW
TOPIC - ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
Par ti.c i pants : R. Knowe. E. Matulewicz. W. Brown, A. Chagnon, J. O'Hara. S. Brzoska
Total Expenditures : $1 ,600
Goals
To survey, map, develop a curriculum guide, and plan to run in-service workshopsfor other teachers, based on the effective use of the Robert J. Jarvis Memoria?jWildl ife Sanctuary, behing the Meadow Brook School, and using this model, toiStudy other conservation areas in East Longmeadow.
jActivities
lOn-site studies of the R.J.J. Wildlife Sanctuary with environmental education
]specialists from the area colleges and members of the East Longmeadow ConservationjCommission.
lAccompl i shment s
'.the development of a curriculum guide with associated maps, teacher and pupil
worksheets, and pictures to be used for teacher in-service and group studies.
The guide develops the "in-out-in" model.
Strengths Weaknesses
An excellent relationship developed among
T)ur participants
'Enthusiasm demonstrated on the part of the
students who were included in the
experimental design
strong interest expressed by other
teachers
jtrong administrative support given to
pe project
Practical materials developed and
useable by teachers at every level
Assurance to continued development of
ithe project
{^ole of Project Pioneer
Some disruption in the classroom
programs of the students, when
the participating teachers were
involved in the study
ol\dministrative support
!
Mdentif ication of resources
250EAST LONGMEADQW
TOPIC - HIGH SCHOOL READING - WORKSHOP SERIES
P^ticipants: D. Allard, D. Fay. V Freed F r„ia- .
0. Grocott, C. McKinney, G. ’smith
Total Expenditure;^
: $1,400
Goals
ISbJe^? ar1a/“ ^^'^eading teachers in any
and reading^reference!^*^
'"e^'ling skills: word attack, comprehension,
'
Sor?ei3ing'spec?:ils?r"' “1th assistance
Activities
*
L"n3vl3y’"‘'''''^'""
t^“9 ht by Mrs. Barbara
f
^-°-^Vand individual teachers:
q[\ccompl ishments
,1.
•• •
3.
L
i.
Acceptance on the part of teachers as to their responsibilities in thearea of reading.
Positive response to Mrs. Sanovsky.
Awareness of teaching materials.
coordination and dissemination of reading resource materialsGood administrative support.
iHrenqths Weaknesses
•Jesire to incorporate workshop skills in
3fhe classroom
riearned techniques for both general
>nd special needs students
:^pportunity to interact with an
Objective, competent, reading
Irofessional
(.ealth of ideas, approaches and
.aterials presented to deal with the
nower reading level student
iractical approach to dealing with real
orld problems
|)le of Project Pioneer
I,
. .
pministrative support
Too condensed - too much to cover
Could have been longer with
practicums included
Workshops were held after school
1
I
I
Ii
f
SCHOOL; HIGHLAND SCHOOL
TOPIC - PROJECT IN THE ARTS
Participants
: Larry Brady and teaching staff
Total Expenditures
: $1 ,800
Goal s
| 2 .
n,edia/techniques
To help students and teachers see themselves and each other as worthwhile
me"
an array of useful talents that are anImpona^t oflife, both within and outside of school. ^
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ij^ctivities
«1. Met with Pioneer staff to clarify goals
2. Met with Warren Timmerman in workshop setting to develop a humanistic
i atmosphere in the school
3. Two Tull -day workshops held on "creativity in the classroom", run by
1
Jim Ballard
A. Teachers utilized strategies created in classrooms
p. Artisans/performers visited Highland to demonstrate and work with teachers, kids.
Bernard McMahon-Pottery
Nancy McNamera-Weaving
Jim B!i*2z 2k,rcl-Painting
The Guild Players-Drama
^nd a Mass Department of Education expert on motion and dance.
I
i
.\ccompl ishments
I. Children enthused and involved in art and drama experiences
!. Teachers creating new and different uses of existent curriculum
,1. Practicing artists and crafts people brought into school
u Restraining forces(time, money, materials) overcome by staff commi tmfnT arcj
participation
>. Teachers exposed to new ways of handling materials and large groups of kids
simul taneously
f '^trengths
Experiential teacher orientation to
lassroom activities
;ids involved in "doing"
eacher enthusiasm
,taff participation
dentifying consultants to meet own
eeds
Weaknesses
Slow movement towards goals
Leadership of project nebulous at times
Decision making structure on project
unclear at times
Follow-up activities fragmented, if any.
Confusion between role of Project
Pioneer and role of principal
252
ource of Data:
n-site evaluation
rincipal's Evaluation Report
ioneer Meeting Summaries
ole of Project Pioneer
esource linker
dministrative support
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l
iOREST PARK JUNIOR HIGH, SPRINGFIELD
:OMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM
r^tici pants : Department Chairpersons, teachers, Bob Pasini (Principal)
Dotal Expenditures
: $1,300.00
Soals
l.
j
To clear up the confusion and
Chapter 766 in September '74.
anxiety surrounding the possible implementation of
j
^ctivities
.10/3 -
JO/19
Jl/14
;i/23 -
;;/9 -
718 -
Initial meeting and interview with Bob Pasini
Meeting with department chairpersons and Pasini - needs assessraent/interviewConsultants from S.H.D.C. meet with department chairpersons and principal andexisting problems and possible goals p
t i a
Problem focus developed - Chapter 766 - program developed for dealing with problem.Workshop Consultants: Elaine DeCicco, Lee Newhouse, Dorothy Butler
anftS^makffS^her'^planf
department chairpersons to discuss outcome of workshop
iccomplishments
—i—
—
itaff found out accurate information regarding "766" - anxiety and confusion
lleviated - problem dissipated - early ending of project
[trengths Weaknesses
xcellent 766 workshop Lack of consensus on issues to work on
After crisis issue was resolved, the "steam"
was removed from the project
* Unclear Project Pioneer resource support system
ble of Project Pioneer
fovided consultants
hitial problem solvers
imi ni strati ve support
^iurce of Data
Pnsultant Summary Forms
7oject Final Evaluation Report
.(ii-Site Evaluation
brkshop Evaluation Forms
JUNIPER PARK SCHOOL. WESTFIELD
rOPlC: DEVELOPING A CONTINUOUS PROGRESS. NON-GRADED PRORRAM
iarticipants : Entire staff, Tom McManus (Principal), Maurie Hillson (Consultant)
Fotal Expenditures
: $5,500
254
Joals:
To develop a program that reflected the particular the eduratinn;,! ^
f^Tthe 1 p^^
School people; (1) the improvement of achievement in the academ^c°Ireas(2) th lessening of unnecessary and undesirable pressures on the nuniU
1
^-eduction of less wholesome forms of competition alon^ch^d?e^. (STti^redL L
I gap between Stated school goals and achieved school practices (5) the develoomentof activities the would assure all children the change to work colfortablfand Size
' iiax- iS;
:
objectives that were to be achieved. ^u.i.Luia
The development of comprehensive sets of diagnostic materials related to the curriculumin each area that would identify a pupil's iLel of mastery and/or cLp«^
I
in turn would serve to guide the prescriptive educational endeavor that reflects non-graded continuous progress education.
. The development of inventories drawn from the various diagnoses so that each child's
educational history and situation would be clearly profiled.
ctivities
/74 - Involvement in one-week summer comprehensive workshop
i/74 - Numerous meetings with staff in developing focus of change proj’ect
0/2 - "Development of a continuous Progress curriculum" - stated need for consultant
assistance in attaining this goal
2/3 - Interest in Maurie Hillson as consultant - to this point staff had formed three
i content committees (regarding, math, language arts) which had, to varying degrees,
I
developed behavioral objectives.
(y21 - Workshop on humanistic ed.
*y25 - Dr. Hillson met with teacher committee to pursue the development of continuous
1
progress procedures and curriculum in Language arts, reading, and math and outline
a schedule of action.
5 - Dr. Hillson at Juniper (1) Complete, react and edit rough draft of operationally
defined curriculum in reading, language arts and math (2) Began to put together
guidelines for diagnostic surveys
Dr. Hillson at Juniper (1) Completion of diagnostic surveys and editing of drafts -
wrote manual for administration (2) Started developing inventories and profiles
and decide on scoring for developmental levels of competencies
*^|'19&3/22 - Dr. Hillson at Juniper (1) Completion of all inventories and profiles, and
editing (2) Some consideration for administering tests, and of possible reorgan-
ization.
/26 - Dr. Hillson at Juniper - Full day of preparationof setting up the schedule for
testing and manner of scoring - how to collect data, scoring forms, etc.
I;eks of 5/6 & 5/13 - Administration of orofiles
f'21 - Dr. Hillson at Juniper (1) Worked with the results of the tests, and decided on
' some tentative organization plans (2) Developed communications with community
63 & 6/5 - Finalized all of the activities and plans and met with the parents of the
school for a presentation of what has been done and what is in store for the next
year.
V
/8 -
255\ccomp1 i shments
)r. Hill son comments:
^iabie''serofcrrr?c'ul“'doc« a
irofiling puDil performance - an analysis of the^studlnt‘’po™Utlin^as a -°-
|'!evr/o}''thI'collabS?a?^rInd^
^SlrwiinH^F^i^XE'rS'
£i trials, evaluations, and feedback that will lead to the oolishina of
Vom^nl^
arrangements as well as the necessary revisions and* redirections that emanatero day-to-day, week-to-week and month-to-month practice."
trenqths
xcellent administrative support
uality staff ready to move
roducts will be used and changed
op-notch consultant- very committed
ito Juniper Park - a definite plan of
iaction developed early in program
^japped into excellent outside resource
iimaterials
Weaknesses
Unadequate communication among curricular sub
groups
No piloting of program this year
Having to wear two hats as teacher and curricul
developer
Need for further communication with district
wide curriculum committee
fjple of Pioneer
problem Solver
2;esource-hunter/workshop organizer/consultant linker
fUdmini strati ve supporter (provided. release time, subs, resource materials, supplies,
^ecretarial assistance, etc.)
vDurce of Data
consultant Final Report
•^-Site Evlauation
.droject Final Evaluation Report
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AMES CLARK, AGAWAM
eveloping interest centers
— Rosemary Arnold, Terri August. Beth Robinson
otal Expenditures
: $1 ,000
oals
To
To
. To
:tivities
'isitations with open education consultants and classroomsjharing session with other open education Agawam teams at end of vear
urrjc&aLriin?^'™ 1c<entifi cation and classrL
Itilization of ideas and techniques gained from participation in Pioneer workshops
compi ishments
adaptation of commercial
72 - 73 .
oom environments conducive to group and individual learning experiences •
arental involvement in classrooms
itJMceb
Jelf direction evident in students
umerous materials made by teachers
nformal sharing among students evident
tandardized reading test scores increased in comparison to traditional classrooms
irengths
lirticipation of total Clark staff in Project
(ioneer program increased
ceptance of team's classroom approaches
l;h cooperation and sharing among team members
source support from Project Pioneer
7erness, aggressiveness and commitment of
i^am to their project
Weaknesses
Greater internal support needed in
initial stages
ye of Pioneer
t'al Support/Encouragement
fimuni cation with Central Office
fcource aquisition
ifirce of Data
(
Site Evaluation Report »
ject Final Evaluation Inventory
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MIDDLE SCHOOLS SUMMER WORKSHOP, WESTFIELD
CURRICULUN & ORGANIZATIONAL PLANNING & DEVELOPM ENT
Pa rticipants : Administrators and teachers (40) from both North and South MiddleSchools (August 6-17)
Total Expenditures; $4,500.00
jGoals
1 .
'2
iC •
,3.
To explore one's feelings towards interdisciplinary team teaching and make decisions
accord i ng ly
.
To provide a highly flexible program which could allow for many diverse activities
such as : Identification of issues and concerns, collection of logistical infor-
mation regarding facilities, materials, scheduling, identification of tasks, utiliza-
tion of outside resource people, goals and clarification and curriculum planning,improving staff communication and problem solving skills.
To provide a resource team of six educators who will be available to individual teams
to serve as curriculum resources, idea people and group planning facilitators. To
supplement these resources with four teams of teachers and administrators with inter-
disciplinary team experience.
|\ccompli shments
/Logistical concerns taken care of (scheduling, ordering materials, grouping, inter team
i discipline) in a systematic way.
/Exposure to new ideas, attitudes, and concepts - gained a better understanding of team
J teaching. Helped create a positive climate for the beginning of a new middle school.
/One 8th grade team decided to implement a humanistic ed. program as an integral part
I of their curriculum and to tap into the expertise of one of the workshop consultants on
i| an on-going basic.
/Much teacher-administrator communication and compromising on issues
/Teams initiated curriculum reorganization.
strengths
become familiar with other team members
Exposure to new concepts and ideas
Ability to do some extensive planning
\with other team members
<^oluntary participation
flexible program - many options
Weaknesses
1st few days dragged
Incomplete teams
Some days too unstructured for participants
More printed materials needed
Inadequate administrative participation
Little follow-up between Project Pionner and
Middle schools after summer program
dole of Pioneer
.’Tanned, organized and implemented workshop
ildentified and provided material and consultant resources
i^oneer staff served as consultants
I’ioneer provided leadership in issue resolution between teacher and administrators
i!.ource of Data
:'aily workshop Reaction Form
linal teacher Summary Forms
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AGAWAM CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
HEALTH EDUCATION CURRICULUM REVISION
Pdrticipants. C. Capitani, R. DelPozzo, H. Clark, C. Hallaman, A. Morison,
M. Winters, Jim Bruno (Ass't to Superintendent)
Total Expend itures
: $900
Goals
1. To increase health education articulation at grades 6-12 to eliminate
unnecessary overlap and provide more time for in-depth study of areas of
special concern.
2. To identify human and material resources related to health education.
Activities
aoal setting/problem identification with Project Pioneer staff (2/6/74)
Development of plan of action-held five meetings by task group to coordinate
curriculum and finalize recommendations.
Accomplishments
Curriculum guides in health education areas refined and articulated between
grade levels and subject areas.
Several specific recommendations presented to Superintendent related to the
ihealth education curriculum.
TIew interest and enthusiasm by administration and teachers in revitalizing the
ihealth education curriculum.
ptrengths
Effective team work in task group/
jUtilized current curriculum goals
and materials to build upon.
Interest of central office
administration.
Weaknesses
Need for more technical and curricular
expert! sey
Needed participation of other teachers
working in health education area-
Need for more direct , affirmative
action by the administration on the
group's recommendations/
iRole of Project Pioneer
Assisted in problem identification and developing plan of action
Administrative support
jSource of Data
('Project Final Evaluation Report
^Project Services Inventory
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URCHLAND PARK SCHOOL
! ‘OPIC - MIDDLE SCHOOL READING PROGRAM
'articipants : Mr. Katsoulis, Mr.
Mrs. Noonan
Fassnacht, Mrs. Cook, Mrs. Krause, MrSiBerneche
btal Expenditures
; $ i , 400
oal s
j. To develop a rationale for creating a reading program.
. To identify a student needs by use of test available.'
. To develop a total reading program through staff and administrative
participation. This program would be designed to provide for the defined
j
needs of our student body.
|. To provide facilities for implementation of said program.
I. To develop an understanding of current staff capabilities and needs in the
area of reading.
tctivities
j. Intra-departmental meetings with administration.
!. Departmental meetings with administration.
|. Meetings with Project Pioneer Personnel.
Development of a reading committee.
Input of specialist (Dr. Joseph Lipp) for the purpose of developing the
need for a reading program.
. Test analysis in conjunction with Dr. Lipp and guidance personal.
. Teacher questionnaire used to find current status of reading at
Birchland Park.
. Visitation to area communities and workshops by reading committee members to
I
find what currently is in vogue in the reading area.
,. Development of reading in service workshop with Gilbert Lamarr (Longmeadow
I
School System Reading Coordinator) as consultant.
^compl ishments ;
'. School Committee commitment to staff a reading program.
:. Hiring a reading specialist.
. Hiring of three learning aides,
i.
Establishment of a reading laboratory.
;. Two week summer workshop with financial support for four staff members to
establish a specific format for our program in the fall.
1
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;
Strengths
(The selection of personnel for the
I
reading committee was excel lent. These
i individuals formed the cornerstone of
: our program development.
The time spent in and out of school
was tremendous and proved invaluable.
The selection of Mr. Lamarr was an
excel lent choice.
The involvement of many areas and
staffmembers worked out quite well.
Role of Project Pioneer
Initial diagnosis and goal setting
Assistance with resource acquisition
jAdmini strati ve support
ISource of Data
—
jlWorkshop feedback forms
Principal's observations
iSchool team report inventory
Weaknesses
The program could have moved more
quickly.
I he selection of the first consultant
could have been done with a more
thorough evaluation.
The first consultant experience was
not a good one.
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j ^estfield Administrators
j[ogi£s - The Mew Social Studies, teacher evaluation and Reading Curriculum
—
seiectefteacher"’
administrators. 13 principals and
fotal Expenditures
: $2,800
1
I
|ioals:
i 1. To develop a plan for implementing the new social studies curriculum
^
more effectively.
a. To increase administrators knowledge and skill level in the new social
i
studies
;
b. To identify and gain commitment to the role of central office administrators
and principals in supporting the implementation of the new social studies
I
curriculum.
c. To create and implement a plan of action to increase teacher knov^ledge of the
: new social studies curriculum.
2. To introduce principals to four approaches to teacher evaluation.
' 3. To increase principal's skills in analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of
various reading programs.
activities
‘. 2/10 -
? 2/12 -
2/21 -
?/4 -
;78 -
li/9 -
r/16 -
7/23 -
1725 -
:/26 -
;/T3 -
im -
713 -
r/1 -
f -
f
Vl4 -
;/i9
/20
1/25
Initial meeting with Dr. Caldwell to discuss area of concern and Pioneer's
support role
First meeting with total administrative staff to have the group define the
problem. Data collected via questionnaire. Task force appointed.
Ed Smith assumed leadership for feedback diagnostic information to total
group and working for group consensus on next steps.
Administrative Task force met to design in-service component
Task forces finalized plans for 1st in-service session.
Total administrative group convened to begin dealing with key issues
First training session for administrators - 3 sub groups worked on new social
studies ideas
Training session dealing with conceptual social studies and teaching of values
Curriculum director met with Pioneer staff to plan further in-service activities.
Total administrative group worked through issues of roles, responsibilities
and commitment.
Data of roles summarized and agreed to by various roles groups involved
Two different proposals for social studies in-service presented by task force.
Administrative group agreed to assume responsibility for teacher in-service
program for May.
Curriculum Director and Pioneer staff met with social studies consultant
Social studies workshops provided for K-6 teachers. Vincent Rogers used as
major consultant.
Dr. Caldwell and Pioneer staff discussed issue of teacher evaluation techniques
and Pioneer support.
. ,
. • r ^
Dr. Caldwell and Pioneer staff discussed reading curriculum in-service for ad-
ministrators
Reading workshop for administrators
Reading workshop for administrators
_
Teacher evaluation workshops for administrators - Clinic for University Teaching
by John Lopez and Scott Clark and 33 Roles program by Indicators of Quality
consultat
Teacher evaluation works - Clinical supervision approach by Mataliagno and perfor-
mance based approach by University of Maine consultants
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j
^ccomplishments
!:
i.
Roles and job descriptions clari
Knowledge of new social studies,
curricula was increased.
fied by various administrative groups,
new approaches to teacher evaluation and reading
Administrative group began to open-up and discuss issues more authenticallv
Introductory workshops planned and provided for teachers.
School system linked up with an excellent social studies curriculum consultantAdministrators beginning to consider a growth approach to teacher evaluation
strengths Weaknesses
ull administrative participation
Support of Pioneer staff
ieveral effective principals assumed leadership
frequency of meetings
Effectiveness of task group
Very little follow through by adminis-
trative group
Weak group problem solving by adminis-
trative group
Plan of action weakly implemented
Lack of ownership and responsibility for
the problem of administrative group
ole of Project Pioneer
Helped group gather data and clarify problem
I. Worked closely with task group
. Supported principal leaders during in-service sessions
Provided materials and consultant resources
f'Ource of Data
[ioneer meeting summaries
ibservation of Administrative sessions
specially developed diagnostic instruments
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JUNIPER PARK/FRANKLIN AVENUE SCHOOLS
TOPIC - DIAGNOSTIC READING PROGRAM
Participants : 16 teachers
Total Expenditures
: $1,700
Goal s
1. To assist teachers in developing skills in utilizing
approach to teaching reading.
2. To assist teachers in utilizing the Croft materials
a diagnostic prescriptive
in their classrooms.
Activities
Workshop series composed of following areas:
: 1 . A model for Reading Comprehension Skills Development
2. Foundations of Reading Comprehension
3. A Systems Approach to Comprehension Skills
4. Using test results for grouping and teaching
'' 5. Literal and interpretive reading
6. Analytic, critical and creative reading
' 7. Teaching the Taxonomy of Comprehension Skills through literature
8. Teaching the Taxonomy of Comprehension Skills through expository
materials
:|\ccompl ishments
.1. Evaluation reports of the workshop series demonstrates that most of the
participants acquired important reading curriculum skills and have already
piloted some of the ideas in their classrooms.
1 . Reading specialists and principals in the two participating schools have
taken a very active role in supporting the use of Croft reading materials
in classrooms.
^>trenqths
rinthusiasm of teachers and support of principals
;txpert consultant leadership and follow-through
troft materials provided a practical and easy method of assisting teachers
Jise the diagnostic-prescription approach
1
i
Jole of Project Pioneer
(administrative support
;.Qurce of Data
lonsul tant
'orkshop Evaluation Reports
rincipals
NORTH AND SOUTH MIDDLE SCHOOLS - WESTFTFI n
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TOPIC; READING CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
]^artici pants : 16 teachers and 2 reading specialists
rotal Expenditures
: $2,500
aoals:
Jeinforcfreadinrskllls!^
""""
them to
To provide teachers with practical materials and techniques that can be utilizedimmediately in their classrooms to stimulate interest in reading
Activities
1/8 -
1/16
2/20
/2 -
/14 -
713 -
Pioneer staff met with 18 teachers and administrators to focus-in on the problem
eading task force met to develop plan of actionand recommendations
Pioneer staff met with principal and reading specialists to decide on in-service
reading program.
Pioneer staff met with reading consultant to organize administrative details
Reading workshop series began and continued through Feb. 13 (10 sessions held)
Final workshop session
iccomplishments
. Skills acquired by teachers in teaching reading skills.
Teachers introduced to new materials and techniques
Several interdisciplinary teams began working more effectively together on reading
trenqths
everal excellent reading consultants
were used
seful techniques and materials were
provided
.earns of teachers worked together
)le of Pioneer
Weaknesses
Inadequate feedback from participants
during workshops
Lack of follow through on-site
initial Problem focus
Jmini strati ve support
fata Source
prkshop reaction sheets
iiscussions with participants and consultants
I
I JUNIPER PARK SCHOOL, WESTFIELD
INDIVIDUALIZING THROUGH WORK JOBS AND INTEREST CENTERS
^rtici pants : Phyllis Halloran, Jean Mealy (primary teachers)
total Expenditures $1 ,200.00
aoals
Work toward providing immediate reinforcement activities to meet the various levelsof learning within the first grade (interest centers).
Nine or more basic reading and math groups will be served instead of thpMore will be learned about the students interests! s!nu, !nd methL^^f IfaJnfnqA systemof on-going individual and group evaluation will be developed
^
Greater interaction will be encouraged through interest center utilization.
ictivities
^no
development (one week) - workjobs and interest centers
l\b-d./ZZ - Developing workjobs and interest centers
'/15 “ Developing workjobs and interest centers
- purchasing of raw materials -
wealth of learning materiald developed.
ccompl ishments
Interest centers developed, evaluated and modified
Workjobs created - evaluative system effective
Active, exciting, diverse classroom - much goes on there
Self direction of students evident - classroom cooperation with teachers evident
Use of older children helping in classroom
trengths Weaknesses
nthusiasm and expertise of team members
upport of principal
reject Pioneer resource support
ole of Project Pioneer
Resource hunters and linkers
jjjdmini strati ve support
(jpurce of Data
-Site Evaluation Report
oject Final Evaluation Report
JAMES CLARK SCHOOL, AGAWAM
TOPIC - COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM
r^tici pants : Total staff (17 teachers, Julia Crawford, Principal)
Total Expenditures : $8,500
Goal s
1. To increase staff communication.
2. To increase staffs' ability to function together as a unit
involved in making decisions in areas which directly effect
their teaching.
3. To individualize the teaching of reading.
Activities
One meeting with summer team to plan workshop
One communications workshop day
Eight diagnosis of problems and work/planning sessions
Eighteen visitations (1 per staff)
Five curriculum workshop days
One meeting to view films
Twelve subgroup work sessions on curriculum material
One meeting with principal to go over individualizing material
Role of Project Pioneer
1. Provided consultant help.
2. Provided released time (substitutes)
3. Paid staff for after school work.
4. Provided materials.
5. Set up visitations.
6. Provided films.
Sequence of Events
August Team of teachers and principal attended week-long
workshop on Effecting Change within Schools.
September Meeting with summer team to plan workshop.
Communications Workshop: all staff
Two all staff meetings for problem census and
problem solving
October Work groups met.
All staff meeting for reports from work groups.
Summary
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That a majority of respondents indicated the project had afferteH
enthusia^rL'mSt
"l^ron'lhisl^nai^™^^^
The two questions dealing with current effects on students (motivationand academic achievement) received only 6 responses which correaterwith 6 fee mg only slight changes had occurred this year frchild?en(question 1 on the previous questionnaire). ^ childre
Within Strengths of Project, consultants (7). released time (9) and
visitations p) were reported as most helpful which relates to the mostexciting part of the work being reported as the gaining of new ideas
and theories by 12 respondents.
The amount of work still to do (4), and not enough progress (5) werethe highest responses to "most disappointing" which relates to 11 people
respoiKjing that lack of time stoppe(d them from being further along.
NORTH MIDDLE SCHQOI
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TOPIC - INTERDISCIPLINARY TFAM
Participants: L. Belisle, J. Clark, L. Clark, L. Siska
Total Expenditures : $1,100
Goals
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
To implement a humanistic approach to one hundred 8th grade student^To receive training in several humanistic education approaches.10 design a classroom management approach compatable with
humanistic education.
To examine attitudes as teachers with a view towards remainingpositive towards self, team and students. ^
Activities
Three day training set at beginning of year focusing on Teacher
Effectiveness Training.
Strategies in Humanistic Education for the Middle School and directed and
non-directive classroom management.
Periodic problem solving sessions with consultants.
Periodic cl-acssroom visitations by consultants.
Accompl ishments
1. Four classrooms managed with a severe drop in referrals to principal.
2. Ability to conduct Humanistic Education sessions in areas of self
and others-first steps taken.
3. A willingness to confront present teaching style and change.
4. Most dramatic change with one teacher-six months into the year was
ready to quit. A problem solve session along with strategies for
alternative classroom structures turned her around to where she was
a joy to team with.
5. Strengthening of team.
6. More individualized instructional design.
7. Movement toward student self-directedness.
8. Greater self-understanding on the part of staff.
9. Student-participative classroom managment design created and
implemented.
Strengths
High level of team cooperation
Willingness to examine self as
teacher
Experimentation with new approach
to learning
An atmosphere of conviviality
Carry-over and extension of learning
from Project Pioneer Middle School
Workshops, Summer 1973.
.
Weaknesses
An oasis in a desert-only team
in school with such high goals
Further need for administration
support
Time for the team to plan to-
gether more often
Irregularity of consultant meetings
Slow movement from theoretical to
practical applications of humanistic
education
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Role of Project Pioneer
Identified and supplied human and material resources
Source of Data
Consultant observation
Periodic check lists
Ongoing staff-consultant meetings
On-site discussion
^HOOL: west SPRINGFIELD HIGH SCHOni
TOPIC - AMERICAN STnnTF<;
270
Participants : E. Donally, English teacher
J. Salamon, Social Studies
Studies teacher, S. Walsh,
> • Ealcetti, English teacher
teacher, J. Shehan, Social
English teacher
»
Total Expenditures
: $1,000
Goals
Activities
Goal/objective setting sessions
Weekly planning and organizational meetings
American
Independent interdisciplinary research and curricular developmentCorrelation between behavioral goal of disciplines
^
Accompl ishments
1. Completed objectives for each discipline.
2. On-going sharing of the scope and sequence of English and Social
Studies.
Strengths
Financial backing from Pioneer
Crossing of "discipline" boundaries
Meeting on regular basis
Role of Project Pioneer
Financial support
Administrative Tasks
Resource linker
Weaknesses
Lack of time
Lack of team member with expertise
in the arts
Source of Data
Team Report
Appendix G
SHDC LABORATORY WORKSHOP
questionnaire
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AGAvM «;d SFKEIGFIEIJ) ' \
I . •
/
.
* •
Schools Participating. Springfield, Dcaen-y
'
'
Agaiiani Jr. iiigli, Clark Elecentary, Granger Element
Humber Participants Enrolled. TVenty-eight
Consulting-Training Source. Springfield Human Development Center, Ino.
DAILY E'/ALUATTC?.
. ,
'
A daily evaluation form uas filled out by all participants at theconclusion of each daily session. The cuostions and dita follo-n
1. Hhat uas your overall reaction to today’s meeting? (check one bov)
0 +1 +2 +3
very
negative
neutral very
positive
The follovjing 'breakdoim occurred "by schools and by days. Since
no negative numbers were checlied, the fcllo^.'ing scale includes
only fron 0 (neutral) to +3 (veiy positive).
"TlcBerry Clark ET.em
.0
I Granc'or .Af^awan LlroHi,
]
0 -^•3 '+3 0 -!-l !-:-3
1 0 l-M !--2 !-:o 0 1 ->1 ! iv2
M ?- 1 1 1 5 1 ' 5 1 2 5
_
'
T
“
JL 2 3 3 3 u•V 1 2
U
— —
3 1 1 7 1 2
_rl.
A
6 1
Th
—
2 1 5 2
——
Is 2
F
— —
]. 3 8 k 3 s
Total 2 10 5 2 1 10 25 0 2 18 M
1
1 Li 23 0
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• I
Schools Participating* Springfield, DeBerry •
Agawara; Jr. High, Clark Elementary, Granger Elementary
Number Participants Enrolled* Tv^enty-eight ' - •
Consulting-Training Source* Springfield Human Development Center, Inci
DAILY EVALUATION
.
A daily evaluation form was filled out by all participants at the
conc-usion of each daily session. The questions and data follow*
1. l/hat was your overall reaction to today’s meeting? (check one box)
rJ- -Z -1 0 +1 +2 +3
very
negative
neutral very
positive
T - -
-
'
...
The following breakdown occurred by schools and by days. Since
no negative numbers were checked, the following scale includes
only from 0 (neutral) to +3 (ver^^ positive).
DeBerry Clark Elem. Gre.nger Agawam l!r,Hi.
0 -J-3. •i-2 0 1 +1 +2 -:-3 0 -:-l |+2!-;-3 0 i-2 iv3
M 2 1 1 1 5 X 5 1 2 5 1
T 3 2 3 3 3 4 1 0 5
U 3 1 1 7 1 2 5 6 1
Th 2 1 5 2 4 4
'
4 2
F 1 3 8 4 4 3 3
tal 2 10 5 2 1 10 25 0 2 18 18 1 4 23 9
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2* V/hat did you like most about the mectinc?
3* What did you like least about the meeting?
The data for questions 2 and 3 organized in the following vfayi
A* Structure of the vrorkshop
This area included responses that concerned time (either the
lack of or the need to use it differently), facilities, noise
level, evaluation forms and fatigue factors. A total of 4 re-
sponses included this category under question 2 (most) and
30 responses Included this category under question 3 (least).
B. Atmosphere and organization of the v/orkohop ; V
This area included responses that concerned inter-school
mixing, individual mixing, feelings of support, agrecr.cnt
with workshop goals and general v;orkshop climate. A total of
24 responses included this category under question 2 (most)
and 5 responses included this category under question 3 (least).
C. Leadcr/Consultant Behavior
This category included responses that concerned leader skill,
leader method and general rapport with the leadership. A total
of 14 responses included this category under question 2 (most)
and 0 responses included this category under question 3 (least).
D School Team Issues
I f
D. l. Climate of School Team
This category included responses that concerned perception of
support, team comjounicatlon and resolution of internal conflict.
A total of 29 responses included this category under question
2 (most) and 11 included this category under question 3 (least).
D.2. Progress on task
This category included perception of movement in working to-
gether as a school team in order to plan for change. A total of
58 responses included this category under question 2 (most) end
4 responses included this category under question 3 (least). These
4 responses viere all given at the beginning of the vreek.
I
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E« Skills ajid Concepts
E*l* Input Sessions
This category Included reactions to various methods utilized to
teach new concepts considered basic to organizational functioning.
A total of 17 responses included this category under question
2 (most) and 2 responses included this category under question
3 (least).
E.2. Practice sessions
This category included reactions to various methods utilized
to practice concepts and skills introduced under E.I., including
role playing, exercises and direct practice periods. A total of
37 responses included this category under question 2 (most) and
16 responses included this category under question 3 (least).
None of the I6 responses to question 3 indicated a dislike of
practice sessions in general. Rather, these responses indicated
liking least a specific method of practice.
E.3* Individual growth/insight
This category included responses which indicated a feeling of
personal growth or vforth derived from the experience of the
workshop. A total of 4 responses included this category under
question 2 (most) and 1 response included this category under
question 3 (least).
Q. 2 MOST Q. 3 least
A 4 30
B 24 5
C 14 0
D.l 29 11
D.2 58 4
E.l 17 2
E.2 37 16
E.3 4 1
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PRE^WORKSKOP EXPECTATIONS /PCST-VJORKSHOP TTVAT.TiATTrx '
‘
‘
Expectations Questionnaire v;as filled out by each partici-p^t at 9s
1^ a.m. on Monday mominc, prior to the beginning of ajiy work
fllloTouTt t Evaluation Questionnaire wasH ^ participant at ^ p.m. Friday afternoon after theconcluoion of the workshop. A sununary of the data follows!
(
1*9 P^!+’ What do you hope to gain/leam from this workshop?1.2 Post-borkshops v/hat did you gain/leam from this vforkshop?
The data was organized under three general headings;
a. Curriculum and Teaching Issues including teacher-student
relationships, teaching methods and curriculum ideas.
b. Organizational Change Issues including climate, team building,
communication skills, problem solving/decision making and
group dynamic skills
c# Personal Growth
a. Curriculum b. Organizational c. Personal
1.1
Pre
9 17 0
1.2
Post 0 Climate 8 9
Team Building 9
Communication 12
Probo Solv 9
Group Dyn. 3
2.1 Pre-VJorkshop; What do you think you will be able to do, or would
like to do after having participated in this workshop?
2.2 Post Vforkshop; VIhat do you think you are able to do after having
participated in this workshop?
This question was designed to elicit needs/expectations in the area
of skill development and a self-assessment of skill development after
the workshop. Again, the data was organized into*
a. CuiTiculum/classroom skills
b. Organizational functioning and change skills
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1
I
a. Curriculum
Skills
b. Organizational
Skills
2.1
Pre 12 Team Building
— ^Problem Solvln/7- 7
'
' Communication^ 3
2.2
Post 1
i
Team Building V?
Problem Solving H
Communication iQ
3.1
of
Pre-Uorkshopj V/hat do you think vjill'be
of this workshop for you? Be as specific
the vstrengths and
as possibleo
weaknesses
3.2 Post-Uorkshop: What were the strengths and weaknesses of this
workshop for you? Be as specific as possible.
Questions 3.1 and 3.2 were designed to elicit expectations/evaluations
fi A. Organization and format of workshop,* 3. Content areas of work-
Prp +
. St v; St V/
A. Organization end format
1. Leadership^ 0 0 14 ~o
—
2. Make-up of teams sent 0 0 0 2
3© Methods for learning 0 0 15 2
4. Time 0 5=^ 0 9^;:
5. Evaluation Techniques 0 0 0 2
B# Content areas
1. Goals of Change/probo solving 3 1 5 3 i
2. Exposure to new ideas 7 0 8 0
i
3. Applicability of content 0 6 7 0 !
4. Team building skills 8 0 9 0
!
5. Communication skills 4 2 7 c
!
6* Curriculum techniques 5 0 0 0
G* Personal Growth 0 0 3 0
* Of the 5 feeling tj.me vras a weakness on the Pre, 4 felt not enough time was
allocated and 1 felt too much time had been allocated . Of the 9 feeling time
was a weakness on the Post, all 9 felt not enough time was available.
SUMMARY AJID CONCLUSIOTJ^^
1. While individual participants at times found eitherInput/contenb or type of pracblce non-helpful, the Generalreaction was that both concept/content and practice wSr^^pful.
2# Some lack of clarity seemed to be present prior to the wo-rkshonrelative to workshop goals as evidenced in pre-workshop expecU-tions that included curriculum/teaching methods. Howeve^', Lnegative evaluations occurred as a result of these areas notbeing included..
3e The largest number of positive evaluation
of progress on planning for change (58),
sessions ( 37 ) > improvement of school team
and organization of the workshop (2^).
s occurred in the areas
skill development
climate (29) and atmospher
4# The largest number of negative responses occurred in the area of
structure of the vjorkshop (30) with the majority of these citing
lack of enough time, interference by other individual's or group's
talking, and the repetition of filling out forms.
RECOMI-IEjIUATIONS
1. Additional time may be spent for future vrorkshops of this type to
clarify goals with participants prior to the v.’orkshop.
2 * Some questions vfere raised in the feedback vrhich may indicate the
need to examine team composition in order to:
a. include more or all members of the school staff in this type
of workshop.
b. ULiisure more consistent attendance of all principals.
Appendix H
£LQjj.PJ PIONEER CURRI CULUM dZ\lliQ?'AZUJ TEAM".
PROPOSAL FORMAT
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TO: Springfield Schools
FRaM: Oohn Lopez - Curriculum Associate, Project Pioneer
Project Pioneer, an ESEA Title ITT nmiort j
has funds available for use by teams of tLchers in rurrl^wi'^ °Pe''afion
school year 1973 - 1974. The'^proiect harbetwppn t m for the
for each team of teachers sele??ef^5 Dart^c^oatp 1
component of the project!
p i ip e in the curriculum development
sutmarfz^ be?ow!''
through twelfth grade are
1
!® teachers representing a high school, a middle schools
and an elementary school are developing a media approach to conceptual
«itf fipiU^ studies through classroom, laboratory, Ld on-Site field experiences. ”
—A team of teachers, para-professionais, specialists, and administrators aredeveloping a research-oriented program in kindergarten providing for theindividualization of the classroom environment for kids—emotionally
educationally, and socially. This is a pilot project, and its intent is
to progress into the primary grades and beyond.
Two high school English teachers are developing an Affective English
Program by integrating a "personal growth" approach to secondary English
curriculum through student moderated workshops with student peer group
evaluation.
—Two first grade and two second grade teachers plan to establish a flexible
classroom climate and provide for individualization through interest centers.
I
Because of the financial limits of the project, only 3-5 teams will be
I supported in any one school system. The teams selected to participate must meet
i basic criteria v/hich is outlined below. If you have an interest in applying for
' funding, please follow the step procedure and return, by mail to the address
1
given on that form.
I
INFORMATION FOR TEAM FINANCIAL SUPPORT
’ GUIDELINES:
i
!
1.' Two or more teachers will work as a team and assist each other as
"participant-observers". In implementing the curriculum project,
1 this role necessitates that each member of the team become a resource/
* support person in their relationship with other team members. Being a
' teacher means involvement as a particinatit ; an active member within the
' scope of the project. At the same time the teacher is a process
!
observer in that his/her role is much like an "advision" supplying both
' casual suggestion and structured evaluation to team members concerning
I
their performance as teacher-learner v/ithin the general framework ot their
I
I
I >
281I
I
BSEJi complete the following: (add pages as necessary)
GOAL: (be as specific as you wish)
(teacher GOALS:
Kwhat do you intend to achieve as
f, teachers?)
TEACHER ACTIVITIES:
TWiaT must be done to reach goals?)
1.
2.
i
3.
4.
[UDErrr goals:
jhat do you intend: the students to
Khieve as a result of this project?)
[]
STUDENT ACTIVITIES:
(Hhat will the student do to reach goals?)
1 1.
,
• 2.
'
1
1
1
3.
282
Step j? 1 (con't)
4. How win your classroom or students be different as a result of this project?
5. How will you as teachers be different as a result of this project?
Appendix I
PROJECT PIOuEER, ESEA TTTl F ttt
final EVALUATION: CENTRAL OFFICE ADMINISTRATORS
administrator final
\
evaluation report
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(check one)
.
Superintendent
Assi stant
^
Superi ntcr.dent
Curriculum Director
Supervisor or Coordinator
ase CIRCLE the preferred number
Project Pioneer resulted in an increase in coouni cation
mnd cooperation between the participating school systems.
iProject Pioneer provided a valuable linkage to outside
resources (human & material).
'Project Pioneer programs created healthy conflict and
•problen solving in our schools.
ft^roject Pioneer support at the grassroots level (teachers)
fhelped ideas and enthusiasm to fl(r.v from the bottom to the
‘top of the organization.
i^roject Pioneer helped to implement some important changes in
^ur schools.
i intend to make an active effort to sustain the ideas and
programs that Pioneer has helped implement in our schools.
>^roject Pioneer has resulted in an increased sharing of ideas
nnd resources within our school system.
<u
r— O)
CT> S-
c cnO rj
i- Vi
4-> •»-
to Q
2 3
12 3 4
>.
CT’C C
o a
S- i
c •»
to c:.
1 2 3 4 5
ifroject Pioneer was a duplication of services already provided
In our school system.
^
1 2 3 4 5
3'he major advantages of an outside, consortium, in-service training
nenter (Project Pioneer) are:
a. . :
c. '
,
•
•
ihe major disadvantages of an outside, consortium, in-service training
ienter (Project Pioneer) are:
a.
b.
c.
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Check each of tht iteTis that apply, .
I hope to support Project Pioneer generated progran>s next year byi
"
'
•
'
‘
^Re-ordering priorities to support the programs..
.
.
:
_He1ping to defend programs at the school cooittee and comunity level.
'
_Aliow1ng release days to be used for the programs.
_Cont1nu1ng to tap into the consultant and material resources tharvrere us'ed this
•
‘
>
,
—Developing a thorough evaluation to determine If the programs merit support.
..Establishing ways for programs to be shared and disseminated to other Interested school
Other
I vrauld continue the Project Pioneer Consortiuni idea ne^t year by.. (Results of thu
will be presented at next board meeting) ^ ^ ....^K i his
Establishing a teacher and administrator exchange program betwee systons to
_B. Synchronizing in-service training days so systems can share resources.
.^C. Continuing to meet periodically as an administrative planning group to v,t)rk on
specified tasks. , •
^
^
*
J). Developing a plan to exchange samples of teacher prepared materials.
E. Pooling research and development efforts in specified areas.
F. Others
;(e can accomplish the items checked above by taking the following actions.
0
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to
do
it.
No
voting
in
2nd
meeting
but
was
joked
about.
Most
decisions
seem
to
must
happen
(plop)
or
as
a
result
of
minority
decision.
.principal
often
minority
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Consultant Goal 5^
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
Strengthen leadership,
Develop decision making
develop shared leadership,
process.
Add recognition and success to reward system.
Develop process of communication which includP*; licfon,-keeping focus and clarifying. •
ludes listening,
Affect power distribution through above rather than directly.
Consultant Strategy
1 . Use task content'meetings to strengthen leadership bva) recognition and support for leadership attemptsb) helping group members link.
2 . Use consultant feedback to develop awareness
alternatives. of dynamics and
3. Question: How does what they're doing really relat» to their d-vby day problems? Helping them develop thirfasr^rapLfto thu
ship^
ov/nership, increased investment and motivation for leader-
in? See if you can find
out. May give additional data.
5. Group needs external (joint) workshop on leadership/decision
Appendix K
V
‘
v’
1. NAME
. PROJECT PIONEER
SCHOOL VISITATION/CONFERENCE REACTION FORM
SCHOOL
School visited/conference attended
How would you rate the overall quality of this experience?
-2 -1 cr
^
+1
Date
I
very
negative
lieutraV
+2 +3
very
positive
. What did you like most about this experience?
. What did you like leas t about this experience?
. V/hat ideas, materials or methods that you observed or participated in would you
like to use in your classroom?
t
, Would you recommend this school or conference to other teachers with similar
interests? Yes No PLEASE EXPLAIN;
Appendix L
I,
PkOJECT PIC!!!:Frj
^OilS'JLTAiir nr^.rTTiVi |:Qn;.j
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1. Is your coneral reaction to this
DATf:_
COiSULT/ViT:
cons ultant?..( Chock one boy.)
„
r>
-
1
'j
+1
very 11 i1 i
.
' 1 +?
neqat'l ve
2.
neutral
did you liks jost about i;h,u tlia consultant did?
^3
V jJMf
PC'Siti'/3
Hliat did you like loKjt about vdiat the consultant did?
. Wdat could have been dono to make th.a iiicotir.d roora nroductiva?
hovld vou^like to use this consultant aoain? YES !'0
(c---., pjeasc Gxnlaifi
.icv.! you ’.‘O'ilci rty'; to use r'va IConsii i'tant^*
( i r scjuG.'icy
> curaticn, concent ot v.'oryshQpj etc.)
o3 sr^crnc
I
appendix m
project pioneer
ON-SITE EVALUATION REPORT
Introduction
The evaluation design for Project Pioneer placed a heavy emphasis on
ancedotal and questionnaire data. Because of this, an on-site evaluation
component was added to collect interview and classroom observation data on
a first hand basis. The intent was to conduct a match/mismatch between
Stated goals and actual student and teacher behaviors.
In May 1974, an outside evaluator was employed (Robert Fitzmaurice) to
work with an internal evaluator (Pioneer staff member John Lopez) in re-
viewing the stated goals and accomplishments of eight selected schools and
conducting on-site data gathering activities. The eight schools were
selected because they were projects with observable products and classroom
behaviors desired by the Pioneer staff.
Procedures
Teachers and principals were asked to meet with outside Pioneer eval-
uators to share their accomplishments and feelings about the effectiveness
of Pioneer services. An attempt was made to make it clear that Pioneer
was being evaluated - not the school projects in and of themselves.
The two evaluators worked as a team. Visitations with teachers and
in classrooms were typically 1 to hours in length. One evaluator
interviewed teachers while the other evaluator made careful observations
of the school environment - student behaviors, teacher behaviors, materials,
curricular activities, etc.
Evaluator's Purpose
As a member of the Pioneer evaluation team, my chief task was to obtain
an "outside" view of the role Project Pioneer played in the implementation
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at the teacher submitted proposals. Specifically I explored the following
areas: the perceived effects of Project Pioneer; if they had to do it over
again how would they do it differently; how would they manage next year in
the absence of Project Pioneer; obtain an up-to-date progress report in
terms of their projected goals.
Over-all Pioneer Effectiveness
Every project I visited, without exception, felt very positive about the
role Pioneer played. It was crystal clear that all curriculum teams felt
that they could not have done it without Pioneer's support. With the finan-
cial resources provided by Pioneer, which otherwise were unavailable, they
were able to obtain instructional materials for the classroom, attend work-
shops of their choice, invite consultants to their schools, receive pay for
planning time and make visitations to other schools. Although, the money was
unquestionably a major factor in the success of the individual projects, it
was clear to me that they valued the moral support Pioneer provided equally
well. They felt when they needed Pioneer's help they were readily available.
Especially significant was the laison role Pioneer played between the team
and the administration in paving the way for a successful educational endeavor.
Of particular interest to me was to note that their written progress re-
ports, by their very nature, could not do justice to the team efforts com-
pared to having an opportunity to talk to them directly. Not only were they
"on target" in terms of their goals and projected time line, they already were
acting on next steps. Clearly their progress reports were consistent with
what was happening. Interestingly enough, if they had to do it over again
they would do it essentially the same way.
In addition to the above, I made the following general observations:
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1 .
2 .
3.
4.
Project Pioneer was extremely sensitive In working with the
curriculum teams wherever they were at and In the spirit of
a genuine helping relationship.
Project Pioneer structured their role In a way to have the
teams become Independent of them but not prematurely.
Project Pioneer provided the Incentive which resulted In teachers
going far beyond the call of duty. Including working weekends,
evenings by willingly putting In planning time exceeding the
agreed upon budget.
Project Pioneer promoted in teachers a sense of professionalism,
self worth, autonomy, and accomplishment rare in the educational
milieu.
5. Project Pioneer has turned around negative feelings of three years
ago to very positive feelings at the present, even to the extent
of wishing they would be around indefinately for future projects.
Individual School Visitation Reports
The remainder of the report will address itself to our visits of the
respective projects. Specifics will be generalized to give an over-all
picture of where the projects seem to be at.
Project Topic: Environmental Education Project
Location: East Longmeadow
This environmental education project is on target and beyond. The
team members have worked very closely together. Their planning time has
far exceeded the allocated budget and it is apparent that they intend to
continue giving of themselves in the interest of the project. Although
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team members did not need to lean heavily on Pioneer staff they got con-
siderable distance out of the resources provided them (Project E.P.I.c.
.
Ken Taylor. Springfield College). They have developed their off campus site
for environmental education, instructional maps and curriculum materials
which emphasize a non-graded interdisciplinary approach. They are capital-
izing on their individual strengths and the specialized training (E.S.S.)
they received. They have considerable enthusiasms for continuing the pro-
ject and expand it for grade levels 4-8. Howard Clark, curriculum coordina-
tor. has provided strong administrative support, as well as. the principal.
Project Topic: Developing Interest Centers
Location: Agawam
School James Clark
This open education project is on target and beyond. We met with three
teachers in their respective classrooms. The original project was concentra-
ted in the area of reading and presently is moving energetically into the
other curricular areas. Consultant, Ann Harris played a critical role in
facilitating communication between team teachers and the building principal.
They used their financial resources for visiting other opened schools in-
cluding Marks Meadow Lab School at the School of Education, U-Mass. and
invited open education consultants to work with them. In addition they
secured a wide variety of instructional materials for their classrooms.
They are a close knit team while at the same time maintaining their individ-
uality. They are reaching out to other open educators in their geographic
area and forming support groups. There is no question that they will con-
tinue the project and expect to in-service interested teachers in their
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school district. They are in a position to share a
developed curriculum materials. They have traveled
three innovators in apparently a traditional school
multiple of teacher
a courageous path as
environment.
Project Topic: Human Development Program
Location: West Springfield
School : McDonough
This project in humanistic education is on target. We visited with the
principal and a teacher who demonstrated "magic circle" with a nucleus of
children from his classroom. Consultant, Timmerman, enjoys considerable
support from the people we visited with and played a critical role in apparently
reducing fears and anxieties of parents concerning the project. The teacher
is very enthusiastic about the potential of the project and has high hopes
for its continued growth in the future. The principal supports the project
and has positive feelings about Project Pioneer this year which is in contrast
to previous feelings of two years past. The project will continue with the
expectatbn of involving additional faculty members.
Project Topic: Environmental - Outdoor Education
Location: West Springfield
School : Tatham
This environmental education project is on target and beyond. We visited
with vice principal John Rosenburg and teacher Bill Morgan who took us on a
field trip with members of his class to a nearby stream bed where they were
unearthing a farm from early times. The thrust of the program is geared for
the academically unsuccessful student with the majority of the faculty in-
volved in the project. Their main involvement with Project Pioneer was to
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secure funds for Instructional materials. They are a self starting group
and capitalized on Pioneer to get distance out of their team efforts.
They are incorporating an interdisciplinary approach and their is talk of
moving the entire school in that direction. There is no doubt they will
continue with the project and expand on it.
Project Topic: Integrated Day Classroom
Location: Westfield
School: Juniper Park School
This open education project is on target. We met with the principal
and two teachers. In fairness to the teachers our visit took place when
most of the curriculum materials they developed were packed away in antici
pation of school closing. However, what we were able to observe suggested
that the money allocated this team had been invested wisely in educational
materials and the children were deriving the benefits accordingly. The
principal impressed on us the important role the consultant played and his
intention to continue the consultancy in the absence of Pioneer funds. A
solid foundation has been established in this project, thus, enhancing the
potential for continued progress.
Project Title: Creative Writing Through Humanistic Education
Location: Westfield
School: Westfield High School
This humanistic education project is on target. We met with two teachers
which comprise the team effort. They invested their budget in a variety of
materials designed to support their writing classes. They have established
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a solid foundation for their project and fully expect to continue in the
fall next school year.
Project Topic: Elementary Science’
Location: Agawam
School : Granger
This science education project is on target and beyond. We met with
four teachers and visited three classrooms while the children were exper-
iencing the science centers. It was apparent that they worked closely with
Pioneer staff and took advantage of the multiple offerings and resources
Pioneer made available to interested teachers. The quantity and quality of
their teacher constructed materials will greatly enhance the potential to
continue the endeavor next school year. They are available to in-service
interested teachers who wish to model their program and also expect to move
it up to the fourth grade level. I have invited them to share their ideas
with my graduate students this summer and suggested that they might wish
to publish their project in the journal Science & Children. There enthus-
iasm for the project is infectious and it is crystal clear that they have
invested considerable life energy in the project.
Project Topic: Middle School Math
Location: Agawam
School: Agawam Middle School
This math education project is on target. The two teachers shared
with us a variety of teacher-constructed materials (games, manipulative
devices, etc.) made from "raw-junk stuff", which they were able to pur-
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chase with Pioneer funds. They delineated materials they had made for
more advanced students as opposed to those materials created for and
sometimes by, the less sophisticated students, pointing out the concept-
ual learning similarities intended for all levels of ability. We also
discussed the "spin-offs" of the project such as a student to student
tutorial program and the creation of an extra-curricular math club to
be able to work with and around large group scheduling constraints.
The team was also quite emphatic about their positive experience
at M.T.A. Math Institute in Lexington, provided by Project Pioneer.
They will continue with the project in the fall and expect to add new
instructional materials/experiences to the present range of option for
kids.
BfifiJ£iimONEER
.
ON-SITE_
S.CHOOLj_,GRANGEE.
LQP.IC1—eX.emeniary__sc I ence. l earhi ng_xe_niers
Date: June 14, 1974
Our visit to take us to three rooms and teacher.
11:30 We meet with Mrs. B., Mrs.D, and Miss L. We begin our visit
11:35 Room 14
They are "doing science" this morning
Two kids listening on headphones
"volcano^""’"®
overhead projector discussing a transparency on
Two kids reading aloud-to one another-about plants
Five groups of two kids each are outdoors doing "shoebox experiments"i.e. Experiments with instructions contained in decorated
shoeboxes and used individually
Sign on chalkboard:
"Experiments"
Victor-plants
Steve-microscopes (salt)
Billy-volcanoes
Eddie-inclined plane... etc.
Voices audible in room
Mrs. B. moving about room asking questions and discussing with kids
Environment
Front half of room arranged in "blocked-desk" form
Back half of room divided with tri-wall partition
Many materials and tasks displayed on either side of partition
Art on all walls and hanging from ceiling lights.
Science Learning Center with specific work jobs and activities in rear
of room. Plexiglass dividers for casual effect.
11:40 Room 17
Eighteen kids doing S.C.I.S. in groups of two
Miss L. giving directions about what to do next
"Lets group the buttons according to size"
"When you do the first group, then do another"
Miss L. moving amongst kids asking questions concerning what they're doing
Seven kids at a round table learning center doing a "living thing-plants"
task. They are talking and writing
The large group of kids are talking amongst themselves and with Miss. L.
who kneels to work with each pair of kids for a moment or two.
11:50 Room 13 303
Four kids at listening area
Groups of kids doing different thi
Some kids outdoors doing "shoebox
ngs
experiments"with Mrs. B
11:53
Mrs. D. announces "time to rotate"
Three kids at listening center
Four kids at water measure area
Four kids at encyclopedia center
Four kids at "cuisinaire corner"
Three kids at "checker center"
12:00
doing "look, look, look"
making number steps
game
Kids all organized to go to art
Very orderly in their exit
teacher
We then begin a discussion with
•
' s group
activity
three teachers
P_ROJECT PIONEER ON-SITE QBSFRVATTnt^
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SCHOOL: JUNIPER PARK
TOPIC- INTEGRATED DAY CLASSROOM
Date : June 14, 1974
Observer : John Lopez
Place
:. Room 2/4
Environment
Several round tables spread through area
Stove/kitchen area
Wood working bench with tools
Sand/water table
Many individual tables
Tri-board room dividers
Materials storage bins (numerous)
Cubby holes for student materials
Student art/crafts on walls
9:20
We introduce ourselves to teachers Mrs. H. and Mrs. H.
Much activity and movement in total area
Mrs. H. begins doing spelling and recitation with seven kids seated on floor
Mrs. H. doing spelling on floor across the room with five kids
Six centers of localized activity
Four kids playing games on floor
Five kids making "popcorn" things at table
Six kids reading quietly at large round table
Movement around and amongst groupings
(ids getting "stuff in boxes and moving on
tots of things being retrieved in brightly decorated boxes by kids who then move
Ito an area and began "doing" them
; Stove/kitchen area
Seven kids working and watching at table as one big kid (older) shows them
how to mix brownie batter
Several little ones pass bowl and complete mixing
They begin to figure time and temperature for cooking in stove
"How much is thirty-five minutes?"
"Where will the clock point?"
"Set the timer!"
"Whats the right temperature?"
{
hey decide and the brownies go into the oven
hree kids are working alone in different areas
Irs. H. brings another group together for spelling
Mrs. H. retrieves some materials and moves to another area with different kids.
luch movement
foices audible in room
I
I
I
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9:35
Mrs. H. rings handbell
Everyone stops working, moving, talking
Silence and very still
''OK everyone, let's move into our next activity."
Blue group to the art area..."
"Triangles go to. . .
"
We bid good-bye to Mrs. H., and Mrs. H. and go down the hall to visit Hr. M
i
i
I
I
(
I
\
I
I
,
r I
1,1
; i
I
I
*
I
I
•
f
’
I
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PROJECT PIONEER ON-SITE OBSERVATinN
SCHOOL: TATHAM SCHOOl
lOPIC-ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
Date : June 13, 1974
Observer : John Lopez
1:30
We arrive at Mr. M's classroom
He and nine kids are preparing to leave room
Mr.V tel
bit about ,oais
Area over stream bed "roped off", kids within this areaKids combinq this area with implements
"Hett'wtatf thit?"^''^°''’ something.
Its a horse thing, you know?" Points to mouth
I Holds up an object rusted-over
Sluice Box" being used by another student
Jne student using a hand rake
)ne student using a shovel
Joth^of these students working together on common plot
Two big students directing others to certain areas/tasks
-ots of talk and movement
"We need two kids over here"
"Hey, over here"
"We got another piece of this"
"I found something pretty neat"
3ne kid brings out a map of the dig, and begins to plot "finds" on it. He
anything else?"
\nother student moves to map and plots a find.
'Who's got the shovel?"
Irhree boys at map now
\ hole is dug; two boys are using the metal detector in it.
T-"Don, is something down there?"
S-Yea, something, I think"
T-"Find anything, Diane?"
Keep digging
S-"Found something"
T-"What?"
S-"I don't know, yet."
T-"What you got. Bob?"
S-"I don't know, its got writing on it"
T-"0K, record it on the map"
"That's important"
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Several boys cluster around a small holeA lot of talk and discussion
The shovel changes hands
A lot of talk!
S-''Mr. M., we got china over here'"
Little, little bits of if"
S-|'Mr. M."
T-"Joe, what you got?"
^
the pieces"S- Could this be a part of the bridge?"
Much, much digging^Ind stJdent’ Interactio^ architecture"
Students brings an object to Mr. M
Shares it vnth him
Dialogue
Questions and concerns
Redirecting, pointing
Many objects found and shared
1:50
T-"A11 right Bob, let's clean it up!"
"Billy, let's wrap it up!"
jStudents begin picking up tools and findings
I T“"Who wants to come back tomorrow?"|Several hands go up, voices affirm offer
I
T- All right. I'll talk to your teachers"
Kids organize tools
Kids move away toward building
We remain; talk; move back slowly
^:00
9|^e say good-bye to Mr. J1., and leave building.
I
i
I
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SCHOOL: CLARK SCHOOL
Date : June 11
,
1974
Observer : John Lopez
^oom 15
Environment:
Reading corner
Listening table
Job wheel on wall
Animal area-gerbils, mice, fish tanks
Plants
"Mystery corner"
Weight scale tables with metric materials
Visual screens, dividers
Mobiles hanging from ceiling
Art on walls (everywhere)
1:30
Schedule of activities on board
(Progression of groups through sequence)
Listening center
i Free oeriod
Born Wild (reading)
|! Art
I;
Phonics games
' Math kit
five groups of kids around room localized at groups of tables doing one of
(jthe above.
(Working groups and individuals
parent in room
phonics games
board (phonics)
Working with one group on
itudent recording "winners" on
land bell rung at 9:35
itudents "reorganize" to different table/areas
lerbil scooting across floor in clear plastic bal 1 -fol lowed by girl
>tudent comes in door, goes to art table, begins to work
Two students using the overhead projector drawing lines, patterns
'Miss Robinson, can you draw me a bow tie?"
She goes to art center and kid.
student goes out, without asking Miss R. , and returns very quickly.
’’Miss R. can you make me a bow tie?"
She begins to cut some paper.
^iss R. walks over to math kit and pulls out a card and gives
kits down and begins reading it.
Voices audible in room
|Two students reading aloud to each other at a table
i^'liss R. moving about room; answering student questions
it to student, who
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9:45
Four kids at listening table
Four kids at art table
Two kids reading
Four math kit kids
Four kids at phonics game with parent
9:53
Hand bell rung
Students move around to other centers
Miss R. "I think its time to remember.
Few students move about room (2 or 3)
Students leave room and return quickly; do not ask for permission (Individually)
.you're not keeping your voices down."
9:55 Room 16
"Reading segment" underway
Kids in groups
Seven kids on floor-reading, talking
Three kids with Miss A. playing word game
Four kids at listening table
Threekids atwall collecting worksheets out of a box
Two kids sitting off at a table; one quizzing another on words
Three kids move to Miss A. at table, dialogue, then move back to another area
Students at listening table reading with headphones on
Three kids in "conference area" reading and talking
One kid doing a worksheet alone, stops and goes over to desk and puts it away
Miss A. to group of kids she was working with "Would you people play by yourselves
so I can talk with our visitor?" They affirm.
Three kids move to a corner with worksheets
10:05
>ix groups of kids in different areas
)ne kid working alone
(Several children moving around
lo ces audible throughout classroom
)ne kid stops working alone, return sheet to a box, gets something in an envelope
md asks two others to join him... "Hey, Steve" .. .they do and he distributes
laterials to them.
\lot of movement
One area to another
i Table to floor--floor to table
i
ne student leaves group activity and begins to water plants; back and forth to tap.
0:17
tudent groups have changed movement!
ew game retrieved at nearby table
"Help me, Mark!"
"What are you doing?" ... "This" .. ."ok!
"
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10:20
Four kids working alone
One at listening table
One at reading/v/ri ting
One doing a worksheet
One writing while sitting at teachers deskkids walking aroundTwo
One waiting to speak with Miss. A.
Environment
"Pretend you are a ..."
"Math Corner fun" area
Sheet divider (hanging)
Listening table
Spool with boxed reading material on it
Designs hanging from lights
Books on shelves (many!)
Plants in milk cartons and pans on
Some desks arranged in row 5
Others grouped in fours
on a wall board with pictures and directions
sill
** Child to me just before leaving:
"Is a bent pillow gentle?"
Shows me a picture
Says "I think so!"
Matches picture to word on desk
^RECESS !!
iThen. .
.
110:35 Room 6
ritnvironment
Quiet area; carpeted; pillows; easy chair, set off reading area
Five desk groupings
Painting easel and paints
Record player and headphones on cart
Math game area
Mobiles all over the place
Much "student art" on walls
Animal area, gerbils, fish tank
Kids come back from recess-few at a time
nine kid puts lights on
wTwo kids get a game and move into quiet area
Another joins in
Begin playing a card game
("wo kids shout for staples, then begin to look in Miss A's desk
Miss A. moves about room talking and laughing with individuals and groups
Miss A. then goes to the quiet area and talks with a student
iKid comes to Miss A., she redirects by pointing at something
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Students (3) hitting each other in quiet area with hanHa card game ^ hands and pillows; were doing
"Come on--lets start all over"
Two kids doing "picture cards" in reading area-taUinnMiss A. squats near kid in easy chair and helos with a k lVoices audible throughout room ^ ^
10:50
Six kids working alone on sheets
Miss A. and four kids around gerbil cage
Miss A. then goes out; comes back with larop mip
It out in reading area ^
° ® industrial paper; spreads
Four other kids come to the table; dialogue
^
Then dispense to separate areas with books in hand
SiVl feaSr'' 0.t something and sUs while
Two students now lined up to talk with Miss A. with books in handFour kids drawing a paper roll now; in reading area
10:55
!lackboard®' to a part of
iiss A. moves away from easy chair; gets pencils for some kids "we're almost out"
11:00
Iroupings at this time
Five kids in reading area-talking and reading
Four kids playing "Talk and Take" game
One kid doing a card activity (math)
Three kids doing worksheet stuff
Two kids painting a roll of paper
Three kids at listening cart wearing headphones
Three kids reading in Quiet Area
1:02
ie exit! 1
1
i
i
I
PROJECT PIONEER ON-SITE OBSERVATION
SCHOOL: MCDONOUGH SCHOOL
TOPIC: HUMAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
3ate : June 13, 1974
Observer : John Lopez
9:25
We arrive at Mr. B's classroom
Eight kids are forming a circle
We are asked by Mr. B. if we care to join
We decline
We move a desk or so from the circle
4r. B. sits down; they begin:
(T-teacher/ S-student)
T-We haven't had a chance to do many circles lately. Because of the end of the
year, we've sort of pushed it all to the rear. The possibilities for sharing
itoday are, "Somebody did something I liked, or "Something that I want, either
Ipossible or impossible" or "If I could do anything I wanted to do"
What would I do?
{[- Yes. Everyone wishes at sometime thay had superhuman powers.
I
What might we like to do?
Before we start, let's review our three rules of order.
, Victor, will you read them?
-Is- No one is forced to speak
)
Listen actively and carefully
i
Be courteous at all times
-^T- Thanks Victor.
I Anyone care to start?
-S- He does! (pointing)
-S- I do? What?
-jS- Speak!
-S- I would like to be a fantastic football player.
-T- Anyone else?
i
(silence)
i I have one.
' I would like to be a scratch golfer.
This means being able to play the course perfectly.
A certain number of years ago I said I would be able to do this in
five years. This is the fifth year and I still can't.
I have a friend who can! He's good! If I had the power, I would play
perfect golf.
,
(Victor motions)
iT- Victor?
iS- Play baseball and do better at hitting and throwing
I
T-
S-
5 -
T-
S-
T-
S~
T-
S-
T-
S-
T-
iS-
iT-
S-
k-
\
jS-
5 -
f-
5 -
>-
r-
Better at hitting and throwing?
Yes
^
I would like to be able to drop this srhnni in
You would? Why? ^ °cean.
Because I hate Mrs.
, and don't like MrYou really dislike these people? *
Yea. They always say "I'm here to hpln vnn" kh+- 4-u
They bother me. ^ never really do.
Anyone else?
I'd be the six-million dollar bov sn T mniri
That so? Why?
^ ^ Steve, Victor... and you
Yea, I think it would be neat.
OK anyone else?
(Silence)
We'll go around the circle and
I want to be a great swimmer.
and they say I'm good at it.
' “
Steve, can you repeat Sheila's wish?
see if anyone cares to speak. Sheila?
I here s a pool down the street where I
She wants to be a swimmer, they say she's good.(Two boys strike out with legs at each other, and begin to laugh out loudlAre you remembering all the rules? ^
Curt, which aren't we remembering?
Being courteous at all times.
(Who had laughed out) Forget it! I'm not talking'
I play the trumpet
How long have you played?
Me? I've played two years
Anyone else?
(Silence)
Lets discuss what we' ve done today and how we've done it. I felt good about
saying what I did. I usually only tell my wife. Anyone el so have any
feelings,?
I feel the same thing. I usually only tell my mother.
Only your mother?
Yea
She listens?
Yea, she does
Anyone else?
Usually the circle is better. We usually are more courteous and talk more.
We're nicer.
Why isn't it that way today?
Because we got company and everyone wants to show off!
Anyone care to add?
(Silence)
OK we'll get together later, maybe not in groups, but we'll get together
:40
ircle breaks up and we go downstairs to talk with Mr. B.
Appendix N
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^
AGAWAM HIGH SCHOOL •
|!
_T-OPIC: PRACTICAL ENGLISH/CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Participants:
,
Ann Eckhart - Home Economics Teacher, Mary Mackler
Total Expenditures
: $1 ,250
iGoals
- English Teacher
pe'?ollowingf"
development and practical English courses in order to achieve
!;’
classes!'
focusing on childhood learning processes for both
Jen'r^terature!'"
Uterature through an examination of child-
,3. A greater awareness of potential parental influence on early learning
' tive®mate?ials!“
creation and use of children's literature ^nd manipula-
i^ctivities
dIO/4 - Initial meep'ng - Discussed redefining proposal and goals - Budget guidelines
and expenditures ^
dlO/5-10/20 - Team identifies resource people and resources
(30/30 - Progress meeting - Payment to consultants negotiated
- goals redefined in light
(in/m consultations - Activities and learning experiences identified,(JO/31 - Child development class visits Nancy Jones at Recycle For Children
||/^ " P^09 *^6ss Meeting - Next steps and use of resource people - budget considerations
11/12 - Meeting to finalize and tighten-up activities and semester experiences
ill/14 * Nancy Jones visits Child Development classes at A.H.S. - Students create manip-
ulative learning materials for pre and primary school
‘
m/20 - Nancy Jones visits practical English classes at A.H.S.
materials for pre and primary school children.
,81/20-1/1 - Team consults at great length with : Bill Halloran
Carol Hurst - Westfield State, Shirley Jones - Springfield Library
on developing childrens literature strategies with high schoolers
/1-2/15 - Practical English students "tutor" children at Granger school, using school
made materials.
/16 - Four yeardds visit high school Child Development classes for a "Practical Labora
tory". Students use learning materials with children - Meeting held with team
/18 - One year olds brought in to demonstrate intellectual and motor development to
child development class.
78 - Progress Meeting - Interim evaluation - Needs and Budget expenditures - Student
evaluation format shared
'1/15-3/16 - Project Presentation at Arts & Crafts Fair, Agawam High School.
J\/26 - Project Meeting - Topic: Evaluation and Feedback from students
’.V3 - Meeting to organize childrens juvenile bibltgraphy and identify purchases
(^/4 - Teachers attend childrens Literature Festival, Northampton
'V14 - Meeting to coordinate book purchases
'j/31 - Finalize materials purchases
T/6 - Final Meeting - wrap up
children.
- Students create reading
- Westfield State,
3 1 fi
Accompli shment.c;
* Teamplanning and organization establishedSharing of resources and resource people
* disciplinary bounds
pre-school children. (books, manipulative devices) to be used with
*
"Laboratory Sessions" In child
Tutorul program set up for practical English studertsto worh with elementary (primary)
Impact upon English and Home Ec. Depts. to carrv nn fhn :by these two teachers. ^ initiating activities developed
Student enthusiasm and involvement
Student feedback utilized
strength s
students involved in "doing"
peeking out experts as resources
Sharing of resources and resource people
,arry over to each department
’ersonal and professional growth of each teacher
earn commitment for next year
ommunication initiated with elementary schools
ole of Project Pioneer
I
I
rocess helper
esource linker
oral Support
Weaknesses
Goal setting at times "fuzzy"
Slow progress
Little time available to meet because
of schedule
Over dependence on experts at times
)urces of Data
i
ioneer Meeting Summaries
lassroom observation
ioneer Services Questionnaire
^oject Report Inventory
yoneer Evaluation Report
CAREW STREET SCHOOL
TOPIC: "PROJECT SELF-IMAGE"
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Participants : Marlene Andrade - teacher, Gloria Nadeau - Tparhpr a ^
Marcy Schwartz - teacher.'pius six^fersth Ir/stli’g^derf
Total Expenditures: $1 ,200
Goals:
To enchance the apparent negative self-image of students who demonstrate poor or nea-ative peer/teacher relationships, by providing:
^M:>i.i i,e i g
T. Experiences both within and outside of the immediate home, school, and cultural
enV'ironments. v-uituioi
tional'^growth'^^^'^^^^^™^'^
experiences which attend to intellectual, social and emo-
3. Intensive student/teacher relationship building both in and away from the school
setting.
Activities
:
9/26 - Meeting with Pioneer Director to explore funding possibilities
10/12 - Initial meeting with John Lopez- specifics of proposal discussed - goals set and
clarified.
11/12 - Proposal approved; discussed budget operation; needs; team identifies resources
to be utilized.
11/23 - Progress meeting - Needs and problems if any - Sharing of free and inexpensive
places to visit - Established journal keeping and reporting procedures.
11/28 - Circus Activity Springfield Civic Center - teachers and students get acquainted.
12/7 - Individual Home Activities - Community building - informal student/teacher rap
sessions at teachers homes.
(12/14 - Progress Meeting - initial activities and outings shared and results shared
(l2/14 - After school craft session - Christmas candle making and group sharing session.
i,l/l-2/15 - Planned and impromptu after school sessions - games, crafts, refreshments.
* Discussion of self-concept and sharing of ideas.
^2/l - Program Meeting -"teachers share perceptions of experiences and Journal - entry
sharing - next steps and activities planned.
^3/3 - Teachers and student group attends Duggan Jr. High School Ballet presentation,
"Capelia"
b/4 ~ Teachers and student group attends "creative Drama" presentation, Springfield College
3/9 - After school group session and discussion of personal problems.
13/15 - Teachers and students attend "Peter Pan" at Civic Center.
‘3/16 - One teacher and student group attends Norman Rockwell Exhibit, Downtown Springfield.
3/20 - Two teachers and group of girls make "shopping trip" to Eastfield Mall.
'
3/22 - Teachers and students visit Springfield Museums: Connecticut Historical Society,
- brief
^/I3 - for
Science Museum, Fine Arts Museum.
3/27 - After school parent - project social hour and planning for camping trip
meeting with team; progress, needs?
_
After school "rap session" - Home social hour with students
- organizing
camping trip.
, . ^ ^
After school sharing session with kids - pre-planning of camping trip.
- Progress meeting - final plans for camping trip shared
4/28 - Group camping trip to Camp Moses, Woronoco, Mass.
- Talking about and sharing the camping trip experience .
Progress meeting - budget, needs, etc. - Discussion of exper
thus far.
After school sharing session
- Home social hour at teachers homes
i4/20
^
4/25
4/27
4/29
5/1
5/4
5/n
5/18
6/4 -
6/8 -
318After school sharing session with students.
Meeting ~ Budget and planning for Boston trip
6/9/- Boston trip ~ students and teachers
Activities - walking, exploration trip - Aquarium visit, Boston Harbour
fi/in
Center, Art &, Craft Exhibit, Boston CoLon
“ Students share Boston Experience - analyze what they saw6/20 - Progress Meeting - Final budget allocations, loose ends ,‘ records and result.6/29 - Final student and teacher activity - Pool party at teacher 'rhoine
Tour,
\ccomplishments
:
Minority students intensely involved in cultural environments other than their ownProductive peer group experiences structured and implemented.
Observable student behavioral changes in classrooms i.e. respect, resoonsibilitv
cooperation with others. ^
* Team sharing and problem solving engendered amongst staff.
* Established informal "advisory groups" of teachers and students.
* Extensive use of community resources
* Helped students widen their "friendship group" at school.
* Children involved in decision making the Why, Where, When and How of group activities.
Strengthened school /home ties by meeting with students' parents and sharing common
concerns, both at school and home.
* High level affective needs of students attended to and developed.
Strengths Weaknesses
Teacher commitment
Team Creativity
Student Involvement
Team Planning
Team Communication with parents
Jse of Community as resource
(Jhole Child" orientation
lole of Project Pioneer
^ecource Provider
Process Helper
Administrative tasks
^oral support
Source of Data:
Pioneer Meeting summaries
Classroom observation
Pioneer Services Questionnaire
Project Report Inventory
JPioneer Report Evaluation
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i^ESTFIELD HIGH SCHOOL
TOPIC - ViRITING FOR SELF-GROWTH - SOPHOMORE WRITING COURSE
Participants : Mary Deane Sorcinelli, Eileen Doherty
I
Total Expenditures : $1»400.00
Goals
1. This course consits of thestudent putting words together in an oral and written
forni in such a v^/ay that he grows socially and personally. The assignirients
are designed to encourage him to make personal responses when he sahres his re-
sponses with other persons, he should get a clear idea of who he is and who other
people think and feel he is.
2. At the end of the course, each student will have learned to:
a. Observe the world of his five senses, to make those senses strong and alive
and to communicate his om sensory experiences to others.
b. Become aware of and awake to himself, his experiences, and his world, and then
match fresh language to his visions.
c. Order and shape his perceptions and experiences and thereby further develop
himself.
* Create descriptions which will appeal to the senses and involve the reader.
* Use the basics of effective writing, clear sentences and organized para-
graphs and ideas, to communicate his ideas to his reader.
* Proofread and rethink and write his own work to make it more effective, and
to help fellow writing students solve their writing problems.
3.
For the most part, the students will be recording their written reponses in a
"private" Journal. From time to time he will be given journal synthesizing
activities in which he will be asked to examine and evaluate the contents of
his journal.
Activities
Extensive curriculum development durin
Visitation to Ronald LaConte (U. Conn
g August, 1973.
.) - full day- consultation
Continual Implementation and evlauation of program in classroom.
^ Several meetings with Project Pioneer staff members - planning and evaluation
[Accomplishments
I* This self-growth writing program has had a significant influence upon me and my
' teaching methods. Working along with students concerning values, attitudes, and
i feelings, allowed me to examine and reexamine many of my own. I've gained new in-
sights into my students and myself - at a much deeper level than before.
Curriculum developed - a working program
Im.mediate and positive results in the classrooms
^
Increased student sensitivity to the world of five senses to self and others
Other^English teachers interested in their program - they'll serve
Firm plans made for next year - expanding and enriching present
programs working
' on creating a more conducive environment for writing.
iStudent Reactions to Course. ^ ^ i-w'rw/ori ahv' "Ppplinos
'..."We learned by doing things, not just discussing them. We also p
l” by acting out a situation in class." i
!..."! like to write and get my feelings out andthis course ]ets
me.
because I
..."In here I can tell myself that no one is. going to
laugh at what I write
' am always afraid someone is going to criticize my
feelings.
I
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^
• .."IJust take classes as they con,e. but for sene odd reason I do look
-forward coding
•"gla"l d^rbe^Ls^ns
1 S",
because I had to. but now
mood to write and by the end of it I‘m a^^'set to wHto ®''en in the
to write." " rite. It puts you in the mood
'"S^Lfthl? Tt ^«liy Z'lll Ind^W,e^e"i^a' lot T’-? ^ut not I'm starting
..'I thought this cours^e wL gSing'to'b^^Ialty’ f? In
°
’
kon the teacher's idea. But now I've reflli 7 PH
‘
^^J'^°j^ 9
ht it would be more
What a different, but helpful change froi the ?Lt if my^uLir'"
‘“““b things.
. . I like It when you tie in music to writing, because music reallv chnw'c f
^everyone can learn a lot from it."
^ y show s feelings and
."When we write we don't have to kill ourselves wnrru-irr. .„„ii,-
^just write what we think about and feel inside."
^ ^ spelling, etc. We can
’ jtst a teaching machine. But you don't trv to be areal pal" or "buddy" which I think is good. I thought writing I woSld be boring
russfonil^hich riy llkeloi!""
' have a lot of dis-
'"expielirthiigi!^''^^^ classmates better and
."Things are always interesting and always focused on us. I can understand better
where I am going now. In this case 1 am eager to learn, because I'm learning about
iNC •
Strengths
Teachers predisposed to hum.anistic education
Committed, excited, energetic teachers
Support from U. Mass, personnel
Srong commitment to personal growth
Continually experimenting and evaluating
movement and growth in classes. .
Strong support from studnets and Project
Pioneer staff members
Jsed each other as resources
Weaknesses
Physical plant problem - having to move
from room to room hampered ability to
create a suitable writing environment.
Role of Project Pioneer
Supporters/Encouragers/"Spi ritual " Helpers
Resource Acquirers
Administrative support
Source of Data
Studnet comments
)n-Site Evaluation
Project Final Evaluation Report
Weekly evaluation/feedback forms used in classes
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CLASSICAL HIGH SCHOOL - SPRINGFIELD
TOPIC - CONSUMER MATH
P^artici pants : R, Annino, Math teacher, J.
Math teacher
Bace, Math teacher, B. Weissbrod,
Total Expenditures
: $1,000
Goal s
leniofh^Sh Ituden'ts"
of mathematically sophisticated
Iol?ege:bou^d"studeI?^l™"‘
^
3. To present the consumer math course in a form useable by other teach-rs
cur?iculS^Lllding!'’'^ “^’"9 through''maih
Activities
~ meeting with Julia Bale
, clarifying proposal; possibilities.
11/9 - Meeting with Julia Bale, discussed Logistics of proposal, established plan
of action. ^
11/20 - 1/29 - (1) Active search for and identifying possible resources for
augmenting consumer math.
(21 Retrieving materials (instructional and supplementary)
(3) Formulating basic format of consumer math course.
1/30 - Progress meeting, shaped resources located thus far, established meeting
schedule, discuss interim evaluation and next steps
2/13 - Curriculum workshop, conceptual formats of units created, organization
developed for units.
2/14 - 3/5 - Team works on taxation unit
3/6 - Progress meeting, taxation unit content outli-ned shared
3/7 - 3/27 - Tatal taxation unit worked on
3/27 - Progress meeting, shared Unit I, Taxation
,
budget breakdown and consideration,
.discussed future unit deadlines.
3/27 - 4/24 - Development of Unit II, Consumer Credit
.
4/24 - Progress meeting, completed Unit II, Consumer Credit .
4/24 - 5/15 - Development of Unit III, Banking Services
5/15 - Progress meeting. Shared completed Unit III Banking Services .
5/15 - 6/6 - Development of Unit IV, Insurance .
5/23 - Student evaluation on course solicited from 68 student.
6/6 - Progress meeting, shared completed Unit IV, Insurance . Final expenditures
considered.
6/6 - 6/27 - Pioneer organizes, prints and collates comsumer math units, and
summaraires student feedback data.
6/27 - Final meeting, delivered all completed units to school. Feedback data
delivered and discussed.
Accompl ishments
Increased team communication
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2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
Sharing decisions based on differentiated ^
Committed to student feedback collertinn expertise.
Development of curHculum units? Improvement.
Taxation
Consumer Credit
Banking Services
Insurance
^ conceptual framework for the curriculum development
Meeting the real needs of students as consumers.
Strengths
Team commitment to sharing •
Student involvement in program
Teachers acceptant of new ideas
Productive collaboration
Identified and located needed resources
Pride in making a professional contribu=
tion.
Desire to make school relevent for
students
I; Role of Project Pioneer
t'Process helper/organizer
iResource identifier
{"Moral support"
jSource of Data
f^ioneer Meeting Summaries
IStudent Evaluation Forms
rioneer Services Questionnaire
Project Report Inventory
^Pioneer Evaluation Report
Weaknesses
Slow movement toward goals
Need for much structure
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ABNER GIBBS - WESTFIELD
TOPIC - DEVELOPING AN ENRICHMENT CENTER
Participants : Six teachers, Art Supervisor, Parent Volunteers, N. White (Principal)
Total Expenditures: $1,100
Goals
1. To plan a course of action to create an informal, stimulating atmosphere
for learning by meeting with teachers, students (Student Council), the
principal and Project Pioneer Consultants.
2. To present to the children, an informal, stimulating atmosphere of learning,
as a motivating, extending or culminating enrichment for their school subjects.
3. To involve children, teachers, the intern, and parents, in this atmosphere,
using a variety of materials in many different ways to acquire the educational
objectives.
Activities
* Use of Educational Games
I* Making of Puppets
I* Use of recycled materials in Arts & Crafts
(* Dramatization
f* Painting
* Ceramics with use of kiln
Enjoying a selected collection of Literature for Children
Sewing with guidance on use of sewing machine
** Typewriting
Clay modeling
** Flannel Board Activities
I* Puzzle Making
** Use of Musical Instruments
1* Listening Center (Cassettes, Headsets)
\ Accompl ishments
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
Awareness of participants that everyday school subjects can be enjoyable
through stimulating related enrichment activities.
Learning can be achieved in different environments
informal enrichment center
Involvement of parents with children and teachers
Definite highlight and asset to school program
- structured classroom.
Strengths
Planning of the Project
Meetings were held periodically by
the key participants to discuss
plans and course of action for
the Enrichment Center
Implementation of the Project
The planning committee met with
the entire faculty to report
the
course of implementation.
5aknesses
Frequency of visits to the Center(usually
once a week)
Reluctance of structured teachers to see
the full value of the center
Inadequate space for storing projects, e c.
as not to have to transport
thingsto and
from the center.
Strengths
Ideas for use of the center were
presented.
Variety of materials and the use of
materials
Inviting Atmosphere-Redocorated room .
Parent Reaction-Parents were very
pleased with idea of the project
and volunteered readily to work with
teachers
Enjoyment of the center by the
children
Role of Project Pioneer
Initial problem solving and resource searchi
Administrative support
Source of Data
Workshop Evaluation Forms
Project Report Inventory
Project Final Evaluation
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AGAWAM HIGH SCHOOL - AGAWAM
TOPIC - CAREER AWARENESS
Psrti c i pants i P. CdVdllo, CounsGlor, E. Bollico, CouncGlor,
E. Lasky, teacher, J. Porter, Counselor
S. Hines, teacher,
Total Expenditures : $1 ,250
Goal s
1. Foster team planninQ between counselors and EnQlish teachers concernino
career education.
2. Establish a career awareness course in conjunction with English Department.
3. Involve English teachers and counselors in the career decisions of students.
4. Collect and utilize career education materials at the classroom level.
5.. Establish an Occupational Resource Center for use by career av^areness students
specifically, and all students generally.
Activities
10/29 - Initial meeting with counselors, ideas shared; concerns leading to
submission of proposal
11/5 - Progress meeting, further exploration of proposal clarifying of goals
and objectives
11/30 - Proposal completed; submitted discussion of perceived loose-ends;
project approved
12/8 - Progress meeting with counselors and teachers collaborative plan for next
steps and tenative curriculum creation calendar, budget considerations;
use of forms
12/19 -1/25 - Counselor and teacher planning for scope and sequence of career
awareness; vocalization of materials and resources
1/28 - Progress meeting, evaluation measures of planning and sharing of curriculum
developed thus far, needs and concerns
2/4 - Career Awareness' Program implemented with sixty tenth-grade general
English students
2/6 - Counselors administer Kuder Preference Survey to classroom students
2/8 - Progress meeting with counselors and teachers sharing of concerns at
implementation stage classrooms participating in Career Awareness throughout
February and March
4/3 - Progress meeting, consideration of activities and materials as summative
evaluation of career awareness experience
4/11 - Evaluation of Career Awareness Unity by students on career reaction
form,
demonstration of Values Clarification Strategies by John Lopez in
three classrooms
.- 14.
A/22 - New classes participate in Career Awareness Unit, for last
quarter or
4/25 - Group^ dynamics and values exercises demonstrated with
two English classes
5/6 - Planning meeting, consideration of an Occupational
Resources Renter
^
needed Ltention of career awareness, tentative proposal
for O.R.C. outlined
5/14 - Counselor and teacher team visit Westfield High
School O.R.C.
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‘ Counselor and teacher team visit Cathedral High School, Springfield 0 R r5/22 - Dissemination meeting at Agawam School central office. Purpose Discussdistrict and building administrators. oEnior High EEd
K/n School counselors and High School Career Education Team
^
'
step^^
Cavallo-Share and discuss O.R.C. proposal and next
6/6 - Values inventory demonstrated in two classrooms by John Lopez
6/10 - O.R.C. goal "Discussion Session" with counselor-teacher team6/13 - Evaluation of Career Av/areness Unit by students
6/17 - Goal setting session v/ith counselor/teacher team on personnel role in 0 R
6/21 - Sharing of finalized goal statements with Paul Cavallo and team
6/25 - Final meeting on O.R.C., budget and planning payment expenditures on
O.R.C. materials
C.
Accompl i shments
1. Eight-week unit on career awareness established in conjunction with
Engl i sh Department.
2. Planning of total project shared by teachers and counselors.
3. Resource people brought into classrooms
4. Counselors coming into and helping classroom teachers to discuss and
administer Kuder Preference Survey.
5. Students developing skills on what interests them.
6. Students evaluation input used for’ modifying program unit.
7. "Self-awareness" dimension added to Career Av/areness Unit.
8. Initial Development of an Occupational Resource Center for September.
Strengths Weaknesses
Counselors and teachers planning and
organization together
Shared decision making
Students involved in relevent subject
matter
Team asking for student feedback and
evaluation
Team identifying and linking-up with
resources
Team energies high
Team commitment evident
Coordinating teacher/counselor
schedules
Imprecise building communication
Traditional functional division of
teacher and counselors
O.R.C. planning initiated late
Role of Project Pioneer
Process helper/organizer
• Resource identifier/linker
Demonstrator of classroom activities
"Moral support"
Source of Data
Pioneer Meeting Summaries
Classroom observation
Student Evaluation Reports
Pioneer Services Questionnaire -
Project Report Inventory
Project Pioneer Evaluation Report
•
DUGGAN JUNIOR HIGH - SPRINGFIELD
TOPIC - TEST HRITING WORKSHOP SERIES IN SCIFNf.F.
Participants : R.
L.
Farr, A. Szlachetka
Waldman, S. Mulak,
.
N. Korneau, M. Shuler, G. Person, M. Manooglbciencc Supervisor
Total Expenditures
: $1850
Goals
1. Train Teachers in techniques of making good test.
2. Prepare a complete set of unit tests for a newly-adopted Junior Hiqh Science
Program. ^
3. Trial teach and revise such tests.
Activities
* A team of seven teachers received training in test writing and wrote full-
period tests for a newly-adopted Junior High Science Program at Duggan Junior
High School
.
Accompl ishments
Forty-seven full-period unit tests, vocabulary lists and vocabulary tests were
completed, one third of which were tried in classes. Two more comparable forms
of these tests are being written in a city-sponsored summer workshop.
Strengths
Teachers will be using better tests
than they could make on their own during
the school year.
Teachers will be encouraged to follow
the new program
Learning will improve because
students will be exposed to more
thought type and conceptual type
questions. Students tend to learn
those things that they are expected
to produce on tests
Role of Project Pioneer
Weaknesses
Tests were made by individual
teachers and not reviewed by the
entire- group
Most tests were not trial taught.
The plan is to use these tests for
two years and then make revisions.
Administrative support
EAST LONGMEADOW
TOPIC - ELEMENTARY LANGUAGE ARTS/READING WORKSHOP $ER I E
S
R. Knowe
Total Expenditures ; $4,200
Goal s
1. To become familiar v/ith the C.I.R.P. program and its materials
2. To improve understanding af a diagnostic, prescriptive, evaluative
procedure.
3. To up-date understanding of the latest trends and innovations in the
• field of reading.
Activities
* Fourteen day workshop series, directed by Joe Lipp and Jane Roach with
interim follow up services in the classrooms with individual teachers
* Language Arts Component
Three workshop programs and several on-site visitations
Accomplishments
1. New curricular techniques and materials developed by teachers.
2. Teacher skills acquired in utilizing wide variety of reading and
language arts materials.
Strengths Weaknesses
* C.I.R.P. Component
,
Weak consultant follow-through
excellent materials for classroom use
administrative support On-site visitations not helpful
expertise of workshop leader
enthusiastic teacher reaction to
C.I.R.P. program
* Language Arts Component
enthusiasm and dynamisism of Bill
Halloran (v/orkshop leader)
administrative support
very positive reaction to materials-
immediate classroom utilization
on-site availability
Role of Project Pioneer
Workshop planning and initial problem solving
Administrative support
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WEST SPRINGFIELD HIGH SCHOOL - WEST SPRINGFIELD
TOPIC - COMPUTER CURRICULUM RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
Participants : B. Foster, J. Choate, B. Titcomb, teachers
Total Expenditures : $700
Goals
1. To develop several pilot projects which meet the needs of special teachers
in science, social studies, industrial arts, and English by v/riting and
developing computer programs.
2 . To develop and publish a handbook for student and teacher computer operation
and utilization with current curricula.
3. To initiate, on a small level, a clearinghouse of available computer programs.
Activities
10/31 - Initial meeting, goal s-budget-plan of action
11/8 - Team meeting-logistics of overall project, time needs/constraints, forms
payment, calender
12/13 - Brief progress meeting, sharing of first staps and concerns
1/14 - Team workday #l-Developing orientation format for computer operation
1/17 - Team workday #2-Further development of student/teacher directions for
computer use
2/4 - Team workday #3-"De-bugging" of computer operation
2/11 - Team Workday M-Finalizing layout for student/teacher computer operating
instructions.
2/15 - Progress meeting, sharing of project developments
2/27 - Work planning session, computer program creation
4/9 - Curriculum planning
4/10 - Finalizing of instruction booklet
4/11 - Drafting letter to department heads
4/11 - Meeting-interim evaluation consideration
6/10 - Meeting-Evaluation input, next steps and actions
6/18 - 6/25 - Programmer enters procedure for Computer Assisted Instruction
use next year
6/25 - Final meeting-Budget, payment and general concerns
Accompl ishments
1. Program developed for volunteer teacher computer training to begin next year.
2. Link up with Westfield High School computer operation.
3. Diffusion of computer potential to subject area departmef"ts-.
4. Computer laboratory operation material created and produced .
5. Computer operation manuals ready for printing/production.
6. Students participating in debugging of computer operation procedure.
7. Students helping teacher in instructional material creation
process.
Strengths
Weaknesses
Self-organization
Interdisciplinary orientation
Student involvement in computer program
development
Trust and sharing evident among team
Minimum reliance on outside consultants
Role of Project Pioneer
Process helper
Resource supplier
Source of Data
Pioneer Meeting Summaries
Pioneer Services Questionnaire
Project Report Inventory
Pioneer Evaluation Report
Movement slov/ tov/ards goals
Team work/planning time hampered
by schedule


